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1-1 Introduction

This enclosure provides the STP methodology for a risk-informed approach to addressing
Generic Safety Issue (GSI)-191 issues and responding to GL 2004-02, as discussed in
SECY Paper, "Closure Options for Generic Safety Issue - 191, Assessment of Debris
Accumulation on Pressurized-Water Reactor Sump Performance". The STP risk-informed
approach is intended to be applied to STP Units 1 and 2 as pilot plants.

In the STP Risk over Deterministic (RoverD) methodology, the effects of debris that are
bounded by the plant-specific testing are deterministically mitigated in accordance with
NRC-accepted methodology for resolution of GL 2004-02. Breaks that are not bounded
by the plant-specific testing are conservatively assumed to result in core damage. RoverD
addresses the effects on long-term cooling due to debris accumulation on Emergency
Core Cooling System (ECCS) and Containment Spray System (CSS) sump strainers in
recirculation mode, as well as core flow blockage due to in-vessel effects of debris that
bypasses the strainers. A full spectrum of postulated LOCAs is analyzed, including double-
ended guillotine breaks (DEGBs) for all pipe sizes up to the largest pipe in the reactor
coolant system. The changes to ODE and LERF associated with GS1-191 concerns are
quantified by applying the LOCA frequencies published in NUREG-1829, and then
compared to RG 1.174 acceptance guidelines. The results quantified in Section 4.5 of
Attachment 1-3, in combination with the defense-in-depth and safety margin described in
Attachment 1-4, meet the criteria of RG 1.174 for considering the risk from effects of
LOCA debris to be in Region Ill (very small) and that no additional plant modification is
required to close GL 2004-02 for STP. A detailed description of the RoverD methodology
was provided to the NRC for review in Reference 2 of the cover letter.

The Licensing Basis with regard to effects of debris is that there is a high probability that
the effects of LOCA debris be mitigated based on successful plant-specific prototypical
testing using deterministic assumptions, and analyses that show that the risk from breaks
that could generate debris that is not bounded by the testing is very small and acceptable
in accordance with the criteria of RG 1.174.

The regulations require a deterministic analysis. Implementation of t~he licensing basis
requires justification in accordance with 10CFR50.12 of exemptions to the relevant
regulations; i.e. 10CFR50.46(d), GDC 35, GDC 38 and GDC 41. The exemptions are
complemented by amendments to the STP Unit 1 and Unit 2 operating licenses to allow
for the change in analysis methodology per 100FR50.59 and to change ECCS and CSS
Technical Specifications.
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1-2 Deterministic Basis

The deterministic bases can be addressed using the NRC's content guide

1. Overall Compliance:

Provide information requested in GL 2004-02 Requested Information Item 2(a)
regarding compliance with regulations.

GL 2004-02 Requested Information Item 2(a)
Confirmation that the ECCS and CSS recirculation functions under debris loading
conditions are or will be in compliance with the regulatory requirements listed in the
Applicable Regulatory Requirements section of this GL. This submittal should address
the configuration of the plant that will exist once all modifications required for regulatory
compliance have been made and this licensing basis has been updated to reflect the
results of the analysis described above.

Response:

This submittal proposes a change associated in methodology to use a risk-informed
approach to determine the design requirements to address the effects of LOCA debris
instead of a traditional deterministic approach. The details of the approach are provided
in Attachment 1. The debris analysis covers a full spectrum of postulated LOCAs, including
double-ended guillotine breaks (DEGBs), for all pipe sizes up to and including the design
basis accident (DBA) LOCA, to provide assurance that the most severe postulated loss-
of-coolant accidents are evaluated. The deterministic CLB will continue to apply to LOCA
break sizes that generate fine fiber debris that is bounded by STP plant-specific testing
performed in July 2008. The proposed methodology change will apply for LOCAs that can
generate and transport fine fiber debris that is not bounded by the plant-specific testing.
STP conservatively relegates to failure the LOCA break sizes that can generate and
transport fine fiber debris that is not bounded by the STP plant-specific testing. STP
applies NUREG 1829 to determine the break frequency for the smallest of those breaks
to obtain the highest frequency, and uses that frequency as the ACDF for comparison to
the criteria in RG 1.174. The results of the evaluation show that the risk from the proposed
change is "very small" in that it is in Region Ill of RG 1.174. The methodology includes
conservatisms in the plant-specific testing and in the assumption that all the unbounded
breaks are relegated to failure.

STP's pilot risk-informed approach to the effects of LOCA debris replaces the existing
deterministic approach described in the STP licensing basis and consequently requires
an amendment to the STP Unit 1 and Unit 2 operating licenses to incorporate the revised
methodology per the requirements of 10OCFR50.59. This proposed amendment to the OL
is described in Attachment 3. The proposed methodology changes to implement replace
the current deterministic methodology with a risk-informed methodology also require
changes to the descriptions of how STP meets 10CFR50.46(d), GDC 35, GDC 38 and
GDC 41. Those changes require exemptions to certain requirements of 10CFR50.46(d),
GDC 35, GDC 38 and GDC 41, and the requests for the exemptions are provided in
Attachments 2-1 through 2-4 to this letter.
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In addition, STPNOC proposes to amend the STP Unit 1 and Unit 2 Operating Licenses
to revise the Technical Specifications for the Emergency Core Cooling System and the
Containment Spray System. The changes proposed for these TS would add a LCO,
required action and completion time specific to the effects of debris to TS 3/4.5.2, "ECCS
Subsystems - Tavg Greater Than or Equal to 350°"~ and TS3/4.6.2, "Depressurization
and Cooling Systems - Containment Spray System". The proposed TS changes will
align the TS with the risk-informed methodology change. The proposed LCO is based
on the amount of debris tested in the STP plant-specific testing so that the determination
of operability is performed without needing a risk assessment, which makes the process
consistent with NRC guidance on operability determinations. The LAR for the changes
to the TS is provided in Attachment 3.

STPNOC previously replaced the sump strainers in STP Units 1 and 2 with substantially
larger strainers; therefore, there are no physical modifications needed or planned in
support of this application.

When implemented, the Licensing Basis with regard to effects of debris is that there is an
acceptably high probability that the effects of LOCA debris will be mitigated based on
successful plant-specific prototypical testing using deterministic assumptions, and
analyses that show that the risk from breaks that could generate debris that is not bounded
by the testing is very small and acceptable in accordance with the criteria of RG 1.174.

2. General Description of and Schedule for Corrective actions:

Provide a general description of actions taken or planned, and dates for each. For
actions planned beyond December 31, 2007, reference approved extension requests
or explain how regulatory requirements will be met as per Requested Information Item
2(b). (Note: All requests for extension should be submitted to the NRC as soon as the
need becomes clear, preferably not later than October 1, 2007.)

GL 2004-02 Requested Information Item 2(b)
A general description of and implementation schedule for all corrective actions,
including any plant modifications, that you identified while responding to this GL.
Efforts to implement the identified actions should be initiated no later than the first
refueling outage starting after April 1, 2006. All actions should be completed by
December 31, 2007. Provide justification for not implementing the identified actions
during the first refueling outage starting after April 1, 2006. If all corrective actions will
not be completed by December 31, 2007, describe how the regulatory requirements
discussed in the Applicable Regulatory Requirements section will be met until the
corrective actions are completed.

Response:

Other than the implementation of the proposed changes to the Technical Specifications
and the UFSAR associated with the LAR included in this application, no actions are
required. STPNOC proposes that implementation of the LAR be within 90 days of NRC
approval of the amendment.
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Content Guide Item 3 - Introduction

The responses to each Content Guide Item have two sub-sections. One will concern the
July 2008 Testing aspects; and the other will concern the updated analysis for RoverD
approach aspects. The headings for each sub-section are;

* July 2008 Testing Contribution to RoverD
* Updated Analysis Contribution to RoverD

Content Guide Item 3.a - Break Selection

The objective of the break selection process is to identify the break size and location that present
the greatest challenge to post-accident sump performance.

1) Describe and provide the basis for the break selection criteria used in the evaluation.
2) State whether secondary line breaks were considered in the evaluation (e.g., main steam

and feedwater lines) and briefly explain why or why not.
3) Discuss the basis for reaching the conclusion that the break size(s) and locations chosen

present the greatest challenge to post-accident sump performance.

July 2008 Testing Contribution to RoverD Response

Item 3.a, 1) Describe and provide the basis for the break selection criteria used in the
evaluation.

Response:

This content has been written to support the analysis which provided debris quantities for the July
2008 STP strainer head loss testing [1] and its applicability to the RoverD methodology. Break
selection for fiber debris generation locations in regards to the July 2008 test is not relevant to the
RoverD methodology because the RoverD methodology only uses the fiber debris amount from
the July 2008 test as a datum of comparison to the risk-informed CASA Grande generated and
transported fiber quantities. Because the amount of fiber tested resulted in passing head loss
values only the particulate inventory must be considered bounding. Discussion in this section will
focus on the deterministic break selection performed to find locations with bounding particulate
generation from both insulation and coatings sources.

In the debris generation calculation [21 that supported the July 2008 head loss testing various
breaks were evaluated in the Reactor Coolant System (RCS) and connected piping.

Break selection for the debris generation calculation [2] that supplied debris quantities for the July
2008 test consisted of determining the size and location of high energy line breaks (HELB) that
produce debris and potentially challenge the performance of the sump screen. The break
selection process evaluated a number of breaks to identify the locations that are likely to present
the greatest challenge to post-accident sump performance. The debris inventory and the
transport path were considered when making this determination. The spectrum of breaks
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considered in the supporting debris generation calculation [2] (listed below) is consistent with that
recommended in the NRC's Safety Evaluation Report (SER) for the Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI)
Guidance Report (GR), NEI 04-07, "Pressurized Water Reactor Sump Performance Evaluation
Methodology [3, 41." It is also consistent with regulatory position 1.3.2.3 of Regulatory Guide 1.82,
"Water Sources for Long-Term Recirculation Cooling Following a Loss-of-Coolant Accident,"
Revision 4 [5].

Break Criteria 1 - Breaks in the RCS with the largest potential for debris
Break Criteria 2 - Large breaks with two or more different types of debris
Break Criteria 3 - Breaks in the most direct path to the sump
Break Criteria 4 - Medium and large breaks with the largest potential particulate debris to

fiber insulation ratio by weight
Break Criteria 5 - Breaks that generate an amount of fiber debris that, after transport to the

sump screen, could form a uniform thin bed (i.e., usually 1/8" thick) that
could subsequently filter sufficient particulate debris to create a relatively
high head loss referred to as the "thin-bed effect"

The July 2008 Test debris quantities were based on locations that maximized destroyed- and
transported-particulate debris quantities in the debris generation analysis [2]. At STP, the
following ZOI generated particulate sources were considered: destroyed Microtherm® and
Marinite insulation and destroyed qualified coatings. Review of the debris generation analysis [2]
shows that the three locations in the list below provide the bounding insulation and coatings
particulate quantities that were used in the July 2008 test.

1. 29" hot leg (LBLOCA) located inside the steam generator compartment, inside the
secondary shield wall, produced bounding Microtherm® insulation destruction.

2. RCS hot leg break at a nozzle in the reactor cavity (LBLOCA) produced bounding Marinite
insulation destruction. Note that after the July 2008 testing all Marinite was removed from
containment and replace with Nukon so this debris amount acts as an added margin
source term in the STP RoverD evaluation.

3. 31" LBLOCA on the RCS crossover line was considered bounding for qualified coatings
quantities.

Although these three break locations are not close to being collocated, the combined maximums
of these three particulate source locations were combined for evaluation in the July 2008 STP
head loss test.

Item 3.a, 2) State whether secondary line breaks were considered in the evaluation (e.g.,
main steam and feedwater lines) and briefly explain why or why not.

Response:

The large main steam and feedwater line breaks were not evaluated since recirculation is not
required under the plant licensing basis for STP.

Item 3.a, 3) Discuss the basis for reaching the conclusion that the break size(s) and
locations chosen present the greatest challenge to post-accident sump performance.
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Response:

The particulate quantities added to the July 2008 STP head loss test were a combination of the
highest debris destruction quantity break locations for each individual particulate source. For
instance, tested qualified coatings, Marinite and Microtherm® quantities each came from separate
locations that maximized their individual destruction amounts. Note that after the July 2008 testing
all Marinite was removed from STP so this debris amount acts as an added margin source term
in the STP RoverD evaluation.
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Updated Analysis Contribution to RoverD

Item 3.a, 1) Describe and provide the basis for the break selection criteria used in the
evaluation.

Response:

This content has been written to support the applicability of the computational analysis done to
provide generated fiber debris quantities at each weld location to the RoverD methodology. Note
that only fiber fine debris quantities generated and transported are relevant to computational
debris generation in the RoverD methodology because particulates and chemical additions to the
July 2008 test were considered bounding. Thus, the RoverD calculations for STP compare the
amount of generated and transported fiber fines to the fiber fine quantity added to the 2008 test.

CASA Grande automates ZOI debris generation and analyzes each weld location for double-
ended guillotine break spherical ZOl destruction, as well as partial-break hemispherical ZOI
destruction. Fiber debris generation at each location and for each break size is found with the
convergence criteria discussed in Attachment 1-3. Since all Class 1 weld locations are analyzed
for various break sizes there is no need for break selection criteria.

Item 3.a, 2) State whether secondary line breaks were considered in the evaluation (e.g.,
main steam and feedwater lines) and briefly explain why or why not.

Response:

The large main steam and feedwater line breaks were not evaluated since recirculation is not
required under the plant licensing basis for STP.

Item 3.a, 3) Discuss the basis for reaching the conclusion that the break size(s) and
locations chosen present the greatest challenge to post-accident sump performance.

Response:

Because the CASA Grande computational debris generation modules analyze each Class 1 weld
location for varying break sizes, all locations that present a challenge to post-accident sump
performance are evaluated.
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Content Guide Item 3.b - Debris Generation/Zone of Influence (ZOI) (excluding coatings)

The objective of the debris generation/ZOI process is to determine, for each postulated break
location: (1) the zone within which the break jet forces would be sufficient to damage materials
and create debris; and (2) the amount of debris generated by the break jet forces.

1) Describe the methodology used to determine the ZOls for generating debris. Identify which
debris analyses used approved methodology default values. For debris with ZOls not
defined in the guidance report/SE, or if using other than default values, discuss method(s)
used to determine ZOI and the basis for each.

2) Provide destruction ZOls and the basis for the ZOls for each applicable debris constituent.
3) Identify if destruction testing was conducted to determine ZOls. If such testing has not been

previously submitted to the NRC for review or information, describe the test procedure
and results with reference to the test report(s).

4) Provide the quantity of each debris type generated for each break location evaluated. If
more than four break locations were evaluated, provide data only for the four most limiting
locations.

5) Provide total surface area of all signs, placards, tags, tape, and similar miscellaneous
materials in containment.

July 2008 Testing Contribution to RoverD

This content has been written to support the analysis which provided debris quantities for the July
2008 STP strainer head loss testing [1] and its applicability to the RoverD methodology. Break
selection for fiber debris generation locations in regards to the July 2008 test is not relevant to the
RoverD methodology because the RoverD methodology only uses the fiber debris amount from
the July 2008 test as a datum of comparison to the risk-informed CASA Grande generated and
transported fiber quantities. Because the amount of fiber tested resulted in passing head loss
values only the particulate inventory must be considered bounding. Discussion in this section will
focus on the deterministic debris generation/zone of influence performed to find bounding
particulate amounts from insulation sources.

Item 3.b, 1) Describe the methodology used to determine the ZOls for generating debris.
Identify which debris analyses used approved methodology default values. For debris with
ZOls not defined in the guidance report/SE, or if using other than default values, discuss
method(s) used to determine ZOl and the basis for each.

Item 3.b, 2) Provide destruction ZOls and the basis for the ZOls for each applicable debris
constituent.

Item 3.b, 3) Identify if destruction testing was conducted to determine ZOls. If such testing
has not been previously submitted to the NRC for review or information, describe the test
procedure and results with reference to the test report(s).

Response:

As noted in Section 3.4.2.2 of NEI 04-07 Volume 2 14], the particulate generation analysis that
contributed to the 2008 testing considers the ZOI to be defined based on the material with the
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lowest destruction pressure. Refinements in the STP analysis include debris-specific (insulation
material specific) and non-spherical ZO Is (hemispherical breaks). The debris-specific
refinements, as endorsed in NEI 04-07 Volume 2, Section 4.2.2.1.1 [4], provide relief as long as
there are two or more distinct types of insulation within the break location. In the STP
containment, there are two or more distinct types of insulation and a debris-specific refinement is
beneficial in this analysis. The destruction pressures and associated ZOI radii for the particulate-
based insulating materials in the STP containment are listed in Table 1.

Table 1 - Destruction Pressures and ZOI Radii for Potential Particulate Debris Sources

Inultin Destruction ZOI Radius
Insulation Types Maep Pressure (Radius/ Break Reference/Basis

Makeup Diameter)

Marinite Particulate NA NA See discussion below

Microtherm® Particuaer 2.4 28.6 See discussion below

Note: Stainless Steel RMI was not included in the July 2008 testing because RMI pieces at various
sizes were shown not to transport [1].

Marinite

NEI 04-07 Volume 2 [4] does not recommend a destruction pressure or ZOI for this material and
insufficient data exists on its material properties and destruction pressure. However, since this
insulation is covered with 3116" stainless steel plate, the destruction pressure was assumed to be
equivalent to that of RMI. This destruction pressure is 114 psig, which corresponds to a ZOI of
2.OD. Although Marinite was used in the 2008 head loss testing, Marinite has since been replaced
by NUKON TM as part of a plant upgrade in 2009 (Unit 1 [6] and Unit 2 [7]). This will be addressed
in Attachment 1-4 Safety Margin in the particulates margin discussion.

Microtherm®

The material specifications for Microtherm® were insufficient to determine an appropriate
destruction pressure and ZOI. Therefore, the lowest destruction pressure (Min-K at 2.4 psi) and
the greatest ZOI (also Min-K at L/D of 28.6) identified in Table 3-2 of NEI 04-07 Volume 2 [4] were
utilized in the STP analysis.

Robust barriers, i.e., structures and equipment that are impervious to jet impingement, can be
credited to prevent further expansion of the break jet. The volume of a spherical ZOI with a radial
dimension extending beyond barriers is truncated by the barrier. NEI 04-07 Volume 2 [4]
stipulates that deflection/reflection need not be considered, but "shadow"' surfaces of components
should be included in the analysis. In order to avoid complications from equipment shadowing,
concrete barriers were the only assumed robust barrier.

Item 3.b, 4) Provide the quantity of each debris type generated for each break location
evaluated. If more than four break locations were evaluated, provide data only for the four
most limiting locations.
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Response:

ZOls for particulate debris were not applied within the primary shield wall due to the relatively
small area between the reactor vessel and the primary shield wall and the lack of particulate
debris. All of the insulation material within the primary shield wall was considered to be destroyed
by a LBLOCA within the primary shield wall.

The debris generation analysis identified a LBLOCA break in the Loop C 29" hot leg Line break
at the steam generator and the RCS hot leg line break at a nozzle in the reactor cavity as the two
bounding breaks in the RCS. The debris quantities for these two breaks are presented in Table
2.

Table 2 - Summary of Particulate Debris Generation for Breaks in the RCS
[Insulation Type Loop "C" hot leg Line RSholeNzleLnBraBreak RCS______hot_____leg_____Nozzle_________Line______Break_____

Marinite (ft3) 0 (1) 15.2 (1)
Microtherm® (ft3) 4.3 (2) 0.9

Note 1: Although Marinite was used in the 2008 head loss testing, Marinite has since been
replaced by NUKON TM as part of a plant upgrade in 2009 (Unit 1) [6] and 2010 (Unit 2) [7].

Note 2: An update to the debris generation calculation determined that 4.3 ft3 of Microtherm®
would be destroyed, which is larger than the amount used in the July 2008 testing. This addition
not accounted for in the 2008 testing is further addressed in Attachment 1-4 Safety Margin in the
particulates margin discussion.

Item 3.b, 5) Provide total surface area of all signs, placards, tags, tape, and similar
miscellaneous materials in containment.

Response:

The containment condition assessments included the identification of miscellaneous solid objects
such as labels and tags. Qualified tags attached with stainless steel wires were found for much
of the equipment. Unqualified items were identified and removed. The total surface area for any
remaining debris of this type was determined to be much less than 100 ft2. Therefore, as
suggested by NEI 04-07 Volume 2 [4], this miscellaneous solid object debris source is bounded
by the 100 ft2 that was used in the original STP debris generation and transport analyses that
supported the July 2008 strainer head loss test. STP has identified tags and labels which are
qualified and which have been shown to not transport to the emergency sump strainers
(acceptable labels).
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Updated Analysis Contribution to RoverD

This content has been written to support the applicability of the computational analysis done to
provide generated fiber debris quantities at each weld location to the RoverD methodology. Note
that only fiber fine debris quantities generated and transported are relevant to computational
debris generation in the RoverD methodology, because particulates and chemical additions to the
July 2008 test were considered bounding. Thus, the RoverD calculations for STP compare the
amount of generated and transported fiber fines to the fiber fine quantity added to the 2008 test.

Item 3.b, 1) Describe the methodology used to determine the ZOls for generating debris.
Identify which debris analyses used approved methodology default values. For debris with
ZOls not defined in the guidance report/SE, or if using other than default values, discuss
method(s) used to determine ZOI and the basis for each.

Item 3.b, 2) Provide destruction ZOls and the basis for the ZOls for each applicable debris
constituent.

Item 3.b, 3) Identify if destruction testing was conducted to determine ZOIs. If such testing
has not been previously submitted to the NRC for review or information, describe the test
procedure and results with reference to the test report(s).

Response:

Fiber debris has an identical methodology as particulate debris for determining ZOI size. Fiber
debris also utilized the same debris-specific refinements as particulate debris. The destruction
pressures and associated ZOI radii for the fiber-based insulating materials in the STP containment
are listed in Table 3. For a complete description of the RoverD methodology, see the Attachment
1-3.

Like particulate debris, fiber debris also credits concrete structures as robust barriers to prevent
further expansion of the break jet.

Table 3 - Destruction Pressures and ZOI Radii for Potential Fiber debris Sources

Inultin Destruction ZOI RadiusInsultionType Pressure (Radius!/Break Reference/BasisInuainTps Makeup (psi) Diameter)

NEI 04-07 Volume 2NUKON TM  Fiber 6 17.0Tal3.[4

Assumed the same as
Thermal- NUKONTM based on NEI
WrapTM Fie 7004-07 Volume 1 Section

3.4.3.3.1 [3]
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Item 3.b, 4) Provide the quantity of each debris type generated for each break location
evaluated. If more than four break locations were evaluated, provide data only for the four
most limiting locations.

Response:

For generated fiber debris amounts, see Attachment 1-3.

Item 3.b, 5) Provide total surface area of all signs, placards, tags, tape, and similar
miscellaneous materials in containment.

Response:

The computational failure analysis contribution of the RoverD methodology is the same as the
2008 testing methodology. Therefore, the computational failure analysis contribution supplied in
RoverD response is the same as the 2008 testing response. See Attachment 1-3 for a complete
description of the RoverD methodology.
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Content Guide Item 3c - Debris Characteristics

The objective of the debris characteristics determination process is to establish a conser'vative
debris characteristics profile for use in determining the transportability of debris and its
contribution to head loss.

1) Provide the assumed size distribution for each type of debris.
2) Provide bulk densities (i.e., including voids between the fibers/particles) and material

densities (i.e., the density of the microscopic fibers/particles themselves) for fibrous and
particulate debris.

3) Provide assumed specific surface areas for fibrous and particulate debris.
4) Provide the technical basis for any debris characterization assumptions that deviate from

NRC-approved guidance.

Response:

The debris sources for STP include insulation, coatings, and latent debris. The insulation debris
types include RMI, NUKON TM , Thermal-Wrap TM , Microtherm® and Marinite. The RMI is located
on the reactor vessel inside the primary shield wall. The NUKONTM is located on various piping
and equipment throughout containment. The Thermal-WrapTM is installed on the steam
generators. Marinite was originally installed on the reactor vessel nozzles but has been removed
and replaced with Nukon. The Microtherm® is used on some piping in the secondary shield wall.
Note that discussion of RMI debris characteristics has been excluded from this section because
it is not considered a transportable debris type for STP testing.

July 2008 Testing Contribution to RoverD

Item 3.c, 1) Provide the assumed size distribution for each type of debris.

Response:

This content has been written to support the analysis which provided debris quantities for the July
2008 STP strainer head loss testing [1] and its applicability to the RoverD methodology. Fiber
debris size distributions within the ZOI in regards to the July 2008 test is not relevant to the RoverD
methodology because the RoverD methodology only uses the fine fiber debris amount from the
July 2008 test as a datum of comparison to the risk-informed CASA Grande generated and
transported fiber quantities. Because the amount of blended fiber fines tested resulted in passing
head loss values only the particulate inventory must be considered bounding. Discussion in this
section will focus only on size distributions of non-fiber debris.

Table 4 summarizes the non-fiber debris sources in the STP containment and the associated
debris size distributions from Table 3-3 of the SER. Maximum destruction as 100% fines is
assumed for materials for which debris generation is not well known.
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Table 4 - Debris Size Distribution
Percentage Percentage

Material Small Fines Large Pieces

Within the ZOI
Marinite t100 t0

Microtherm® 100 0

Outside the ZOI
Covered Undamaged 0

Insulation00

Item 3.c, 2) Provide bulk densities (i.e., including voids between the fibers/particles) and
material densities (i.e., the density of the microscopic fibers/particles themselves) for
fibrous and particulate debris.

Response:

This content has been written to support the anaiysis which provided debris quantities for the July
2008 STP strainer head loss testing [1] and its applicability to the RoverD methodology. Bulk
densities of fiber debris types are only relevant in comparison to surrogate materials used in the
July 2008 head loss test.

The RoverD methodology only uses the fine fiber debris amount from the July 2008 test as a
datum of comparison to the computationally calculated CASA Grande generated and transported
fiber quantities. Because the amount of fiber fines tested resulted in passing head loss values,
the bulk density of fiber debris is only relevant in comparison to the densities used for the
computational debris generation calculations of RoverD.

Table 5 and Table 6 provide a summary of the as-fabricated densities, microscopic densities, and
dimensions for applicable debris types at STP. Characteristics associated with coatings are
discussed Item 3.h.

Table 5 - Fibrous Material Characteristics
As-Fabricated Microscopic Characteristic

Debris Material Density (Ib/ft 3) Density Dimtr()
___ ___ ___ __ __ ___ ___ __ (Ib/ft3) Diameter (___m)

NUKON TM  2.4 175 7 pm

Thermal-Wrap TM  2.4 159 5.5 pm

Table 6 - Particulate Debris Characteristics

Debris Material As-Fabricated Microscopic Characteristic
Density (Ib/ft3) Density Dimtr()

____________ __________ (Ib/ft3) Diameter___(_m)

Marinite (1) 14.5 144 5

Microtherm® 15 187 2.5 to 20
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The material characteristics for Marinite are assumed to be the same as those identified for
calcium silicate (cal-sil) due to their similar appearances. Note that after completion of the July
2008 testing Marinite was removed from the STP Units 1 and 2 and replaced with NUKONTM
insulation in 2009 [6, 7].

Item 3.c, 3) Provide assumed specific surface areas for fibrous and particulate debris.

Response:

Head loss across the installed sump screen is determined via testing for the July 2008 testing
aspect of the STP RoverD approach. Because head loss was not calculated, Sv is not relevant.
Note that a large amount of Marinite was added to the July 2008 test that has since been removed
from the plant. The Sv of this material is discussed in LAR Appendix 1-4 Safety Margin in the
coatings calculation section.

Item 3.c, 4) Provide the technical basis for any debris characterization assumptions that
deviate from NRC-approved guidance.

Response:

There are no such assumptions that differ from the guidance for insulation debris.
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Updated Analysis Contribution to RoverD

Item 3.c, 1) Provide the assumed size distribution for each type of debris.

Response:

This content has been written to support the applicability of the computational analysis done to
provide generated fiber debris quantities at each weld location to the RoverD methodology. Note
that only fiber fine debris quantities generated and transported are relevant to computational
debris generation in the RoverD methodology, because particulates and chemical additions to the
July 2008 test were considered bounding. Because of this the RoverD calculations for STP
compare the amount of generated and transported fiber fines to the fiber fine quantity added to
the 2008 test.

The computation failure analysis debris generation calculations of RoverD use a four size
distribution shelled ZOI analysis for fibrous (NUKONTMIThermaI-WrapTM) debris destruction for
each analyzed break at each class one weld location. Max ZOls, for both NUKONTM and Thermal-
WrapTM insulation (both 17 RID), were split into Alion proprietary subzones, where each subzone
produces a different percentage of debris sizes. Percentages of the following debris sizes are
calculated from each subzone: fines, small pieces, large pieces and intact blankets [8]. The
proprietary ZOI size distributions of LDFG (% of each size category) destroyed by a postulated
ZOI, have been previously reviewed by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) in the 'indian
Point Energy Center Corrective Actions for Generic Letter 2004-2' document [9]. In the Indian
Point Energy Center Corrective Actions document, NRC reviewers stated that 'The staff found
this approach for NUKONTM and Temp-Mat TM to be acceptable because it is consistent with or
more precise than the DDTS evaluations,' when discussing the methodology used for size
distributions of LDFG generated within the ZOI.

Item 3.c, 2) Provide bulk densities (i.e., including voids between the fibers/particles) and
material densities (i.e., the density of the microscopic fibers/particles themselves) for
fibrous and particulate debris.

Response:

This content has been written to support the applicability of analysis done to provide debris
quantities from the computational failure analysis to the RoverD methodology. Bulk densities of
fiber debris types are only relevant in comparison to surrogate materials used in the July 2008 [1]
head loss test.

The RoverD methodology only uses the fine fiber debris amount from the July 2008 test as a
datum of comparison to the computationally calculated CASA Grande generated and transported
fiber quantities. Because the amount of blended fiber fines tested resulted in passing head loss
values, the bulk density of fiber debris is only relevant in comparison to the densities used for the
computational debris generation calculations of RoverD. Note that only fiber debris densities are
relevant to computational debris generation in the RoverD methodology, because particulates
and chemical additions to the July 2008 test were considered bounding.
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Table 7 provides a summary of the as-fabricated densities, microscopic densities, and dimensions
for fiber debris types at STP.

Table 7 - Fibrous Material Characteristics

As-Fabricated Mcoopc Characteristic
Debris Material MicrscoicyDensity (Ib/ft3) Density Diameter (pmo)

NUKONTM 2.4 175 7 pm

Thermal-Wrap TM  2.4 159 5.5 pm

Item 3.c, 3) Provide assumed specific surface areas for fibrous and particulate debris.

Response:

Head loss is not calculated for the computational aspect of the RoverD failure analysis. Instead
generated fiber fine amounts are compared to the July 2008 tested amount of fiber fines to
quantify a break as passing or failing the sump failure criteria in the RoverD analysis. Head loss
is implicit to the fiber fine failure datum representing the passing quantity of fiber fines from the
July 2008 test so Sv values are not relevant.

Item 3.c, 4) Provide the technical basis for any debris characterization assumptions that
deviate from NRC-approved guidance.

Response:

There are no such assumptions that differ from the guidance for insulation debris.
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Content Guide Item 3.d - Latent Debris

The objective of the latent debris evaluation process is to provide a reasonable approximation of
the amount and types of latent debris existing within the containment and its potential impact on
sump screen head loss.

1) Provide the methodology used to estimate quantity and composition of latent debris.
2) Provide the basis for assumptions used in the evaluation.
3) Provide results of the latent debris evaluation, including amount of latent debris types and

physical data for latent debris as requested for other debris under c. above.
4) Provide amount of sacrificial stra iner surface area allotted to miscellaneous latent debris.

July 2008 Testing Contribution to RoverD

The latent debris at STP has been evaluated through containment condition assessments.
Containment walkdowns were completed for Unit I and for Unit 2. The conditions were completed
in accordance with the guidance of NEI 02-01, "Condition Assessment Guidelines, Debris
Sources Inside Containment," Revision 1. The quantity and composition of the latent debris was
evaluated by extensive sampling for latent debris (dirt/dust and latent fiber) considering the
guidance in NEI 04-07, Volume 2 [4].

Samples were taken to determine the latent debris mass distribution per unit area, referred to as
latent debris density (e.g. Ibm/1000 ft2) of representative surfaces throughout containment
including vertical surfaces such as the liner and walls. These debris densities were then applied
to all of the surface areas inside containment to calculate the total amount of latent debris inside
containment.

The latent debris density was estimated by weighing sample bags before and after sampling,
dividing the net weight increase by the sampled surface area, and converting the result to a
density (e.g. Ibm/I1000 ft2).

Samples were taken for Unit 1. The visual assessments and walkdowns supported that there
were no significant differences between the Units that would affect the quantity or types of latent
debris. Therefore, the samples taken are representative of both Units.

The results of the latent debris calculation conservatively determined the debris loading to be less
than 160 Ibm in each containment. Therefore, 200 Ibm of latent debris was assumed as
recommended by NEI 04-07 Volume 1 [3]. This results in a very conservative estimate of fiber
content. The particulate / fiber mix of the latent debris will be assumed to be 85% particulate.
The latent particulate (dirt and dust) debris source term value incorporated into the 2008 test is
170 Ibm with a microscopic density of 169 Ibm/ft3 and a characteristic size of 5.67E-5 ft.

The containment condition assessments also included the identification of miscellaneous solid
objects such as labels and tags. Qualified tags attached with stainless steel wires were found for
much of the equipment. Unqualified items were identified and removed. The total surface area
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for any remaining debris of this type was determined to be much less than 100 ft2. Therefore, as
suggested by NEI 04-0-7 Volume 2 [4], this miscellaneous solid object debris source is bounded
by the 100 ft2 that was implemented in the STP debris generation and transport analyses.

STP has identified tags and labels which are qualified and which have been shown to not transport
to the emergency sump strainers (acceptable labels).

Updated Analysis Contribution to RoverD

The latent debris methodology for computational failure analysis contribution to RoverD is the
same as the July 2008 testing methodology. Since 85% of latent debris was assumed to be
particulate, the other 15% was assumed to be fiber. The fiber quantity used in the computational
failure analysis for RoverD was 30 Ibm (12.5 ft3), a bulk density of 2.4 Ibm/ft3, a microscopic
density of 175 lbm/ft3, and a characteristic length of 2.3 E=-05 ft.
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Content Guide Item 3.e - Debris Transport

The objective of the debris transport evaluation process is to estimate the fraction of debris that
would be transported from debris sources within containment to the sump suction strainers.

1) Describe the methodology used to analyze debris transport during the blowdown,
washdown, pool-fill-up, and recirculation phases of an accident.

2) Provide the technical basis for assumptions and methods used in the analysis that deviate
from the approved guidance.

3) Identify any computational fluid dynamics codes used to compute debris transport fractions
during recirculation and summarize the methodology, modeling assumptions, and results.

4) Provide a summary of, and supporting basis for, any credit taken for debris interceptors.
5) State whether fine debris was assumed to settle and provide basis for any settling credited.
6) Provide the calculated debris transport fractions and the total quantities of each type of

debris transported to the strainers.

July 2008 Testing Contribution to RoverD

Item 3.e, 1) Describe the methodology used to analyze debris transport during the
blowdown, wash down, pool-fill-up, and recirculation phases of an accident.

Response:

The methodology used in the transport analysis is based on NEI 04-07 Volume 1 [3] for refined
analyses as modified by NEI 04-07 Volume 2 [4], as well as the refined methodologies suggested
by NEI 04-07 Volume 2 Appendices Ill, IV, and VI [4]. The specific effect of each of the four
modes of transport was analyzed for each type of debris generated. These modes of transport
are:

*Blowdown transport - the vertical and horizontal transport of debris to all areas of
containment by the break jet.

*Washdown transport - the vertical (downward) transport of debris by the containment
sprays and break flow.

*Pool fill-up transport - the transport of debris by break and containment spray flows from
the refueling water storage tank (RWST) to regions that may be active or inactive during
recirculation.

*Recirculation transport - the horizontal transport of debris from the active portions of the
recirculation pool to the sump screens by the flow through the emergency core coolant
system (ECCS).

The logic tree approach was then applied for each type of debris determined from the debris
generation calculation. The logic tree is somewhat different than the baseline logic tree provided
in NEI 04-07 Volume 1 [3]. This departure was made to account for certain non-conservative
assumptions identified by NEI 04-07 Volume 2 [4] including the transport of large pieces, erosion
of small and large pieces, the potential for washdown debris to enter the pool after inactive areas
have been filled, and the direct transport of debris to the sump screens during pool fill-up.
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The basic methodology used for the South Texas Project transport analysis is shown below:

1. Based on many of the containment building drawings, a three-dimensional model was built
using computer aided design and drafting (CAD) software.

2. A review was made of the drawings and CAD model to determine transport flow paths.
Potential upstream blockage points including screens, fences, grating, drains, etc. that
could lead to water holdup were addressed.

3. Particulate debris types and size distributions were gathered from the debris generation
calculation for each postulated break location.

4. The fraction of debris blown into upper containment was determined based on the relative
volumes of upper and lower containment.

5. The quantity of debris washed down by spray flow was conservatively determined.

6. The quantity of debris transported to inactive areas or directly to the sump screens was
calculated based on the volume of the inactive and sump cavities proportional to the water
volume at the time these cavities are filled.

7. Using conservative assumptions, the locations of each type/size of debris at the beginning
of recirculation was determined.

8. A computerized flow dynamics (CFD) model was developed to simulate the flow patterns
that would occur during recirculation.

9. A graphical determination of the transport fraction of each type of debris was made using
the velocity and turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) profiles from the CFD model output, along
with the determined initial distribution of debris.

10. The recirculation transport fractions from the CFD analysis were gathered to input into the
logic trees.

11. The effects of erosion on the LOCA generated debris were evaluated to determine the
potential significance.

12. The overall transport fraction for each type of debris was determined by combining each
of the previous steps in logic trees.

A diagram showing the significant parts of the CFD model is shown below. The sump mass sink,
the various direct and wash spray regions, and the combined break and spray wash regions are
highlighted.
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Combined Case 4b
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Figure 1 - Diagram of significant features modeled

Flow-3D® Version 9.0 developed by Flow Science Incorporated was used for the CFD modeling.The key CFD modeling attributes/considerations included the following:

Computational Mesh:

A rectangular mesh was defined in the CFD model that was fine enough to resolve important
features, but not so fine that the simulation would take prohibitively long to run. A 6-inch cell
length was chosen as the largest cell size that could reasonably resolve the concrete structures
that compose the containment floor. For the cells right above the containment floor, the mesh
was set to 3 inches tall in order to closely resolve the vicinity of settled debris. To further define
specific objects, node planes were placed at the edges of key structures including the top of the
sump curb, and the edges of the break and spray mass source obstacles.

Modeling of Containment Spray Flows:

From consideration of various plan and section drawings, as well as the containment building
CAD model, it was judged that spray water would drain to the pool through numerous pathways.
Some of these pathways included: the steam generator compartments through the open area
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above the steam generators, into the refueling canal and through the refueling canal drains, and
into the annulus through the various open sections of grating. The sprays were introduced near
the surface of the pooi.

Modeling of Break Flow:

STP breaks were modeled at the break location which was not directly above the recirculation
pool and consideration of the additional free fall energy was not necessary. The break flow falls
onto the floor at the associated elevation and then drains through various paths to the recirculation
pool. This break flow was combined with the spray flow and introduced to each region where flow
occurs near the surface of the pool.

Modeling of the Emergency Sump:

The emergency sumps at STP consist of three sumps. To bound the transport analysis, the worst
case scenario (two sumps operating) was modeled. The two outer sumps were chosen as the
active sumps since debris would be more likely to transport to the outer sumps. The mass sink
used to pull flow from the CFD model was defined within the two sump cavities. A negative flow
rate was set for the sump mass sink, which tells the CFD model to draw the specified amount of
water from the pool over the entire exposed surface area of the mass sink obstacle.

Turbulence Modeling:

Several different turbulence modeling approaches can be selected for a Flow-3D® calculation.
The approaches are (ranging from least to most sophisticated):

* Prandtl mixing length

* Turbulent energy model

* Two-equation k-E model

* Renormalized group theory (RNG) model

* Large eddy simulation model

The RNG turbulence model was judged to be the most appropriate for this CFD analysis due to
the large spectrum of length scales that would likely exist in a containment pool during emergency
recirculation. The RNG approach applies statistical methods in a derivation of the averaged
equations for turbulence quantities (such as turbulent kinetic energy and its dissipation rate).
RNG-based turbulence schemes rely less on empirical constants while setting a framework for
the derivation of a range of models at different scales.

Steady-State Metrics:

The CFD models were started from a stagnant state at a defined pool depth and run long enough
for steady-state conditions to develop. A plot of mean kinetic energy was used to determine when
steady-state conditions were reached. Checks were also made of the velocity and turbulent
energy patterns in the pool to verify that steady-state conditions were reached.

Debris Transport Metrics:

Metrics for predicting debris transport have been adopted or derived from data. The specific
metrics are the turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) necessary to keep debris suspended, and the flow
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velocity necessary to tumble sunken debris along a floor. The metrics utilized in the STP transport
analysis originate from the sources below:

1) NUREG/CR-6772 Tables 3.1, 3.2 and 3.5 [10],

2) NUREG/CR-6808 Table 3.2 and Figure 5-2 [11], or

3) Calculated using Stokes' Law using water properties at 1200 F.

Graphical Determination of Debris Transport Fractions

The following steps were taken to determine what percentage of a particular type of debris could
be expected to transport through the containment pool to the emergency sump screens.

*Colored contour velocity and TKE maps indicating regions of the pool through which a
particular type of debris could be expected to transport were generated from the Flow-
3D® results in the form of bitmap files.

*The bitmap files were overlaid on the initial debris distribution plots and imported into
AutoCAD® with the appropriate scaling factor to convert the length scale of the color maps
to feet.

*For the uniformly distributed debris, closed polylines were drawn around the contiguous
areas where velocity or TKE was high enough that debris could be carried in suspension
or tumbled along the floor to the sump screens.

*The areas within the closed polylines were determined utilizing an AutoCAD ® querying
feature.

* The combined area within the polylines was compared to the debris distribution area.

* The percentage of a particular debris type that would transport to the sump screens was
estimated based on the above comparison.

Plots showing the TKE and the velocity magnitude in the pool were generated for each case to
determine areas where specific types of debris would be transported. The limits on the plots were
set according to the minimum TKE or velocity metrics necessary to move each type of debris.
The overlying yellow areas represent regions where the debris would be suspended, and the red
areas represent regions where the debris would be tumbled along the floor. The yellow TKE
portion of the plots is a three-dimensional representation of the TKE. The velocity portion of the
plots represents the velocity magnitude just above the floor level (1.5 inches), where tumbling of
sunken debris could occur. Directional flow vectors were also included in the plots to determine
whether debris in certain areas would be transported to the sump screens or transported to quieter
regions of the pool where it could settle to the floor.

The following figures and discussion are presented as an example of how the transport analysis
was performed for a generic small debris type. This same approach was utilized for other
debris types analyzed at STP.

Figure 2 and Figure 3 show that the turbulence in the pool is only high enough to suspend the
generic small debris in the vicinity of the location where break and spray flow from the steam
generator compartments enters the pool.
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As shown in Figure 3, the generic small debris was assumed initially to be uniformly distributed
inside the secondary shield wall and in the vicinity of the sump screens. This area was overlaid
on top of the plot showing tumbling velocity and flow vectors to determine the recirculation
transport fraction. For example, suppose the area where small debris would transport within the
initial distribution area is 1,000 ft2 (Figure 4). If the initial distribution area was determined to be
5,000 ft2 (Figure 2), the recirculation transport fraction for the small generic debris is 20%.

Figure 2 - Distribution of small and large generic debris in lower containment
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Figure 3 - TKE and velocity with limits set at suspensionltumbling of small generic
debris
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Figure 4 - Floor area where small generic debris would transport to the sumps (hatchedarea)

This same analysis was applied for each particulate debris type (grouping was performed as
applicable) evaluated at STP. Recirculation pool transport fractions were identified for each
debris type associated with the location of its original distribution. This includes a transport
fraction for debris: 1) not originally blown into upper containment, 2) washed down inside the
secondary shield wall, and 3) washed down into the annulus.
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Item 3.e, 2) Provide the technical basis for assumptions and methods used in the analysis
that deviate from the approved guidance.

Response:

Debris erosion of insulation is the only area where the debris transport analysis deviates from
the regulatory guidance. This is discussed in the Updated Analysis Contribution Section for Item
3.e, 2.

Item 3.e, 3) Identify any computational fluid dynamics codes used to compute debris
transport fractions during recirculation and summarize the methodology, modeling
assumptions, and results.

Response:

Flow-3D® Version 9.0 developed by Flow Science Incorporated was used for the CFD modeling.
For a complete description of the methodology, modeling assumptions, and results, see Item 3.e,
1) of the July 2008 Testing Contribution to RoverD.

Item 3.e, 4) Provide a summary of, and supporting basis for, any credit taken for debris
interceptors.

Response:

Debris interceptors are not integrated into the STP debris transport analysis.

Item 3.e, 5) State whether fine debris was assumed to settle and provide basis for any
settling credited.

Response:

Debris settling is not credited for the STP debris transport analyses. The analysis is a model of
transport to the sump.

Item 3.e, 6) Provide the calculated debris transport fractions and the total quantities of
each type of debris transported to the strainers.

Response:

Transport logic trees were developed for each size and type of particulate debris generated.
These trees were used to determine the total fraction of particulate debris that would reach the
sump screen in each of the postulated cases. This information was used to determine the total
amount of generated and transported amount of particulate for the July 2008 testing. The
postulated cases include; a break in the Loop C hot leg and a break in the reactor cavity, which
are considered the two bounding transport cases.
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Table 8 - Case I (Loop C hot leg) debris transport fractions and debris amounts ofparticulate used in the July 2008 testing

Debris Type Debris Debris Ders Debris Bounding
Size Generated Transport A up AonFraction AtSumAmoun

Insulation

Microtherm® Small 4.3ft(1) 95% 4.1 ff3  Yes (1)

Marinite Sal 0 -- No
Fines

Qualified Coatings in ZOI
Epoxy Fines 23 Ibm 95% 21.9 Ibm Yes

IOZ Fines 553 Ibm 95% 525 Ibm Yes

Polyamide Primer Fines 10 Ibm 95% 9.5 Ibm Yes
Unqualified Coatings

Fines
Epoxy inside Rx Cavity and 1,714 Ibm 0% 0Yes

Chips ______ _____ __

Fines
Epoxy outside Rx Cavity and 294 Ibm 48% 141 Ibm Yes

Chips
Alkyds Fines 247 Ibm 100% 247 Ibm Yes

IOZ Fines 843 Ibm 100% 843 Ibm Yes

Baked Enamel Fines 268 Ibm 100% 268 Ibm Yes

Latent Debris

Dust & Dirt Fines 170 Ibm 83% 141 Ibm Yes

Note 1: An update to the debris generation calculation determined that 4.3 ft3 of Microtherm®
would be destroyed, which is larger than the amount used in the July 2008 testing (see
Item 3.f,4). This addition not accounted for in the 2008 testing is further addressed in
Attachment 1-4 Safety Margin particulates margin discussion.
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Table 9 - Case 2 (Reactor cavity) debris transport fractions and debris amounts ofparticulate used in the July 2008 testing_____

DersDebris Debris Debris Bounding
Debris Type Size Generated Transport At Sump Amount

Fraction
Insulation

Microtherm® Small 0.9 ft3  95% 0.86 ft3  No
Fines

Marinite Fines 15.2 ft3  83% 12.6 ft3  Yes

Qualified Coatings in ZOI

Epoxy Fines 23 Ibm 83% 19.1 Ibm Yes

IOZ Fines 553 Ibm 83% 459 Ibm Yes

Polyamide Primer Fines 10 Ibm 83% 8.3 Ibm Yes

Unqualified Coatings

Epoxy inside Rx Cavity Fines 1,714 Ibm 0% 0 Yes

Fines
Epoxy outside Rx Cavity and 294 Ibm 48% 141 Ibm Yes

Chips _____

Alkyds Fines 247 Ibm 100% 247 Ibm Yes

IOZ Fines 843 Ibm 100% 843 Ibm Yes

Baked Enamel Fines 268 Ibm 100% 268 Ibm Yes

Latent Debris

Dust and Dirt Fines 170 Ibm 83% 141 Ibm Yes
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Updated Analysis Contribution to RoverD

This content has been written to support the applicability of the computational analysis done to
provide generated fiber debris quantities at each weld location to the RoverD methodology. Note
that only fiber fine debris quantities generated and transported are relevant to computational
debris generation in the RoverD methodology, because particulates and chemical additions to the
July 2008 test were considered bounding. Because of this the RoverD calculations for STP
compare the amount of generated and transported fiber fines to the fiber fine quantity added to
the 2008 test.

Item 3.e, 1) Describe the methodology used to analyze debris transport during the
blowdown, wash down, pool-fill-up, and recirculation phases of an accident.

Response:

Since fine fiber is the only type of fiber used as a comparison to the fiber quantity in the July 2008
testing, only fine fiber transport fractions need to be calculated for use in the RoverD methodology.
See Attachment 1-3 for a complete description of the RoverD methodology.

Item 3.e, 2) Provide the technical basis for assumptions and methods used in the analysis
that deviate from the approved guidance.

Response:

Debris erosion is the only area where the debris transport analysis deviates from the NEI 04-07
guidance [4]. The guidance specifies that an erosion fraction of 90% should be used for fiberglass
debris. However, as described in the justification below, an erosion fraction of less than 10% was
used for fiberglass debris in the recirculation pool and 1% was used for fiberglass debris held up
on grating.

The only insulation debris with the potential for erosion at STP is the unjacketed small and large
pieces of NUKON' TM and Thermal-Wrap TM fiberglass.

Tests performed as a part of the drywell debris transport study (DDTS) have indicated that the
erosion of fiber debris is significantly different for debris directly impacted by containment sprays
versus debris directly impacted by break flow. The erosion of large pieces of fiber debris by
containment sprays was found to be less than 1%, whereas the erosion due to the break flow was
much higher. Due to differences in the design of PWR nuclear plants compared to the boiling
water reactor (BWR) nuclear plants, the results of the erosion testing in the DDTS are only partially
applicable. In a BWR plant, a LOCA accident would generate debris that would be held up below
the break location on grating above the suppression pool. In STP, however, the break would
generate debris that would either be blown to upper containment or blown out away from the
break. Most of the debris would not be hung up directly below the break flow where it would
undergo the high erosion rates suggested by the DDTS. Any debris blown to upper containment
that is not washed back down, however, would be subject to erosion by the sprays. Based on the
results of the DDTS testing, a 1% erosion factor was applied for small and large piece fiber debris
held up in upper containment. This is consistent with the approach taken for the pilot plant in the
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SER (Appendix VI) [4]. The erosion mechanism for debris in the pool is somewhat different than
what was tested in the DDTS.

To quantify the recirculation pool erosion fractions for STP, generic 30-day erosion testing was
performed [14]. Figure 5.10.1 in ALION-CAL-STP-8511-008 Rev 3 [13] shows the results of the
erosion testing [14], and Table 10 displays the erosion fractions used in the computational failure
analysis contribution to RoverD. The values listed in Table 10 were determined by distributing the
data in Figure 5.10.1 [13] and calculating the percentage difference of erosion between each data
point. A statistical verification of the erosion data was performed, which verified that the average
erosion fraction used in the logic tree would be less than 10% (actual value used is proprietary).

For pieces of fiberglass held up on grating in upper containment, an erosion fraction of 1% was
used.

Table 10 - Case I (Loop C hot leg) Final Fiber Erosion Debris Transport Fractions Used in
the Computational Failure Analysis Contribution to RoverD [13]

Timing Eroded Small Fiber Eroded Large Fiber
Early 0% 0%
Late 2% 1%

Item 3.e, 3) Identify any computational fluid dynamics codes used to compute debris
transport fractions during recirculation and summarize the methodology, modeling
assumptions, and results.

Response:

Flow-3D® Version 9.0 developed by Flow Science Incorporated was used for the CFD modeling.
For a complete description of the methodology, modeling assumptions, and results, see Item 3.e,
1) of the Updated Analysis Contribution to RoverD.

Item 3.e, 4) Provide a summary of, and supporting basis for, any credit taken for debris
interceptors.

Response:

Debris interceptors are not integrated into the STP debris transport analysis.

Item 3.e, 5) State whether fine debris was assumed to settle and provide basis for any
settling credited.

Response:

Fine debris settling is not credited for the STP debris transport analyses. The analysis is a model
of transport to the sump.
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Item 3.e, 6) Provide the calculated debris transport fractions and the total quantities of
each type of debris transported to the strainers.
Response:

Transport logic trees were developed for each size and type of fiber debris generated. These
trees were used to determine the total fraction of debris that would reach the sump screen in each
of the postulated cases. The postulated cases include; a break in the Loop C hot leg and a break
in reactor cavity. For transported fiber debris amounts and a complete description of the RoverD
methodology, see Attachment 1-3.

Table 11 - Case 1 (Loop C hot leg) debris transport fractions and debris amounts of fiber
calculated for CASA Grande

Debris Type Debris Size | Debris Transport Fraction

Insulation
Small Fines 95%

NUKON TM  Large Pieces 1%

___________________Intact Blankets 0%

Small Fines 95%

Thermal-Wrap TM  Large Pieces 1%

Intact Blankets 0%

Latent Debris _______

Early Arrival 01 1
Fines 0.1%________(1) ____

Latent Fiber
__________________________________ ___Late____Arr __ivaLate Arival94.9%__________________________ Fines

Note (1): A small percentage of latent debris fiber was introduced as early arrival for numerical
reasons.
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Table 12 - Case 2 (Reactor cavity) debris transport fractions and debris amounts of fiber
calculated for CASA Grande

Debris Type Debris Size . Debris Transport Fraction

Insulation
Fines 98.5%

Small Pieces 39.7%

NUKONTM Eroded Small 2

Pieces

Eroded Large 1%

Pieces

Fines 98.5%

Small Pieces 39.7%

ThermalWrapTM Eroded Small 2%

Pieces

Eroded Large 1%

Pieces

Latent Debris_______________________
Early Arrival 0.1% (1)

Fines _______________
Latent Fiber

Late Arrival 99
_________________________ Fines

Note (1): A small percentage of latent debris fiber was introduced as early arrival for numerical
reasons.
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Content Guide Item 3.f - Head Loss and Vortexing

The objectives of the head loss and vortexing evaluations are to calculate head loss across the
sump strainer and to evaluate the susceptibility of the strainer to vortex formation.

1) Provide a schematic diagram of the emergency core cooling system (ECCS) and
containment spray systems (CSS).

2) Provide the minimum submergence of the strainer under small-break loss-of-coolant
accident (SBL OCA) and large-break loss-of-coolant accident (LBLO CA) conditions.

3) Provide a summary of the methodology, assumptions and results of the vortexing
evaluation. Provide bases for key assumptions.

4) Provide a summary of the methodology, assumptions, and results of prototypical head loss
testing for the strainer, including chemical effects. Provide bases for key assumptions.

5) Address the ability of the design to accommodate the maximum volume of debris that is
predicted to arrive at the screen.

6) Address the ability of the screen to resist the formation of a "thin bed" or to accommodate
partial thin bed formation.

7) Provide the basis for the strainer design maximum head loss.
8) Describe significant margins and conservatisms used in the head loss and vortexing

calculations.
9) Provide a summary of the methodology, assumptions, bases for the assumptions, and

results for the clean strainer head loss calculation.
10) Provide a summary of the methodology, assumptions, bases for the assumptions, and

results for the debris head loss analysis.
11) State whether the sump is partially submerged or vented (i. e., lacks a complete water seal

over its entire surface) for any accident scenarios and describe what failure criteria in
addition to loss of net positive suction head (NPSH) margin were applied to address
potential inability to pass the required flow through the strainer.

12) State whether near-field settling was credited for the head-loss testing and, if so, provide
a description of the scaling analysis used to justify near-field credit.

13) State whether temperature/viscosity was used to scale the results of the head loss tests
to actual plant conditions. If scaling was used, provide the basis for concluding that
boreholes or other differential-pressure induced effects did not affect the morphology of
the test debris bed.

14) State whether containment accident pressure was credited in evaluating whether flashing
would occur across the strainer surface, and if so, summarize the methodology used to
determine the available containment pressure.

July 2008 Testing Contribution to RoverD

Item 3.f, 1) Provide a schematic diagram of the emergency core cooling system (ECCS)
and containment spray systems (CSS).

Response:

See Figure 5 below for schematic with elevation layout.
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Figure 5 - ECCS Schematic
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Item 3.f, 2) Provide the minimum submergence of the strainer under small-break loss-of-
coolant accident (SBLOCA) and large-break loss-of-coolant accident (LBLOCA)
conditions.

Response:

For the SBLOCA low water condition, the strainer has ½ in. submergence. For the LBLOCA at
the start of recirculation, the minimum water level provides the strainer with 10 in. submergence
(Minimum water volume calculation 126]).

Item 3.f, 3) Provide a summary of the methodology, assumptions and results of the
vortexing evaluation. Provide bases for key assumptions.

Response:

The calculation [16] utilized standard hydraulic principles and equations to address the subject
issues. The calculation conservatively assumed that each issue is separate, and each issue was
addressed on its own merits.

Ass urnptions

Conservatively, the sump fluid is assumed to be saturated at the surface of the pool at the
pressure that corresponds to the sump temperature during the LOCA or post-LOCA period for
temperatures at or above 212 0F. No credit for sub-cooling of the sump fluid is assumed with
regard to head-loss, vortex, air ingestion, or void fraction determination in accordance with various
USNRC guidance documents, specifically RG 1.1.

A flow velocity of 0.009 fps for the strainer, through a debris bed consisting of fibers and
particulate, is 100% viscous flow. Accordingly, the head loss is linearly proportional to dynamic
viscosity.

A scale strainer, which is designed to maintain the same approach velocity as the full scale
production strainer, can accurately simulate the performance of the full scale production strainer
so long as the same scaling factor is used for strainer area, water flow rate, and debris quantities.
The scaling factor is defined as ratio of the surface area of the scale strainer and the surface area
of the full scale production strainer.

To adjust the measured head loss across a debris bed with colder water, a ratio of water
viscosities, between the warmer specified post-LOCA water temperature and the colder test
temperature, can be multiplied by the measured head loss to obtain a prediction of the head loss
with water at the specified post-LOCA temperature.

Results

Note that the response to NRC staff questions in RAI 27, (Ref 2009 RAIs in Attachment 1-5)
pertaining to the December 2008 submittal [17], discusses the PCI calculated Froude number of
0.459, which is higher than the 0.25 limit discussed in USNRC RG 1.82, with respect to vortex
formation and air ingestion.

Vortexing - Based on the design configuration of the strainer assembly, the largest opening for
water to enter into the sump is through the perforated plate 0.095" holes. The size of the
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perforated plate holes by themselves would preclude the formation of a vortex. However, in the
unlikely event that a series of "mini-vortices" combined in the interior of a disk to form a vortex the
combination of the wire stiffener "sandwich" and the small openings and passages that direct the
flow of water to the strainer core tube would further preclude the formation of a vortex in either
the core tube or the sump. In addition testing with a conservative low water level has shown that
vortexing would not occur. See further discussion in RAI 27 (Ref 2009 RAIs in Attachment 1-5).

Air Ingestion - The calculated Froude Number for the STP PCI Sure-Flow® suction strainer is
0.459 (slightly higher than the USNRC guidance found in RG 1.83). However, due to the
combination of a low Froude Number and lack of an air entrainment mechanism (i.e., vortex
formation) in conjunction with the complete submergence of the strainer, air ingestion is not
expected to occur.

Void Fraction - Void formation is the result of the pressure of a fluid being reduced below the
saturation pressure with the resulting voids being formed by the flashing of the liquid phase. Air
does not need to be present to create significant voiding.

The calculation evaluated the issue of void fraction by the use of conventional hydraulic and fluid
flow calculations to determine the void fraction and concluded that flashing and subsequent void
fraction formation would not occur across the strainer.

Item 3.f, 4) Provide a summary of the methodology, assumptions, and results of
prototypical head loss testing for the strainer, including chemical effects. Provide bases
for key assumptions.

Response:

Purpose and Description

The testing of the PCI strainer was performed by PCI and its sub-contractors Areva NP and Alden
Research Laboratory at the Alden facility in Massachusetts during July 2008 [1, 181. The purpose
of the test was to measure the head loss across the strainer based on prototypical water flow and
debris mix conditions expected in the containment sump following a postulated LOCA. The test
strainer was a module identical to those installed in the STP containment.

Two tests were performed:

Test 1 - Clean Strainer Head Loss Test

This determined the head loss of a clean strainer which will be subtracted from the next test
results to yield the debris bed head loss.

Test 2 - Debris Loaded Strainer Head Loss Test (Design Basis)

This determined the debris bed head loss for a bounding scenario for South Texas where the
maximum quantity of each debris type is used. After completing the test, the strainer was
observed to have a debris bed approximately 0.75 in. thick of which over 95% consisted of
chemical debris. A small amount of fiber was observed on the strainer. However, this quantity
was very small and could not be measured with a standard tape measure (Figure 12). Since the
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fiber quantity was significantly less than 0.125 in. thick, it was concluded that a separate thin bed
test would not need to be performed.

Differences from Previous Testing

Previous testing was performed in February 2008 which yielded unacceptable head loss results.
Refinements to the debris generation and debris transport calculations were made which resulted
in a decreased fiber loading and a decreased coating particulate loading. The February test used
walnut flour as a surrogate for coating particulates. For the July test, acrylic powder and chips
were used instead. Also, the February test used CaI-Sil as a surrogate for Marinite insulation.
The July test used Marinite powder.

Note that all Marinite insulation was removed from STP Units 1 and 2 and replaced with NUKONTM
in 2009 [6, 7].

Test Apparatus

The test apparatus at the Alden facility included the large test flume, two pumps, test strainer
module, instrumentation and controls, associated piping for the recirculation loop with two pumps
in parallel, chemical mixing tanks, a pump to add the chemical debris into the flume, and
associated piping and tubing. To maintain a constant water level during testing, an overflow pipe
set at the proper water elevation was used. Debris which flowed into the overflow pipe was
captured by 10 micron bag filters. This debris captured by the bag filters was periodically flushed
to return the debris back to the test flume.

The test flume measured 10 ft wide by 5 ft deep and 45 ft long. Inside of the steel flume, plywood
was used to contour the flume walls to simulate the approach velocities expected near the sump
inside containment. A heat recirculation loop with a heat exchanger was used to heat the test
water to 120 F. After the initial heat up, immersion heaters were used to maintain the temperature.

Scales were used to weigh the debris in a dry state before introduction into the flume.

Downstream sampling capability was provided by three isokinetic sampling ports and associated
piping. The samples were taken downstream of the test strainer and upstream of the recirculation
pumps.

Test Strainer

The strainer module is a full size module that is identical to those installed inside the STP
containment building. The test strainer has a surface area of 91.44 sq ft. The test flow rate and
debris quantities were scaled down based on the surface area of the strainer. The test flow rate
was 353 gpm. The velocity through the strainer module was 0.0086 ft/sec.

Test Debris

Reflective Metallic Insulation (RMI) was not used for the July 2008 testing since prior testing in
February showed that stainless steel RMI pieces of various sizes (0.25 in. x 0.25 in. up to 4 in. x
4 in.) did not transport in the test flume. It is conservative not to include it in the head loss testing
since it would tend to entrap other debris to prevent them from reaching the strainer.

Coatings that exist as potential debris are zinc top coat, epoxy coatings, polyamide primer
coatings, alkyd coatings, and baked enamel coatings. Tin powder was used as a surrogate for
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zinc since zinc is considered a hazardous material by the Commonwealth of Massachusetts.
Pulverized acrylic coating powder was used as a surrogate material for the epoxy coatings,
polyamide primer coatings, alkyd coatings, and baked enamel coatings. Acrylic chips were used
as the surrogate material for the epoxy chips.

Miscellaneous debris such as lead blanket pieces and tags and labels were not included in the
July testing since it was shown in the February testing that these items did not transport. It is
conservative not to include it in the head loss testing since it would tend to entrap other debris to
prevent them from reaching the strainer.

Fibers debris consists of NUKONTM insulation, Thermal WrapTM insulation, and latent fibers.
NUKONTM fibers were used for testing for the NUKONTM insulation and the latent fiber debris.
Knauf ET fibers were used for the thermal wrap insulation fibers.

Besides coatings debris consisting of particulates, other particulate debris inside containment
includes Marinite powder, Microtherm® powder, and latent dirt and dust. For the testing, Marinite
powder and Microtherm® powder were used. The latent dirt and dust debris was simulated by a
dirt mix of various sizes of Silica sands.

Note that all Marinite insulation was removed from STP Units 1 and 2 and replaced with NUKONTM
in 2009 [6, 7].

The chemical debris determined to be in the containment sump are Sodium Aluminum Silicate,
Aluminum Oxyhydroxide, and Calcium Phosphate. The amounts are conservatively based on a
30-day spray duration. The testing used chemical precipitates that were generated utilizing the
methodology in WCAP-16530-NP and final SER, WCAP-16785-NP, and PWROG letter OG-07-
270. The chemical materials were generated in mixing tanks and introduced into the test flume
within the parameters provided in PWROG letter OG-07-270.

Since the production of Sodium Aluminum Silicate is considered hazardous based on Section
7.3.2 of WCAP-16530-NP Rev. 0, Aluminum Oxyhydroxide was generated in accordance with the
directions in Section 7.3.2 of WCAP-16530-NP for strainer testing when either Aluminum
Oxyhydroxide or Sodium Aluminum Silicate was required. This is acceptable since Section 7.3.2
of WCAP-16530-NP Rev. 0 states that the characteristics of Sodium Aluminum Silicate are
sufficiently similar to Aluminum Oxyhydroxide. Thus Aluminum Oxyhydroxide was used in lieu of
Sodium Aluminum Silicate.

Debris Amounts Used for the Test
The debris amounts that were scaled for the July 2008 test are given in the table below. These
values represent the debris amount that gets to the strainers of two operating Trains of strainers
(40 modules total).
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DEBRIS AMOUNTS FOR JULY 2008 TEST
Debris Item Debris Item Test Surrogate Material
Fibers
LDFG / Nukon (30% 26.91 ft3  HT Nukon
Fines)
LDFG / Thermal Wrap 41.01 ft3  Knauf ET
(30% Fines)______ _____

LDFG / Nukon Smalls 62.79 ft3  Nukon
with Fines removed
LDFG I Thermal Wrap 95.69 ft3  Knauf ET
Smalls with Fines
removed
LDFG I Nukon Larges 0.63 ft3  HT Nukon
treat as Fines (erosion)
LDFG / Thermal Wrap 0.96 ft3  Knauf ET
Larges treat as Fines
(erosion)
Latent Fibers - Fines 10.4 ft3  HT Nukon

Total Fines 79.91 ft3

191.78 Ibm
Total Smalls 158.48 ft3

__________________380.35 Ibm

Particulates
Microtherm 33 Ibm Microtherm powder
Marinite Board 182.7 Ibm Powdered Marinite

board
Note: Marinite has since
been removed from
containment

Latent particulate, dust, 141.1 Ibm Dirt mix
dirt

Total 356.8 Ibm

Coatings
Zinc 1,368 Ibm Tin Powder
Epoxy (ZOI) 57 Ibm Powder (Acrylic coating)
Polyamide primer 10 Ibm Powder (Acrylic coating)
Alkyds 247 Ibm Powder (Acrylic coating)
Baked enamel 268 Ibm Powder (Acrylic coating)
Epoxy (outside ZOI) 106 Ibm Chips (Acrylic 1/64" to

______________________________________________1/4")
Total powder 1,950 Ibm

Total chips 106 Ibm
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Chemical Precipitates 111
Sodium Aluminum 1,432 Ibm WCAP AIOOH
Silicate ___________j___________
Aluminum Oxyhydroxide 143 Ibm jWCAP AIOOH
Calcium Phosphate 359 Ibm jWCAP Ca3(PO4)2

Debris Preparation and Sequencing
The NUKON and Knauf fibers were weighed dry in buckets or large trash cans. The fine fibers,
latent fibers, and eroded large fibers were shredded using a food processor. The small fibers
were processed using a wood chipper. The small fibers were sifted through a 1 in. x 4 in. grate
where the small fibers would sift through the grate. The fine fibers contained within the small
fibers were removed from the small fibers.

The particulate and fiber debris was weighed dry in buckets and then mixed with heated water to
remove air that may have been entrained in the debris.

Prior to starting the recirculation pump, 25% of the latent fiber load was distributed uniformly in
the flume upstream of the strainer. Five minutes later the pump was started. After 2 pool
turnovers, a debris batch with all of the particulates and chips and most of the fine fibers was
added. Each debris type was introduced into the flume from an individual bucket or can during
the batch step. After head loss stabilized (39 minutes later) a debris batch with the chips and
small fiber insulation was added. Again after head loss stabilized (34 minutes later); Debris Batch
#4 with the fiber fines from large piece erosion was added. The test continued to run overnight
with no further debris introductions. The first chemical batch was introduced the next day followed
by 32 more chemical batches. A waiting time of I or 2 pool turnovers followed each chemical
batch depending upon the particular chemical being added.

Methodoloqv

The flume wall configuration was determined by using a computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
model that determined the approach velocities in the vicinity of the sump. A localized CFD model
was used to define the approach velocities to each strainer array installed in the containment by
calculating average velocities at incremental distances from the end of the strainer arrays.
Weighted average velocities were used to yield the approach velocities to the test strainer. The
flume walls were configured to obtain this velocity profile leading to the test strainer.

The clean strainer head loss test took pressure drop readings for five flow rates in the operating
range of 176 gpm to 530 gpm.

The headloss due to the debris blockage on the strainer was determined by subtracting the
velocity head at the downstream pressur~e taps and clean strainer head loss from the pressure
drop measured between these taps and the flume water surface.

Throughout the test when debris was not being added to the flume, the head loss tended to trend
slowly downward. Since the head loss continually depleted with respect to time, the maximum
head loss value observed during the test is bounding of the head loss value that could be
extrapolated using the data collected during the last 15 pool turnovers of the test.
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Results

The clean strainer head loss for the single module for a flow of 353 gpm was 0.0923 ft. at a
temperature of 116.3 F. This does not include any loss for connecting pipe and the
plenum.

For the design basis debris test, the maximum corrected head loss (excluding clean strainer head
loss and piping losses) was 8.745 ft. at a flow rate of 355.857 gpm at a corrected temperature of
116.3 F. Since a fiber bed less than 1/8 in. thick was observed after the end of the test during
drain down, it was concluded that a thin bed test was not required. It was noted that the head
loss was decreasing with respect to time at the end of the test and that an extrapolated head loss
was not required. No vortices or bore holes were observed during testing.
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Photos

Figure 6 - Test Flume
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Figure 7 - Test Strainer Module in Test Flume
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Figure 8 - Debris Introduction
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Figure 9 - Chemical Debris Preparation
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Figure 10 - Strainer during Drain Down
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Figure 11 - Close-up Strainer during Drain Down
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Figure 13 - Debris Bed Sample

Item 31f, 5) Address the ability of the design to accommodate the maximum volume ofdebris that is predicted to arrive at the screen.

Response:

The head loss testing of the strainer in the laboratory shows that the strainer has acceptable
performance for the design basis particulate amounts and the 191.78 Ibm of fiber fine debris that
were added to the test flume and expected to transport to the strainer. In the RoverD methodology
the tested fiber fine amount of 191.78 Ibm is used as a pass or fail criteria for computational
simulated fiber fine destruction analysis which shows that a given break either exceeds (fails) or
does not exceed (passes) this threshold created from the passing head loss results of the July
2008 test.

Although not all of the plant representative particulate quantities added to the test were
considered bounding to the NRC staff in light of discussions involving chip transport and other
discrepancies, the test included Marinite debris which was removed from STP Units 1 and 2 in
2009 [6, 7]. Marinite is considered a problematic microporous debris source and the impact of
removal on test margin is discussed in the Defense in Depth and Safety Margin Attachment 1-4.
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Item 3.f, 6) Address the ability of the screen to resist the formation of a "thin bed" or to
accommodate partial thin bed formation.

Response:

After completion of the test, the flume was drained down in order to observe the debris bed on
the strainer module. The debris bed was approximately 3/4 in. thick. Analysis of a sample of the
debris bed showed that over 95% of the debris bed consisted of chemical debris. A small amount
of fiber was observed on the surface of the strainer. However, the quantity of this fiber was very
small and could not be measured with a standard tape measure (See Figure 12 above). It was
concluded that since the fiber quantity was significantly less than 1/8 in. thick, a separate thin bed
test would not be performed. Thus the testing showed that the strainer resists the formation of a
thin bed.

Item 3.f, 7) Provide the basis for the strainer design maximum head loss

Response:

RoverD methodology uses the deterministic fiber fine threshold of 191.78 Ibm, used during testing
with bounding particulate loads as a failure criterion. See Attachment 1-3 for a complete
description of the RoverD methodology.

Item 3.f, 8) Describe significant margins and conservatisms used in the head loss and
vortexing calculations.

Response:

The head loss is based on laboratory testing rather than a calculation. The margins and
conservatisms in the vortexing calculations include;

* no credit is taken for containment over pressurization
* verification that the minimum 1/ in. submergence of the South Texas Project sump strainers

will preclude air ingestion or vortex development by strainer prototype testing at Alden
Research Laboratory.

Additional discussions of margin for the STP July 2008 head loss testing are available in the
Defense in Depth and Safety Margin discussions of Attachment 1-4.

Item 3.f, 9) Provide a summary of the methodology, assumptions, bases for the
assumptions, and results for the clean strainer head loss calculation.

Response:

The calculation [19] utilized two distinct methodologies based on the entire strainer assembly
configuration in determining the clean strainer head loss: (1) strainer and (2) pipes and fittings.
The first methodology for strainer only head loss employed an equation that was experimentally
derived and which was used to determine the strainer head loss contribution. The second
methodology utilized hydraulic head loss equations based on Crane Technical Paper 410 for
pipes and fittings. The individual head loss results from the strainer and the pipe fittings were
added together to obtain the head loss for the entire strainer assembly configuration.
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An increase of 10% for connecting pipe and fitting head loss calculations is adequate to address

any non-conservatism inherent in the use of standard head loss correlations.

An increase correction of 6% of the clean strainer head loss is to account for uncertainty.

The minimum post-LOCA sump recirculation temperature of 128 °F was utilized to determine the
greatest clean strainer head loss.

The total corrected clean strainer head loss value is calculated to be 1.95 feet of water. This
includes the loss through the plenum that collects the flow from the four strings of modules.

Item 3.f, 10) Provide a summary of the methodology, assumptions, bases for the
assumptions, and results for the debris head loss analysis

Response:

The debris head loss analysis is based on vendor laboratory testing of the strainer module [20].

The methodology for the head loss analysis consists of the clean strainer head loss determination
and the head loss test results. These are added together to yield the total design basis head loss
for the installed strainer array. The values are first temperature adjusted for the post-LOCA
temperature condition before adding.

The flow velocity for the strainers is 0.009 ft./sec which is considered as 100% viscous flow
through the debris bed. Thus the head loss is linearly proportional to dynamic viscosity.

For the post-LOCA temperature of 267 °F, the resulting total strainer head loss is 3.8 ft.

Item 3.f, 11) State whether the sump is partially submerged or vented (i.e., lacks a complete
water seal over its entire surface) for any accident scenarios and describe what failure
criteria in addition to loss of net positive suction head (NPSH) margin were applied to
address potential inability to pass the required flow through the strainer.

Response:

The strainers are fully submerged for SBLOCA and LBLOCA conditions. By design the strainers
are not vented.

Item 3.f, 12) State whether near-field settling was credited for the head-loss testing and, if
so, provide a description of the scaling analysis used to justify near-field credit.

Response:

The strainer head loss testing did credit near-field settling. The test flume was constructed with
the flume walls arranged such that the velocity fields around the testing strainer were
representative or bounding of the expected velocity fields in the containment during LOCA
recirculation. Two computational fluid dynamics (CEO) analyses were used to accurately model
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the debris transport and to model the flow/turbulence of the flow patterns approaching the strainer
[21].

A refined CED analysis near sump screen structure was performed to model the flow patterns
approaching the sump to define approach flow velocities for the test flume. The CEO analysis
completed for the transport calculation modeled the sump as a mass sink, which was not based
on the actual strainer design configuration.

The refined analysis was required because the debris transport CFO simulation utilized a
relatively coarse mesh in the vicinity of the sump pits. The boundary condition at the sump pit in
the debris transport CEO model was representative of the plant configuration prior to installation
of the Performance Contracting, Inc. (PCI) Sure-Flow® strainer arrays. The flow patterns
approaching the perimeter of the pit were strongly influenced by the outflow boundary condition
used in the debris transport (CEO) analyses, and the uniform flow characteristics of the PCI Sure-
Flow® strainer modules influence the approach flow patterns to the sump.

Inflow boundary conditions for the new near field approach CEO model were taken directly from
the results database of the debris transport CEO model (flow and velocity). Water surface
elevation was assumed constant.

Flow patterns from the refined new near field approach CEO model reflect the presence of the
PCI Sure-Flow® Strainer Array. Flow patterns approaching the sump pit from the containment
periphery were similar in the two CEO calculations.

The new near field approach CEO flow patterns and velocities are more representative of the post
LOCA containment flow patterns because the boundary conditions associated with the PCI Sure-
Flow® Strainer have been included in the analysis, and the computational grid has been greatly
refined in the vicinity of the sumps resulting in a more realistic prediction of approach flow patterns
near the sump pit and strainers.

Item 3.f, 13) State whether temperaturelviscosity was used to scale the results of the head
loss tests to actual plant conditions. If scaling was used, provide the basis for concluding
that boreholes or other differential-pressure induced effects did not affect the morphology
of the test debris bed.

Response:

Temperature/viscosity was used to scale the results of the head loss tests to the expected post-
LOCA plant conditions [19]. At the conclusion of the head loss testing at the laboratory, flow
sweeps were conducted to show that no bore holes were present. The flow rate was reduced to
approximately half of the design flow rate and the head was allowed to stabilize. Then the flow
was adjusted back to the design flow rate. No vortices or bore holes were observed during the
testing. Thus the testing provided the basis for concluding that bore holes or other differential-
pressure induced effects did not affect the morphology of the test debris bed.

Item 3.f, 14) State whether containment accident pressure was credited in evaluating
whether flashing would occur across the strainer surface, and if so, summarize the
methodology used to determine the available containment pressure.
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Response:

Some containment pressure is needed to prevent flashing. See discussion in response for RAI
#33 (2009 RAIs) in Attachment 1-5.

Updated Analysis Contribution to RoverD

The computation failure analysis of RoverD does not include head loss calculations. Instead a
pass or fail criteria for break specific head loss is implemented by comparing to the amount
(191.78 Ibm) of fiber fines added in the July 2008 test. See Attachment 1-3 for a complete
description of the RoverD methodology.
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Content Guide Item 3.g - Net Positive Suction Head (NPSH)

The objective of the NPSH section is to calculate the NPSH margin for the ECCS and CSS
pumps that would exist during a loss-of-coolant accident (L OCA) considering a spectrum of
break sizes.

1. Provide applicable pump flow rates, the total recirculation sump flow rate, sump
temperature(s), and minimum containment water level.

2. Describe the assumptions used in the calculations for the above parameters and the
sources/bases of the assumptions.

3. Provide the basis for the required NPSH values, e.g., three percent head drop or other
criterion.

4. Describe how friction and other flow losses are accounted for.
5. Describe the system response scenarios for LBLOCA and SBL0CA's.
6. Describe the operational status for each ECCS and CSS pump before and after the

initiation of recirculation.
7. Describe the single failure assumptions relevant to pump operation and sump performance.
8. Describe how the containment sump water level is determined.
9. Provide assumptions that are included in the analysis to ensure a minimum (conservative)

water level is used in determining NPSH margin.
10. Describe whether and how the following volumes have been accounted for in pool level

calculations: empty spray pipe, water droplets, condensation and holdup on horizontal and
vertical surfaces. If any are not accounted for, explain why.

11. Provide assumptions (and their bases) as to what equipment will displace water resulting
in higher pool level.

12. Provide assumptions (and their bases) as to what water sources provide pool volume and
how much volume is from each source.

13. If credit is taken for containment accident pressure in determining available NPSH, provide
description of the calculation of containment accident pressure used in determining the
available NPSH.

14. Provide assumptions made which minimize the containment accident pressure and
maximize the sump water temperature.

15. Specify whether the containment accident pressure is set at the vapor pressure
corresponding to the sump liquid temperature.

16. Provide the NPSH margin results for pumps taking suction from the sump in recirculation
mode.

Combined July 2008 Testing Contribution to RoverD and Updated Analysis Contribution
to RoverD

Item 3.g, 1) Provide applicable pump flow rates, the total recirculation sump flow rate,
sump temperature(s), and minimum containment water level
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Response

The design flow per sump for LBLOCA is 7,020 gpm. Two of the three sumps are assumed to be
operating due to single failure of the diesel for the third train. The flows for the pumps in each
operating train are:

LHSI 2,800 gpm HHSI 1,620 gpm CS 2,600 gpm

The sump temperature at start of recirculation is 267 0F.

Note: The sump performance evaluation presented in this LAR submittal was based on a
maximum sump temperature of 267°F and a 30-day post-LOCA sump temperature of 1 280 F. The
most recent containment pressure/temperature analysis using Gothic gives values of 275°F and
1210F respectively. The effects of this on the sump performance evaluation have been
considered and found to have little or no impact. For NPSH considerations, the strainer debris
load for the 275°F temperature would decline from the 3.8 ft. value used for 2670 F which is not
adverse. For the strainer structural capability considerations, the strainer debris load for the 30
day post-LOCA temperature change from 128°F to 121°F would increase. However this debris
load is based on the maximum strainer flow of 7,020 gpm which would not be the case for 30
days post-LOCA when the containment spray pumps and the high head safety injection pumps
would be secured resulting in a strainer flow of 2,800 gpm or less for the low head safety injection
pump.

The minimum containment water level at start of recirculation is 38 in. off the floor for LBLOCA.

Item 3.g, 2) Describe the assumptions used in the calculations for the above parameters
and the sources/bases of the assumptions.

Response

The SI pump flow rates are the maximum values given in the Technical Specifications. The CS
pump flow rate is based on calculated maximum flows when two trains are operating. The sump
temperature is from the containment LOCA pressure-temperature analysis which maximizes the
sump temperature by using the maximum temperatures for cooling water to the heat exchangers
and for the water of the ultimate heat sink. The containment water level was determined using
conservative input values for the pool contributions and conservatively accounting for items such
as holdup in locations in the containment, filling of empty pipe, water in transit, steam holdup, etc.

Item 3.g, 3) Provide the basis for the required NPSH values, e.g., three percent head drop
or other criterion.

Response

Westinghouse supplied the LHSI, HHSI, and CS pumps to STP from Pacific Pumps.

Per the pump vendor, vertical centrifugal pumps have two independent NPSH required values:

1) at the center line of the first stage impeller and

2) at the center line of the pump suction nozzle located at the top of the pump barrel

The NPSH required at the pump impeller is determined by testing and is ensured by the
manufacturer's design of the pump can. The minimum NPSH required at the pump suction nozzle
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center line is equal to the velocity head plus one half of the suction nozzle (pipe) diameter
expressed in feet:

V 2  1
NPSHR@suct = + 2-D

The NPSH required at the pump first stage impeller is from the test curves given in the pump
manuals. For the maximum flow rates we have:

NPSH Required at the
Pump First Stage

Pump Flow Rate, gpm Impeller, ft.
LHSI 2,800 -13

HHSI 1,620 11
CS 2,600 12

This NPSH requirement is inherently met by the pump design that calls for a distance of 15 ft. in
the barrel between the pump suction nozzle center line and the first stage impeller center line.

The required NPSH values at the center line of the pump suction nozzle are as follows:

LHSI 1.5 ft. HHSI 1.1 ft. CS 1.4 ft.

Thus any discussion of NPSHA and NPSHR will be relative to the center line of the pump suction
nozzle.

[Ref. STPNOC Calculation MC06220 Rev. 6 "SI & CS Pump NPSH"]

Item 3.g, 4) Describe how friction and other flow losses are accounted for.

Response

The strainer modification did not change the piping friction losses used in the NPSH calculation.
The friction losses are based on the maximum flows of the SI and CS pumps.

Item 3.g 5) Describe the system response scenarios for LBLOCA and SBLOCA's.

Response

For LBLOCA the Safety Injection Pumps and the Containment Spray Pumps start automatically
and take suction from the Refueling Water Storage Tank. When the tank is drawn down, the
pumps' suction is automatically switched over to the containment sumps for the recirculation
mode. The HHSI and CS Pumps may be turned off later in the post-accident mitigation per the
emergency operating procedures.

For SBLOCA the HHSI Pump is used for RCS inventory during the injection and the recirculation
phases. The CS pump is also assumed to be in operation due to automatic actuation if the
containment pressure set point is reached.
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Item 3.g, 6) Describe the operational status for each ECCS and CSS pump before and
after the initiation of recirculation.

Response

Both before and after the initiation of recirculation, three trains of ECCS are operating. Two of
the three trains of CS will be operating (one train will be secured per EOPs).

Item 3.g, 7) Describe the single failure assumptions relevant to pump operation and
sump performance.

Response

The STP design has three safety trains each with its own containment sump that supports both
ECCS and CS. Single failure of one train of ECCS and CS results in two operating trains, each
consisting of a HHSI, LHSI, and CS pump, operating on two strainers to handle the debris
generated.

Item 3.g, 8) Describe how the containment sump water level is determined.

Response

The limiting minimum containment water level is determined using the following methodology:

1. A correlation was developed for the relationship between containment water level and the
containment volume as a function of elevation using information from existing STP
calculations. The correlation between containment volume and water level developed in
the Water Level Calculation assumes equalization of water level between all areas of
containment at the (-)11'-3" elevation including internal compartments (e.g., incore
instrument room, reactor cavity and elevator shaft). The volume inside the accumulator
skirts is only credited as a displacement volume for the small break LOCA case in which
the water level does not reach the service way openings preventing this volume from filling.
The correlation also includes all volumes below the (-)1 1'-3" elevation (e.g., elevator shaft,
normal sump, secondary normal sump, emergency sumps, incore instrument room sump
and drain lines).

2. The quantity of water added to containment from the Refueling Water Storage Tank, SI
Accumulators, and the Reactor Coolant System was determined for each of the breaks
considered.

3. The quantity of water diverted from the containment sump was determined. The following
effects were considered:

* Steam holdup in the containment atmosphere

* Additional mass of water that must be added to the RCS due to the increase in the water
density at the lower sump water temperature versus the RCS temperature prior to the
LOCA

o Water volume required to fill the RCS steam space as condensation occurs

* Condensation on containment surfaces
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* Water volume required to fill the Safety Injection and Containment Spray Piping that is
empty prior to the LOCA

• Water in transit from the Containment Spray nozzles and the break location to the
Containment Sump

* ECCS leakage outside of containment

* Miscellaneous hold-up volumes throughout containment

4. Given the net mass of water added to the containment floor based on items 2 and 3 listed
above, the post-LOCA containment water level was then calculated using the correlation
developed in item 1.

The potential sources of water that were considered in the determination of the minimum pool
level are as follows:

The minimum RWST volume supplied to the RCS and RCB is 360,000 gal. This is a
conservative safety limit for minimum injection volume. It does not include an allowance
for transfer to recirculation (Switchover volume) of 12,400 gal.

There are three SI accumulators that each has a minimum volume of 8800 gal (1176.4 cu
ft). Consideration of instrument inaccuracies, instrument span, operating margins, and
tank tolerances gives a minimum volume of 1172.4 cu ft per accumulator.

The Pressurizer minimum volume was conservatively assumed to be 25%. The total
volume is 2100 cu ft. Using 3% increase for thermal expansion and calculation uncertainty
gives 2163 cu ft. This yields a minimum volume of 540.7 cu ft.

The RCS cold volume with Pressurizer 25% is 12963.3 cu ft. Three percent is added for
thermal expansion to give 13352.2 cu ft.

A Small Break LOCA may not result in rapid depressurization of the RCS after the break. During
the RCS depressurization and cool down, the SI Accumulators may be isolated. For the SBLOCA
water level determination, it is conservatively assumed that the SI Accumulators will be isolated
before the RCS pressure drops below the nitrogen cover pressure of the accumulators. The water
volume from the SI Accumulators will not be credited as a source that will reach the containment
sump during a SBLOCA.

The holdup of water in the RCS depends upon the break location and the time after the break.
The amount of water that contributes to the pool volume will vary. The holdup within the RCS is
summarized below:
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RCS HOLDUP FOR VARIOUS SCENARIOS
Large Break LOCA Surge Line LOCA Small Break LOCA

CS and SI RPV is filled to top of RCS is filled For all cases, the
Switchover the hot leg and cold including loop and entire RCS (including

leg piping (3265.9 cu surge piping (6515.1 the entire
ft). Loop and surge cu ft). Steam Pressurizer) will be
line pipes are filled Generators are filled completely full.
(1892 cu ft), Steam to the break elevation
Generators and (2616.2 cu ft).
Pressurizer are Pressurizer 2163 cu
empty ft) is empty.

Holdup volume: Holdup volume: Holdup volume:

5158 cu ft 9131.3 cu ft 14974.4 cu ft

Spill volume: Spill volume:Splvoue

8195 cu ft 4220.9 cu ft 0Ou

Long Term - Entire RCS (14,974.4 Entire RCS (14,974.4 For all cases, the
Sprays Suspended cu ft) is filled, cu ft) is filled, except entire RCS (including

including Steam for the Pressurizer the entire
Generators and (2163 cu ft) which is Pressurizer) will be
100% of the empty completely full.
Pressurizer

Hodp oum: Holdup volume: Holdup volume:

1944ut12811.4 cu ft 14974.4 cu ft

Silvlm:Spill volume: Spill volume:

0Out540.7 cu ft 0.Ocu ft

R~eference: Enercon Calculation WES010-CALC-001 Rev. 0 "Post-LOCA Containment WaterLevel"
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Item 3.g, 9) Provide assumptions that are included in the analysis to ensure a minimum
(conservative) water level is used in determining NPSH margin.

Response

See Item 3.g, 8.

Item 3.g, 10) Describe whether and how the following volumes have been accounted for
in pool level calculations: empty spray pipe, water droplets, condensation and holdup
on horizontal and vertical surfaces. If any are not accounted for, explain why.

Response

See Item 3.g, 8.

Item 3.g, 11) Provide assumptions (and their bases) as to what equipment will displace

water resulting in higher pool level.

Response

See Item 3.g, 8.

Item 3.g, 12) Provide assumptions (and their bases) as to what water sources provide
pool volume and how much volume is from each source.

Response:

See Item 3.g, 8.

Item 3.g, 13) If credit is taken for containment accident pressure in determining available
NPSH, provide description of the calculation of containment accident pressure used in
determining the available NPSH.

Response:

Containment accident pressure is not credited for available NPSH. For a sump temperature of
21 2°F and higher, the NPSH available considered that the containment pressure was equal to the
vapor pressure. For sump temperatures lower than 212 0 F, the containment pressure was taken
as 14.7 psia.

Item 3.g, 14) Provide assumptions made which minimize the containment accident
pressure and maximize the sump water temperature.

Response

Containment accident pressure is not credited for available NPSH.

Item 3.g, 15) Specify whether the containment accident pressure is set at the vapor
pressure corresponding to the sump liquid temperature.

Response:

Containment accident pressure is not credited for available NPSH. For a sump temperature of
212°F and higher, the NPSH available considered that the containment pressure was equal to the
vapor pressure. For sump temperatures lower than 212°F, the containment pressure was taken
as 14.7 psia.
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Item 3,g, 16) Provide the NPSH margin results for pumps taking suction from the sump in
recirculation mode.

Response

The NPSH margin is the difference between the NPSH available and the NPSH required. The
NPSH available values in the tables below do not include the strainer head loss. The total
strainer head loss given below includes the debris bed loss and the clean strainer head loss.
For a sump temperature of 212°F and higher, the NPSH available considered that the
containment pressure was equal to the vapor pressure. For sump temperatures lower than
212°F, the containment pressure was taken as 14.7 psia.

Low Head SI Pump
Sump NPSH Required, ft. NPSH Available, ft. NPSH Margin, ft. Total Strainer
Temperature, °F Head Loss, ft.

267 Start of 1.5 7.5 6.0 3.8
Recirculation
24 minutes
226 Hot Leg 1.5 7.5 6.0 4.6
Switchover
5.5 hours
215 1.5 7.5 6.0 5.0
212 1.5 7.5 6.0 5.1
210 1.5 8.7 7.2 5.1
206 1.5 11.1 9.6 5.2
200 1.5 15.4 13.9 5.4
190 1.5 20.1 18.6 5.8
171 1.5 27.9 26.4 6.5
24 hours
128 1.5 37.0 35.5 9.2
30 days__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _
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High Head SI Pump ________

Sump NPSH Required, ft. NPSH Available, ft. NPSH Margin, ft. Total Strainer
Temperature, 0F Head Loss, ft.

267 Start of 1.1 7.4 6.3 3.8
Recirculation
24 minutes
226 Hot Leg 1.1 7.4 6.3 4.6
Switchover
5.5 hours _______

215 1.1 7.4 6.3 5.0
212 1.1 7.4 6.3 5.1
210 1.1 8.8 7.7 5.1
206 1.1 11.2 10.1 5.2
200 1.1 15.5 14.4 5.4
190 1.1 20.2 19.1 5.8
171 1.1 28.0 26.9 6.5
24 hours
128 1.1 37.2 36.1 9.2
30 days

Containment Spray Pump
Sump NPSH Required, ft. NPSH Available, ft. NPSH Margin, ft. Total Strainer
Temperature, 0F Head Loss, ft.

267 1.4 7.2 5.8 3.8
Start of
Recirculation
24 minutes
226 1.4 7.2 5.8 4.6
Hot Leg
Switchover
5.5 hours
215 1.4 7.2 5.8 5.0
212 1.4 7.2 5.8 5.1
210 1.4 8.4 7.0 5.1
206 1.4 10.8 9.4 5.2
200 1.4 15.1 13.7 5.4
190 1.4 19.8 18.4 5.8
171 1.4 27.6 26.2 6.5
24 hours__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _____ ___

128 1.4 36.7 35.3 9.2
30 days _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Content Guide Item 3.h - Coatings Evaluation

The objective of the coatings evaluation section is to determine the plant-specific ZOI and debris
characteristics for coatings for use in determining the eventual contribution of coatings to overall
head loss at the sump screen.

1) Provide a summary of type(s) of coating systems used in containment, e.g., Carboline CZ
11 Inorganic Zinc primer, Ameron 90 epoxy finish coat.

2) Describe and provide bases for assumptions made in post-LOCA paint debris transport
analysis.

3) Discuss suction strainer head loss testing performed as it relates to both qualified and
unqualified coatings and what surro gate material was used to simulate coatings debris.

4) Provide bases for the choice of surrogates.
5) Describe and provide bases for coatings debris generation assumptions. For example,

describe how the quantity of paint debris was determined based on ZOI size for qualified
and unqualified coatings.

6) Describe what debris characteristics were assumed, i.e., chips, particulate, size distribution
and provide bases for the assumptions.

7) Describe any ongoing containment coating condition assessment program.

july 2008 Testing Contribution to RoverD

Item 3.h, 1) Provide a summary of type(s) of coating systems used in containment, e.g.,
Carboline CZ 11 Inorganic Zinc primer, Ameron 90 epoxy finish coat.

Response:

The definition of a DBA Qualified coating used at STP is:

DBA Qualified Coating System: A coating system used inside reactor containment that can be
attested to having passed the required laboratory testing, including irradiation and simulated
Design Basis Accident (DBA), and has adequate quality documentation to support its use as
DBA qualified. This applies to all coating systems, epoxy or otherwise, that are used inside the
reactor containment building.

Any coating that does not satisfy the above definition is classified as an unqualified coating.

The qualified coatings inside the Unit 1 and Unit 2 Reactor Containments are detailed in STP
calculations. There are various types of qualified coatings used in the containment including Ethyl
Silicate Inorganic Zinc (IOZ), Epoxy System, Phenolic Epoxy, Clear Sealer, Alkyd, Baked Enamel
and Epoxy Intumescent.

The unqualified coatings inside the Unit I and Unit 2 Reactor Containments are detailed in STP
calculations. There are various types of unqualified coatings used in the containment including
IOZ, Epoxy System, Phenolic Epoxy, Alkyd and Baked Enamel.
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The following is a brief summary of specific equipment and their coatings:
concrete walls are coated with an Epoxy System
equipment (valves) are coated with IOZ
whip restraints are coated with Epoxy
equipment supports are coated with IOZ
pipe supports are coated with both Polyamide Primer (an epoxy coating) and IOZ

Item 3.h, 2) Describe and provide bases for assumptions made in post-LOCA paint debris
transport analysis.

Response:

The methodology utilized for the STP debris transport analysis is described above in another
section. The transport of containment coatings was included in the analyses. In addition to the
methodology described above, the following key attributes apply and are intended to describe
and provide the bases for assumptions made in post-LOCA paint debris transport analysis.

1. It was assumed that the settling velocity of fine debris (insulation, dirt/dust, and
paint particulate) can be calculated using Stokes' Law. This is a reasonable
assumption since the particulate debris is generally spherical and would settle
slowly (within the applicability of Stokes' Law).

2. It was assumed that the unqualified coatings would be uniformly distributed in the
recirculation pool. This is a reasonable assumption since the unqualified coatings
are scattered around containment in small quantities.

3. Both the qualified coatings and the unqualified coatings (inside the ZO/) were
conservatively assumed to fail as 10 micron particulate in the debris generation
analysis.

The results of debris transport are included in the section above and include the associated values
for the transport of coatings debris both within and outside the ZOI. A review of Table 8 and Table
9 identify that for the bounding LOCA analyses, coating debris transports as fines and 45% -

100% are transported to the screen, depending on the case.

Item 3.h, 3) Discuss suction strainer head loss testing performed as it relates to both
qualified and unqualified coatings and what surrogate material was used to simulate
coatings debris.

Response:

Strainer head loss testing [1] was conducted in the laboratory to demonstrate acceptable
performance with the design basis particulate debris loading. In the RoverD methodology only the
particulate sources were considered bounding; see Attachment 1-3 for a complete description of
the RoverD methodology. In lieu of the actual coating debris material, surrogate materials were
used. The qualified and unqualified coating debris consisted of zinc, epoxy coatings, polyamide
primer coatings, alkyd coatings, and baked enamel coatings. The epoxy coating debris consisted
of chips and particulates. The rest of the coating debris was particulate.
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Tin powder was used as a surrogate material that substituted for zinc. Pulverized acrylic coating
powder was used as a surrogate material for the epoxy coatings, the polyamide primer coatings,
the alkyd coatings, and the baked enamel coatings. Acrylic coating chips were used as a
surrogate material for the epoxy coating chip debris.

Item 3.h, 4) Provide bases for the choice of surrogates.

Response:

All of the surrogate materials were acceptable for the testing [1] since they have similar density,
size, and shape characteristics as the debris material. Tin powder was used as a surrogate
material for zinc since zinc is considered a hazardous material by the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts where the test facility is located. The use of tin powder precluded post-test
disposal problems.

Item 3.h, 5) Describe and provide bases for coatings debris generation assumptions. For
example, describe how the quantity of paint debris was determined based on ZOl size for
qualified and unqualified coatings

Response:

The methodology utilized for the STPEGS debris generation analyses is described in sections
above. The generation of containment coating debris was included in the analyses. In addition
to the methodology described in these sections, the following key attributes apply and are
intended to describe and provide the bases for coatings debris generation assumptions for
STPEGS, and describe how the quantity of paint debris was determined based on ZOI size for
qualified and unqualified coatings.

All coatings, qualified and unqualified, within the ZOI are assumed to fail and generate debris in
the form of 10pm spherical particles, which is equivalent in size to the average zinc particle in
inorganic zinc (IOZ) coatings or the pigment used in epoxy coatings.

Qualified Coatings

The assumption made for coatings in the zone of influence (ZOI) of the LOCA is based on testing
performed on representative coating systems. A spherical ZOI of 5D for qualified coatings was
selected based on refined analysis in WCAP-16568-P, "Jet Impingement Testing to Determine
the Zone of Influence (ZOI) for DBA Qualified/Acceptable Coatings", Revision 0. This was
developed and performed in order to identify an appropriate ZOI for DBA-Qualified / Acceptable
coating systems less than the 10D ZOI mandated by the NRC SER on NEI 04-07. The results of
this program demonstrate that a ZOI radius of 5D should be used for epoxy and untopcoated
inorganic zinc coatings. Note that after the July 2008 test the NRC staff issued new guidance for
the ZOI of untopcoated IOZ. Although this guidance differs from the guidance at the time of the
2008 test, computational debris generation sensitivities have been run and further discussion is
available in Attachment 1-4 Safety Margin particulate margin section.

Per NEI 04-07, qualified coatings within the ZOl are assumed to fail as a result of impingement
and post-accident environmental conditions. Qualified coatings outside the ZOI are assumed to
remain intact. In order to determine the amount of qualified coatings that fail, a three-dimensional
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model of the containment to calculate the areas of specific surfaces (i.e. floors, walls, equipment,
etc.) within the ZOI. Plant documentation identifying coating types and applications were then
used to determine the associated volume, weight and density of coatings. The density and weight
of each of the various qualified coatings is listed in Table 14.

Unqualified Coatings

Per NEI 04-07, all unqualified coatings inside and outside the ZOI are assumed to fail as a result
of impingement and post-accident environmental conditions. The amount of unqualified coatings
that will fail was determined in a similar manner. However, the weight of the applied coatings are
determined based on a theoretical coating spread rates (sq. ft. per gallon @ 1 mil thickness)
instead of specific vendor coating spread rates.

Based on Keeler and Long Report 06-0413 [22], all unqualified epoxy topcoat system coatings
outside of the ZOI are assumed to fail with the IOZ primer portion becoming particulates and the
epoxy portion becoming chips. The size distribution (Table 13) of the paint chips was
conservatively determined to be:

Table 13 - Epoxy Unqualified Coatings Chip Failure Size

Distributions by Percent Destroyed Mass

Size Range of Coating Mass Percentage

1",- 2" (50% curled) 32.0%

1/2" - 1" (50% curled) 9.04%

1/4"- 1/2" 4.41%

1/8"- 1/4" 5.02%

49.5% as follows:
<1/8" 37.1% - 15.6 mils (1/64" chips)

and 12.4% - 6 mil chips

Total 100%

The density and weight of each of the various qualified coatings is listed in Table 15 and are
consistent with NEI 04-07 [3, 41 guidance. Table 14 through Table 16 below give the qualified and
unqualified coatings source terms evaluated for quantities added to the July 2008 test [1]. All
quantities given in Table 14 through Table 16 below are shown before transport fractions have
been applied.
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Table 14 - Qualified Coatings Debris Source Term
Type of Coating Densityeih (b

___ ___ ___ ___(i b/ft3) Weight___(Ib)

Epoxy* 94 23

lOZ 457 553

Polyamide Primer 94 10
* Unqualified coatings in the reactor cavity do not transport in
this analysis

Table 15 - Failed Unqualified Coating Debris Source Term
Type of Coating Debris Type Density (lIbft 3) Weight (Ib)

Epoxy (located in theChp13-41,4
Reactor Cavity)*Cis13-41,4

Epoxy (evenly
distributed throughout Chips 75-118 294

containment) __________

Alkyd Particulates 97-195 247

I OZ Particulates 97-256 843

Baked Enamel Particulates 82-187 268

* Unqualified coatings in the reactor cavity do not transport in this analysis

Table 16 - Failed Unqualified Coating Debris Source Term

Type of Coating Debris Type Density (Ib/ft 3) Weight (Ib)

Epoxy Chips 75-140 2,008

Epoxy Particulates 94 23

Alkyd Particulates 97-195 247

I OZ Particulates 97-457 1,396

Baked Enamel Particulates 82-187 268

Polyamide Primer Particulates 94 10

The STP Debris Generation calculation used to support the 2008 strainer testing states that
unqualified epoxy coating outside the ZOI will fail as chips. The determination that unqualified
epoxy coating debris that is generated outside the ZOI will fail in the form of chips is based upon
reference to laboratory testing results that are documented in Alion Report No. ALlON-LAB-
REP-TXU-4464-02, "TXU Paint Chip Characterization", Revision 0.

The properties of the chips examined in ALION-LAB-REP-TXU-4464-02 were found to be
consistent with those of Phenoline 305 and Carboline CZ-11, i.e., comprised of two layers, IOZ
and epoxy. The properties of the materials characterized in ALION-LAB-REP-TXU-4464-02 are
consistent with the 2-layer composition described in the utilized version of the STP Debris
Generation calculation for unqualified coatings outside the ZOI, of which the epoxy component
is expected to fail as chips.
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Item 3.h, 6) Describe what debris characteristics were assumed, iLe., chips, particulate, size
distribution and provide bases for the assumptions.

Response:

See Item 3.h, 5.

Item 3.h, 7) Describe any ongoing containment coating condition assessment program.

Response:

STPNOC periodically conducts condition assessments of coatings inside containment. Coating
condition assessments are conducted as part of the structures monitoring program. Visual
inspection of coatings in containment is intended to characterize the condition of the coating
systems. If localized areas of degraded coatings are identified, those areas are evaluated and
scheduled for repair/replacement as necessary.

Updated Analysis Contribution to RoverD

The computation failure analysis of RoverD does not include particulate generation and transport
calculations. Instead a pass or fail criteria for break specific head loss is implemented by
comparing to the amount (191.78 Ibm) of fiber fines added in the July 2008 test. See Attachment
1-3 for a complete description of the RoverD methodology.
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Content Guide Item 3.i - Debris Source Term

The objective of the debris source term section is to identify any significant design and operational
measures taken to control or reduce the plant debris source term to prevent potential adverse
effects on the ECCS and CSS recirculation functions.

*Provide the information requested in GL 04-02 Reauested Information Item 2. (f) regarding
programmatic controls taken to limit debris sources in containment.

GL 2004-02 Requested Information Item 2(f) A description of the existing or planned
programmatic controls that will ensure that potential sources of debris introduced into
containment (e.g., insulations, signs, coatings, and foreign materials) will be assessed for
potential adverse effects on the ECCS and CSS recirculation functions. Addressees may
reference their responses to GL 98-04, "Potential for Degradation of the Emergency Core
Cooling System and the Containment Spray System after a Loss-of-Coolant Accident
Because of Construction and Protective Coating Deficiencies and Foreign Material in
Containment," to the extent that their responses address these specific foreign material
control issues.

In responding to GL 2004 Requested Information Item 2(f), provide the following:

1) A summary of the containment housekeeping programmatic controls in place to control or
reduce the latent debris burden. Specifically for RMI/Iow-fiber plants, provide a description
of programmatic controls to maintain the latent debris fiber source term into the future to
ensure assumptions and conclusions regarding inability to form a thin bed of fiber debris
remain valid.

2) A summary of the foreign material exclusion programmatic controls in place to control the
introduction of foreign material into the containment.

3) A description of how permanent plant changes inside containment are pro grammatically
controlled so as to not change the analytical assumptions and numerical inputs of the
licensee analyses supporting the conclusion that the reactor plant remains in compliance
with 10 CFR 50.46 and related regulatory requirements.

4) A description of how maintenance activities including associated temporary changes are
assessed and managed in accordance with the Maintenance Rule, 10 CFR 50.65.

If any of the following suggested design and operational refinements given in the guidance
report (guidance report, Section 5) and SE (SE, Section 5.1) were used, summarize the
application of the refinements.

5) Recent or planned insulation change-outs in the containment which will reduce the debris
burden at the sump strainers

6) Any actions taken to modify existing insulation (e.g., jacketing or banding) to reduce the
debris burden at the sump strainers

7) Modifications to equipment or systems conducted to reduce the debris burden at the sump
strainers

8) Actions taken to modify or improve the containment coatings program
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Combined July 2008 Testing and Updated Analysis Contribution to RoverD

Item 3.i, 1) A summary of the containment housekeeping programmatic controls in place
to control or reduce the latent debris burden. Specifically for RMI/Iow-fiber plants, provide
a description of programmatic con trols to maintain the latent debris fiber source term into
the future to ensure assumptions and conclusions regarding inability to form a thin bed of
fiber debris remain valid.

Response:

During outages, STPNOC maintains containment cleanliness by adherence to the housekeeping
procedure. Containment cleanliness is emphasized by the reactor containment building
coordinators and the work supervisors. Prior to containment closeout at the end of the outage,
the building coordinators oversee the cleanup of the containment work areas to achieve the goal
of no loose debris.

During normal operation (Modes 1 to 4), STPNOC uses procedure 0PSP03-XC-0002A,
Containment Entry and Partial Inspection (Containment Integrity Established), to maintain
containment integrity with respect to potential sump debris sources. This procedure provides for
a visual inspection of the affected areas within containment at the completion of each containment
entry when containment integrity is established to verify no loose debris is present which could
be transported to the emergency sump and cause restriction of pump suction during LOCA
conditions. Work crews are briefed by Operations to emphasize the importance of maintaining
containment cleanliness. During this brief, Operations reviews the work scope of the activity and
travel paths inside containment to ensure cleanliness standards are met. Workers are to promptly
inform the Control Room if any potential debris items are found.

During outages, STPNOC maintains containment cleanliness by adherence to the housekeeping
procedure and the foreign material exclusion control procedure. Containment cleanliness is
monitored and encouraged by the reactor containment building coordinators and the work
supervisors for all work activities that occur during the outage. Worker training includes an
emphasis on containment cleanliness. Outage newsletters, handbooks, signs, site wide
messages, etc. are all used to convey an expectation of containment cleanliness. Areas of the
containment have been designated to be "owned" by certain STPNOC managers to help ensure
cleanliness is maintained and that the area is properly cleaned up at the end of the outage.

Prior to containment closeout at the end of the outage, the building coordinators oversee the
cleanup of the containment work areas. Dedicated work crews are assigned to assist in this
activity. Identified potential debris is cleaned or removed, as necessary. When temporary
scaffolds are taken down, the scaffold procedure calls for inspection of the items and removal of
any tape before storage.

Prior to entry into Mode 4 at the end of the outage, Operations performs a surveillance procedure
(OPSP03-XC-0002 Initial Containment Inspection to Establish Integrity) to verify containment
cleanliness. This procedure contains an extensive checklist detailing all areas of containment
that must be inspected for cleanliness prior to plant startup after each outage. Visual inspections
are performed by teams typically led by Senior Reactor Operators.
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Item 3.1, 2) A summary of the foreign material exclusion programmatic controls in place to
control the introduction of foreign material into the containment.

Response:

STPNOC uses a procedure to maintain containment integrity with respect to potential sump debris
sources. This procedure provides guidance for a visual inspection of the affected areas inside
containment at the completion of each containment entry when containment integrity has been
established to verify that no loose debris is present that could be transported to the emergency
sump and cause restriction of pump suction during LOCA conditions.

STPNOC has a procedure that governs signs and labels that contains the requirements for
labeling inside containment. These requirements are used to minimize potential sump debris
items.

Item 3.i, 3) A description of how permanent plant changes inside containment are
pro grammatically controlled so as to not change the analytical assumptions and numerical
inputs of the licensee analyses supporting the conclusion that the reactor plant remains
in compllance with 10 CFR 50.46 and related regulatory requirements.

Response:

Insulation replacement inside containment is either a like-for-like replacement as a maintenance
activity ("rework") or is a modification with a design change that has been approved by STPNOC
Engineering. The STPNOC design change process ensures that new insulation material that
differs from the initial design is evaluated.

The STPNOC design change process also calls for evaluations of added metals such as
aluminum that could contribute to post-LOCA chemical effects in the sump water. The process
looks at coatings that are to be used inside containment. Impacts to post-LOCA recirculation flow
paths and recirculation sump debris impact on internals of fluid containing components are part
of the design change evaluation process described in the procedure.

Item 3.i, 4) A description of how maintenance activities including associated temporary
changes are assessed and managed in accordance with the Maintenance Rule, 10 CFR
50.65.

Response:

Maintenance activities inside containment are subject to the cleanliness requirements that are
given in the containment integrity surveillance procedure. The temporary change process also
calls for an evaluation of items installed inside containment.

Item 3.i, 6) Recent or planned insulation change-outs in the containment which will reduce
the debris burden at the sump strainers

Item 3.i, 6) Any actions taken to modify existing insulation (e.g., jacketing or banding) to
reduce the debris burden at the sump strainers
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Item 3.i, 7) Modifications to equipment or systems conducted to reduce the debris burden
at the sump strainers

Response to Items 3.i, 5; 3.i, 6; and 3.i, 7

STPNOC replaced Marinite with NUKON® in Unit 1 [6] and Unit 2 [7] during an outage. No
modifications were made to insulation banding or jacketing to reduce the potential insulation
debris source term. No modifications to components or to systems were made to reduce the
debris burden at the sump strainers.

Item 3.i, 8) Actions taken to modify or improve the containment coatings program

Response:

The sump performance evaluation did not result in any changes to the containment coatings
program.
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Content Guide Item 3j - Screen Modification Package

The objective of the screen modification package section is to provide a basic description of the
sump screen modification.

1. Provide a description of the major features of the sump screen design modification.
2. Provide a list of any modifications, such as reroute of piping and other components,

relocation of supports, addition of whip restraints and missile shields, etc.,
necessitated by the sump strainer modifications.

Combined July 2008 Testing Contribution and Updated Analysis Contribution to RoverD

Item 3.j, 1) Provide a description of the major features of the sump screen design
modification.

Response:

There is no change to the three independent sump pits. The sump screen above the pit has
been removed and now each sump has its own new strainer. There are no shared components
between trains.

The new strainer assemblies for each of the three emergency sumps consist of two 5-module
assemblies, one 4-module assembly, and one 6-module assembly. Each module is made up of
eleven strainer disks. The strainer consists of stainless steel perforated plate with 0.095 in.
diameter openings. Flow leaving the strainer assembly enters a four-inlet plenum box (one inlet
for each strainer assembly). The plenum box collects the flow from the strainer assemblies and
directs it downward directly into the sump pit. An access cover is provided on the plenum box for
internal inspection of the sump structures, vortex suppressor, and the strainer assemblies. The
sump pit is now covered with a sump cover plate that prevents material from falling directly into
the pit without passing through the strainer assemblies.

The new strainers have a surface area of 1,818.5 sq. ft. per sump. The old screens had a surface
area of 155.4 sq. ft. per sump. For the design flow of 7,020 gpm per sump, the new strainers
have an approach flow velocity of 0.009 ft/sec.

Following installation of the new sump strainers, protective gratings were installed in front of the
strainers to preclude inadvertent damage. The framing structure for the protective gratings
consists of vertical grating panels attached to metal columns that are welded to base plates that
are anchored into the concrete floor. The structure is qualified for Seismic Il/I loading to ensure
that maximum stresses are below the allowable limits. The material is carbon steel which has a
qualified coating applied.

Item 3.j, 2)Provide a list of any modifications, such as reroute of piping and other
components, relocation of supports, addition of whip restraints and missile shields, etc.,
necessitated by the sump strainer modifications.

Response:

No piping reroutes were needed for installation of the new sump strainers. No component
relocations or additions were necessitated by the new strainer installation.
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Content Guide Item 3k - Sump Structural Analysis

The objective of the sump structural analysis section is to verify the structural adequacy of the
sump strainer including seismic loads and loads due to differential pressure, missiles, and jet
forces.

Provide the in formation requested in GL 2004-02 Requested In formation Item 2(d)(vii).

1. GL 2004-02 Re quested Information Item 2(d) (vii) Verification that the strength of the
trash racks is adequate to protect the debris screens from missiles and other large
debris. The submittal should also provide verification that the trash racks and sump
screens are capable of withstanding the loads imposed by expanding jets, missiles,
the accumulation of debris, and pressure differentials caused by post-LOCA blockage
under flow conditions

2. Summarize the design inputs, design codes, loads, and load combinations utilized for
the sump strainer structural analysis.

3. Summarize the structural qualification results and design margins for the various
components of the sump strainer structural assembly.

4. Summarize the evaluations performed for dynamic effects such as pipe whip, jet
impingement, and missile impacts associated with high-energy line breaks (as
applicable).

5. If a backflushing strategy is credited, provide a summary statement regarding the
sump strainer structural analysis considering reverse flow.

Combined July 2008 Testing Contribution and Updated Analysis Contribution to RoverD

Item 3.k, 1) Verification that the strength of the trash racks is adequate to protect the debris
screens from missiles and other large debris. The submittal should also provide
verification that the trash racks and sump screens are capable of withstanding the loads
imposed by expanding jets, missiles, the accumulation of debris, and pressure
differentials caused by post-LOCA blockage under flow conditions

Response

Trash racks are not needed for the new design strainers. Due to the location of the strainers,
there are no loads due to HELB expanding jets and no HELB generated missiles. As discussed
below (in Item 3.k, 3), the strainers are designed for the pressure differentials caused by the
maximum debris loading.

Item 3.k, 2) Summarize the design inputs, design codes, loads, and load combinations
utilized for the sump strainer structural analysis.

Response

The responses below incorporate previous RAI responses (ML14015A311, ML14202A045,
MLI5091A440).

The strainer components are designed in accordance with the AISC "Specification for the Design,
Fabrication, and Erection of Structural Steel for Buildings, 7th Edition" with Supplement Numbers
1, 2 and 3; and SEI/ASCE 8-02, "Specification for the Design of Cold-Formed Stainless Steel
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Structural Members". The acceptance criteria are primarily in accordance with these codes. In
circumstances where these specifications do not provide adequate guidance for a particular
component, other codes, specifications or standards are used for guidance. For instance, the
strainers are made from stainless steel materials. The AlSC Specification does not specifically
cover stainless steel materials. Therefore, ANSI/AISC N690-1 994, "Specification for the Design,
Fabrication, and Erection of Steel Safety Related Structures for Nuclear Facilities", is used to
supplement the AlSC Specification in any areas related specifically to the structural qualification
of stainless steel. Note that only the allowable stresses are used from this Specification and load
combinations and allowable stress factors for higher service levels are not used.

For the perforated plates, the equations from Appendix A, Article A-8000 of the ASME B&PV
Code, Section III, 1998 Edition are used instead of the AlSC code. A-8000 is deemed more
appropriate because it is written specifically for perforated plates.

The strainer also has several components fabricated with thin gage sheet steel and cold formed
stainless sheet steel. SEI/ASCE 8-02, "Specification of the Design of Cold-Formed Stainless Steel
Structural Members", is used for certain components where rules specific to thin gage and cold
form stainless steel are applicable. The rules for Allowable Stress Design (ASD) as specified in
Appendix D of this specification are used. This is further supplemented by the AISC Specification
where the ASCE Specification is lacking specific guidance. Finally, guidance is also taken from
AWS 01.6, "Structural Welding Code - Stainless Steel", as it relates to the qualification of
stainless steel welds.

The new strainers are designed for loads due to weight, pressure, and dynamic loads. The
dynamic loads come from seismic and from hydrodynamic drag loads due to sloshing. The
strainers are loaded due to the inertia effect due to the motion of the containment floor during an
earthquake. Hydrodynamic loads on the strainers are due to the motion of the water surrounding
the strainer during a seismic event. Two weight loads are applicable. This includes the weight of
the strainer components themselves and the weight of the debris that accumulates on the strainer.
The design weight of the debris per strainer module is taken as 150 lbs. which bounds the
calculated weight.

Thermal expansion loads are taken as zero because the strainers are essentially free standing
structures that are basically free to expand without restraint due to sufficient gaps built-in to the
pin connections that secure the modules to the floor tracks. Thermal expansion loads on the sump
pit cover plate and the floor angles are considered negligible because these components have
slotted holes or edge clips to allow for substantially unrestrained thermal growth.

The pressure load acting on the strainer is the differential pressure across the strainer perforated
plates in the operating condition.

The load combinations and allowable stresses are based on the requirements of STP design
criteria and are provided below.

Load Condition Combination Allowable
Normal Operating OW + OP + WD 1.0 S
Normal Operating (Outage/Lift Load) OW + LL 1.0 S
Operating Basis Earthquake OW + OP + WD +' OBE 1.0 5
Safe Shutdown Earthquake OW + OP + WD + SSE 1.6 5
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DW = Dead Weight Load
LL = Live Load (additional jive loads acting on strainer assembly during outages

only)
WD = Weight of Debris
DP = Differential Pressure
OBE = Operating Basis Earthquake
SSE = Safe Shutdown Earthquake
S = Required section strength based on elastic design methods and the

allowable stress defined in the 7th edition AISC Specification, or other
applicable specifications (ASCE 8-02, N-690, etc.)

Item 3.k, 3) Summarize the structural qualification results and design margins for the
various components of the sump strainer structural assembly

Response

The responses below incorporate previous RAI responses (ML14015A311, ML14202A045,
ML1 509 1A440).

The calculation for seismic design margins for the strainers and their components shows that the
stress Interaction Ratios (IRs) (calculated stress/allowable stress) are less than one for both
Operating Basis Earthquake and Safe Shutdown Earthquake loads.

The strainer assembly is installed using multiple individual strainer modules (20 per sump).
Detailed structural analysis was performed on a single strainer module. The analysis is bounding
and applicable to each of the 60 modules. Each sump pit is a 4' x 10' opening, covered by steel
cover plates with a plenum box in the middle. The plenum box collects water from all strainer
modules and directs the water down into the sump pit. Each strainer module is mounted to angle
iron running along the floor. Where suitable floor embedded plates were available, the angle iron
was attached to the embedded plates with welded clips. At other locations, the angle iron was
welded to anchor plates and attached to the floor with concrete expansion anchors.

The results tabulated below are grouped into 3 categories: 1) strainer module components, 2)
sump pit cover (cover plate, plenum box and connecting elements), and 3) floor mounting
hardware (angle iron, clips, concrete expansion anchors). In the following tables, the term
"Allowable" applies to stress, force per unit length or force, as applicable. The corresponding
"Actual" value uses the same units as the "Allowable", to facilitate comparison. Most strainer
components are A240, type 304 stainless steel, for which the allowable stress was computed
based on a yield stress of either 23.2 ksi at 267°F or 28.15 ksi at 1 28°F. Two separate cases were
considered, denoted as Cases 1 and 2 in the following tables. Case 1 corresponds to maximum
temperature (267°F), which occurs early following a LOCA. Case 2 is the long-term case with low
temperature 128°F. As indicated above, the material properties differ, with Case 1 having the
lower yield stress due to higher temperature.

The Interaction Ratio is nominally "Actual" divided by "Allowable." Since seismic loads are
present, most components are subject to loads in multiple directions acting simultaneously. Code
allowables may be different in different directions. (For example, AISC allows 0.6 fy' for major axis
bending and 0.75 fy for minor axis bending of plates; the axial allowable is generally lower and
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dependent on kL/R ratio.) Thus, IR is often not a direct ratio, but instead is the sum of multiple IR
components. In cases where IR was computed from the sum of stress components combined
using different allowables that are explicitly documented in the calculation, the tables
conservatively list total stress and the lowest of the allowables, along with the true IR as reported
in the structural calculation. "Actual" and "Allowable" correspond to the higher IR of cases 1 and
2. In cases where the directional stress components were not separated and documented
individually in the calculation, only total IR is reported. Whenever IR is one or less, the
component meets the stress requirements of the applicable code. Compliance with this
requirement is confirmed by the results tabulated below.

Summary of Structural Analysis Results - - Strainer Module Components

Component Seismic IR IR IR
SCase (1L (2) (max)

External Radial Stiffener OBE 0.74 0.69 0.74
SSE 0.86 0.74 0.86

Tension Rods OBE 0.37 0.32 0.37
SSE 0.40 0.34 0.40

Edge Channels OBE 0.51 0.54 0.54
SSE 0.71 0.71 0.71

Seismic Stiffeners OBE 0.64 0.65 0.65
SSSE 0.66 0.63 0.66

Spacers OBE 0.68 0.57 0.68
SSE 0.56 0.48 0.56

Core Tube OBE 0.04 0.04 0.04
SSSE 0.05 0.05 0.05

Perforated Plate OBE 0.33 0.45 0.45
SSE 0.53 0.54 0.54

Wire Stiffener (differential pressure only) - - - 0.25 0.33 0.33
End Cover OBE 0.40 0.49 0.49

SSE 0.35 0.48 0.48
End Cover Welds OBE 0.41 0.49 0.49

SSE 0.35 0.43 0.43
Weld of External Radial Stiffener to Core Tube OBE 0.19 0.17 0.19

SSE 0.21 0.18 0.21
Weld of External Radial Stiffener to Seismic OBE 0.51 0.48 0.51

Stiffener SSE 0.58 0.52 0.58
Edge Channel Rivets OBE 0.09 0.10 0.10

SSE 0.11 0.12 0.12
Inner Gap Hoop Rivets OBE 0.11 0.12 0.12

SSE 0.14 0.14 0.14
End Cover Rivets OBE 0.00 0.01 0.01

SSE 0.01 0.01 0.01
Module-to-Module Sleeve OBE 0.16 0.14 0.16

SSE 0.20 0.17 0.20
Module-to-Module Latch Connection OBE 0.60 0.62 0.62
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Component Seismic IR IR IR
___________________________ Case i1L (2L (max)

SSE 0.92 0.87 0.92
Mounting Pins (standard) OBE 0.32 0.26 0.32

SSE 0.31 0.27 0.31
Mounting Bolts (alternate) OBE 0.20 0.22 0.22

SSE 0.21 0.22 0.22
Clevis Hitch Pins OBE 0.35 0.39 0.39

SSE 0.38 0.39 0.39
External Radial Stiffener Mounting Tabs OBE 0.14 0.14 0.14

SSE 0.15 0.13 0.15
Weld of Radial Arm to End Plate OBE 0.62 0.75 0.75

______________________________ SSE 0.48 0.56 0.56

CASE 1) Early Conditions - - Peak temperature, 267°F

CASE 2) Late Conditions - - Low temperature, 128°F
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Summary of Structural Analysis Results - - Items Spanning Sump Pit

Component Seismic Allowable Actual IR IR IR
_____________Case ______1____ *( 2 (max)

Cover Plate + Angle Iron + OBE 18.6 ksi 7.96 ksi 0.41 0.43 0.43
Tee SSE 29.7 ksi 10.23 0.34 0.34 0.34

(combined section) __________ ksi
Angle Iron + Cover Plate OBE 18.6 ksi 11.85 0.58 0.64 0.64

(combined section) ksi
SSE 29.7 ksi 14.66 0.48 0.49 0.49

ksi
Cover Plate Bolts OBE 24.63 ksi 23.73 0.76 0.96 0.96

_______ _________ ksi
SSE 39.40 ksi 27.83 0.58 0.71 0.71

ksi
Weld connecting T to cover OBE 2.11 k/in 1.39 k/in 0.59 0.66 0.66

plate SSE 3.38 k/in 1.66 k/in 0.46 0.49 0.49
Plenum Box plate panels OBE 21.1 ksi 13.43 0.51 0.64 0.64

ksi
SSE 33.8 ksi 14.94 0.37 0.44 0.44

ksi ___

Plenum Box + Cover Plate OBE 0.47 0.50 0.50
(combined section) SSE 0.43 0.42 0.43

Plenum Box perimeter OBE 0.76 0.86 0.86
angles SSE 0.63 0.67 0.67

Plenum Box panel welds OBE 2.81 k/in 0.112 0.03 0.04 0.04
k/in

SSE 4.50 k/in 0.125 0.02 0.03 0.03
______ ~k/in _ _ _ _

Weld between plenum box ORE 2.11 k/in 0.43 k/in 0.18 0.21 0.21
panels and SSE 3.38 k/in 0.51 k/in 0.14 0.15 0.15

perimeter angles
Plenum Box Access Cover ORE _____ ____0.18 0.25 0.25

Bolts SSE _________0.13 0.17 0.17

Summary of Structural Analysis Results - - Floor Mounting Hardware

Component Seismic Allowable Actual IR IR IR
_________ Case (1 2 (max)

Angle Iron Tracks OBE 13.9 ksi 7.49 ksi 0.54 0.54 0.54
SSE 22.3 ksi 13.64 ksi 0.61 0.58 0.61

Anchor Plates ORE 21.1 ksi 12.72 ksi 0.58 0.60 0.60
SSE 27.8 ksi 20.96 ksi 0.75 0.71 0.75

Weld of Angle Iron to OBE 1.74 k/in 0.17 k/in 0.10 0.09 0.10
Anchor Plate SSE 2.78 k/in 0.28 k/in 0.10 0.09 0.10

Hold Down Bars ORE 13.9 ksi 5.47 ksi 0.36 0.32 0.36
SSE 22.3 ksi 10.03 ksi 0.42 0.36 0.42
OBE 1.16 k/in 0.46 k/in 0.40 0.35 0.40
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Component Seismic Allowable Actual IR IR IR
_________ Case ___1__ )L~ (2 max)

Weld of Hold Down Bars to SSE 1.86 k/in 0.88 k/in 0.47 0.41 0.47
Angle Iron Tracks

Concrete Expansion SSE 3100 lb Tension = 0.92 0.71 0.92
Anchors 2028 lb

______Shear =818 lb
Standard mounting clips OBE 21.1 ksi 12.41 ksi 0.53 0.59 0.59

SSE 33.8 ksi 16.61 ksi 0.48 0.49 0.49
Welds on standard OBE 2.90 k/in 2.78 k/in 0.96 0.78 0.96

mounting clips SSE 3.71 k/in 3.58 k/in 0.96 0.93 0.96
Alternate (taller) mounting OBE 17.7 ksi 12.41 ksi 0.62 0.70 0.70

clips SSE 28.4 ksi 16.61 ksi 0.56 0.58 0.58
Welds on alternate OBE 2.37 k/in 1.77 k/in 0.74 0.75 0.75

mounting clips SSE 3.18 k/in 2.56 k/in 0.80 0.76 0.80

CASE 1) Early Conditions - - Peak temperature, 267°F
CASE 2) Late Conditions - - Low temperature, 1280F

The STP 'maximum head loss' is the total strainer head loss (TSHL) which includes the clean
strainer head loss (CSHL) plus the debris laden head loss from the STP plant specific head loss
test performed at the Alden Research Laboratory. The STP strainer was structurally qualified for
the maximum debris loading for two temperature cases:

Case 1 267°F (start of recirculation) for differential pressure of 2.47 psi (5.71 ft)
Case 2 128°F (30 days post-LOCA) for differential pressure of 4.0 psi (9.35 ft)

The debris loading is the same for both cases. The strainer head loss value varies with viscosity
according to the temperature of the water flow through the debris bed. See the figure below for
the plot of maximum strainer head loss versus temperature. As shown in the figure, Case 2 (which
was derived from the test) matches the test. Case 1 (which preceded the test), was confirmed by
the test to be very conservative.
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Max Debris Loading Strainer Head Loss (psi) vs.
Temperature (°F)
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It can be concluded that the STP strainer head loss does not exceed the strainer structural limits
at the corresponding temperature.

The strainer structural evaluations for the strainer dP of 2.47 psi and 4.0 psi are documented in
AES calculations 5473-S01 and 5473-S03.

Item 3.1k, 4) Summarize the evaluations performed for dynamic effects such as pipe whip,
jet impingement, and missile impacts associated with high-energy line breaks (as
applicable).

Response

There are no high energy lines in the area of the emergency sumps except for the High Head
Safety Injection lines which are used for accident mitigation and are not assumed to be the
accident initiator. Thus, no evaluations were needed for high energy line breaks.

The High Head Safety Injection lines are located directly above the emergency sump strainers
outside of the secondary shield wall. The vertical separation is less than 5 ft. These lines have
check valves in them close to the connection to the main RCS loop piping inside the secondary
shield wall. The check valves prevent pressurization of the lines from the main reactor coolant
system. This high head safety injection piping near the emergency sump strainers is only
pressurized during accident mitigation. During normal operation, these lines are not pressurized.
Thus these lines are not considered for evaluation as a postulated location for a high energy line
break accident.
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Item 3.k, 5) If a back flushing strategy is credited, provide a summary statement
regarding the sump strainer structural analysis considering reverse flow.

Response

The new strainer design does not involve any back flushing.
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Content Guide Item 3.1 - Upstream Effects

The objective of the upstream effects assessment is to evaluate the flowpaths upstream of the
containment sump for holdup of inventory which could reduce flow to and possibly stanie the
sum p.

Provide a summary of the upstream effects evaluation including the information requested in GL
2004-02 Requested Information Item 2(d)(iv).

GL 2004-02 Reauested Information Item 2(d)(iv)
The basis for concluding that the water inventory required to ensure adequate ECCS or CSS
recirculation would not be held up or diverted by debris blockage at choke-points in containment
recirculation sump return flowpaths.

1) Summarize the evaluation of the flow paths from the postulated break locations and
containment spray washdown to identify potential choke points in the flow field upstream
of the sum p.

2) Summarize measures taken to mitigate potential choke points.
3) Summarize the evaluation of water holdup at installed curbs and/or debris interceptors.
4) Describe how potential blockage of reactor cavity and refueling cavity drains has been

evaluated, including likelihood of blockage and amount of expected holdup.

Combined July 2008 Testing and Updated Analysis Contribution to RoverD

Item 3.1, 1) Summarize the evaluation of the flow paths from the postulated break locations
and containment spray washdown to identify potential choke points in the flow field
upstream of the sump.

Response:

The Upstream Effects Evaluation provides a general description of the containment and sub-
compartments as well as an examination of each elevation to identify physical and structural
features that affect the flow of debris and water to lower containment. The Upstream Effects
Evaluation preceded the Containment Water Level Calculation and served to identify potential
flow path choke points and areas of containment where water volumes could potentially be held
up from reaching the containment sumps due to the actual design layout or due to the added
effects of debris resulting from high-energy line break accidents. The evaluation was based on a
review of STP design documents including the UFSAR, calculations and containment drawings.
No containment walkdowns were performed in support of the evaluation; however, containment
photographs were reviewed. Plant personnel also provided additional information as needed.

Spray/break inventory and debris originating at upper elevations will eventually flow down to the
19'-0" elevation. The primary flow paths are through significant grated floor areas at upper
elevations. See STP Response to Item 3.1 (4th bullet) below for additional information regarding
the drainage flow path from the refueling cavity. Once at the 19'-0" elevation, significant concrete
flooring routes the flow of water and debris to grated areas inside and outside the secondary
shield wall. The primary sources of insulation debris are located above the 19'-0" elevation (e.g.,
the primary RCS piping and components). Therefore, the majority of insulation debris will be
trapped at this elevation unless it can fit through standard floor grating. It is judged that this
elevation will not become a choke point for flow because should large debris hold up at area of
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floor grating, the water has multiple other potential grated flow paths to the lower elevations. In
addition, there is open communication between the areas inside and outside the secondary shield
wall increasing the grated floor area available to pass flow.

The recirculation pool forms at the (-)1 1'-3" elevation. The ECCS emergency sumps are located
in the southern quadrants of containment outside the secondary shield wall. The flow path around
the outside of the secondary shield wall is generally open providing large flow passages to the
ECCS emergency sumps. See STP Response to Item 3.1, 3, below, for description of flow
communication between areas inside and outside the secondary shield wall at the (-)1 1'-3"
elevation.

Item 3.1, 2) Summarize measures taken to mitigate potential choke points.

Response:

No measures are necessary to mitigate potential choke points.

Item 3.1, 3) Summarize the evaluation of water holdup at installed curbs and/or debris
interceptors.

Response:

There are only four significant openings through which recirculation water and debris may pass
from inside the secondary shield wall to the annular region outside the secondary shield wall at
the (-)1 1'-3" elevation. These openings are four 30" circular vent holes located at a centerline
elevation of (-)8'-6". Since these vent holes are above the floor, the secondary shield wall acts as
a curb, or debris barrier, in the flow path to the containment sumps. As discussed in the response
to Item 3.1 (2nd bullet), only small debris (small enough to fit through standard floor grating) is
expected to reach the base floor elevation. Significant mounding of small debris is not expected
to create a dam that would prevent flow through the vent openings. The volume of water below
the vent holes is considered lost to the ECCS emergency sump.

No new curbs and/or debris interceptors have been installed.

Item 3.1, 4) Describe how potential blockage of reactor cavity and refueling cavity drains
has been evaluated, including likelihood of blockage and amount of expected holdup.

Response:

The refueling cavity drains via two horizontal 6" drains with center line elevation located 10.75"
above the bottom of the lower internals storage area. The two horizontal refueling cavity drains
have an inside diameter of 6.065" and are straight pipe segments approximately 7 feet long.
ALION-CAL-STPEGS-2916-006 [23] and Westinghouse letter LTR-CSA-06-45 [24] are the basis
for concluding that the refueling cavity drain will not become plugged with debris. Based on debris
generation and transport analyses, it was conservatively determined that 71 ft3 of fines (individual
fibers) and 177 ft3 of small pieces (< 6") of fiber insulation are transported to the Refueling Cavity.
The STP analyses assume that the drains do not become blocked by debris, thus restricting flow
from the cavity. No additional water hold-up is assumed for the refueling cavity except that volume
required to induce flow through the cavity drains above the cavity floor.
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Debris blown out of the steam generator compartments is expected to be distributed eveniy
around the operating floor (elevation 68'-0"). The refueling cavity drain lines are located on
opposite walls of the lower internals storage area and large concentrations of debris would not be
expected to land near both drain lines. There are no drain covers or trash racks for the drains that
would allow fibers to build up and block flow. The largest debris transported to the refueling cavity
(<6") is smaller than the drain line diameter (6.065"). In addition, fiber debris is not rigid and will
deform to fit through the drain if needed. The flow velocity through the drains has been determined
to be greater than the incipient tumbling velocity for 6" pieces of NUKONTM; however, should
debris accumulate in the drain line, the buildup of water behind the debris will provide sufficient
driving force to push the debris through the straight pipes.
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Content Guide Item 3.m - Downstream effects - Components and Systems

The objective of the downstream effects, components and systems section is to evaluate the
effects of debris carried do wnstream of the containment sump screen on the function of the ECCS
and CSS in terms of potential wear of components and blockage of flow streams. Provide the
information requested in GL 04-02 Requested Information Item 2(d)(v) and 2(d)(vi) regarding
blockage, plugging, and wear at restrictions and close tolerance locations in the ECCS and CSS
downstream of the sum p.

GL 2004-02 Requested Information Item 2(d)(vi

The basis for concluding that inadequate core or containment cooling would not result due to
debris blockage at flow restrictions in the ECCS and CSS flowpaths downstream of the sump
screen, (e.g., a HPSI throttle valve, pump bearings and seals, fuel assembly inlet debris screen,
or containment spray nozzles). The discussion should consider the adequacy of the sump
screen =s mesh spacing and state the basis for concluding that adverse gaps or breaches are not
present on the screen surface.

GL 2004-02 Req~uested Information Item 2(d)(vi)

Verification that the close-tolerance subcomponents in pumps, valves and other ECCS and CSS
components are not susceptible to plugging or excessive wear due to extended post-accident
operation with debris-laden fluids.

1) If NRC-approved methods were used (e.g., WCAP-1 6406-P with accompanying NRC
SE) 1, briefly summarize the application of the methods. Indicate where the approved
methods were not used or exceptions were taken, and summarize the evaluation of those
areas.

2) Provide a summary and conclusions of downstream evaluations.
3) Provide a summary of design or operational changes made as a result of downstream

evaluations.

The draft NRC SE for this document was issued to the applicant in November 2007.

July 2008 Testing Contribution to RoverD

Item 3.m, 1) If NRC-approved methods were used (e.g., WCA P-I16406-P with accompanying
NRC SE)I, briefly summarize the application of the methods. Indicate where the approved
methods were not used or exceptions were taken, and summarize the evaluation of those
areas.

Response:

Methods are discussed below under summary and conclusions. See next response.
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Item 3.m, 2) Provide a summary and conclusions of downstream evaluations

Response:

Close-tolerance subcomponents in pumps, valves and other ECCS and CSS components were
evaluated for potential plugging or excessive wear due to extended post-accident operation with
debris-laden fluids. The evaluations were developed in accordance with WCAP-16406-P-A,
"Evaluation of Downstream Sump Debris Effects in Support of GS1-191" Revision 1 and the
accompanying NRC SER. No exceptions were taken to the WCAP-16406-P-A methodology.

The quantity of debris in the recirculating fluid that passes through the sump is characterized in
terms of volume concentration. For downstream effects, this debris concentration is defined as
the ratio of the solid volume of the debris in the pumped fluid to the total volume of water that is
being recirculated by the ECCS and CS systems. The resulting volume concentration from the
initial debris concentration and total water volume is 0.0006188.

The mass of debris in the recirculating fluid that passes through the sump is characterized in
terms of parts per million (ppm). For downstream effects, the total initial debris concentration
(Table 17) comprised of the individual debris concentrations is defined as the ratio of the solid
mass of the debris in the pumped fluid to the total mass of water that is being recirculated by the
ECCS and CS systems.

Table 17 -Individual Debris Concentrations in Working Fluid

Debris Type Concentration

Fibrous 5.6 ppm

Particulate 72.6 ppm

Coatings 744.0 ppm

Total 822 ppm

It was determined that the following ECCS and CSS components evaluated for STP can
accommodate sump bypass particles without blockage: throttle valves; pipes, valves, and
instrumentation; orifices and eductors; heat exchangers; and nozzles. A review of drawings and
documents indicated that none of the ECCS and CS valves is throttled. There are no
blockage/plugging issues for: existing piping, valves, and instrumentation lines; ECCS and CS
flow element orifices, flow restricting orifices, or eductor passages; RHR heat exchangers; and
the CS spray nozzles.

According to the criteria established in WCAP-1 6406-P-A, the wear impact on the valves identified
in the STP evaluation was determined to be non-critical and no further erosion evaluation is
warranted.

Pump Wear Evaluation:

For pumps, the effects of debris ingestion vortex through the sump screen were evaluated based
on hydraulic performance, mechanical shaft seal assembly performance, and mechanical
performance (vibration) of the pumps. The pumps identified for evaluation were the HHSI, LHSI,
and CS pumps. According to the methodology established in WCAP-16406-P-A no effect on their
hydraulic performance is expected.
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For South Texas, the HHSI, LHSI, and CS pumps are multi-stage and must be evaluated for
mechanical (vibration) performance. As evaluated in WCAP-16406-P-A, the abrasive, erosive,
and Archard wear models are used to calculate the amount of wear (mils) on the suction and
discharge sides of each stage of the multi-stage pumps.

The evaluation showed that the combined stiffness of the suction and discharge wear rings after
being asymmetrically worn by free flowing abrasive wear and Archard wear, respectively, is less
than the stiffness provided by both the suction and discharge wear rings being symmetrically worn
to 2 times the design clearances for the HHSI, LHSI, and CS pumps. Therefore, the HHSI, LHSI,
and CS pumps pass the mechanical (vibrations) evaluation.

The mechanical shaft seal assembly performance evaluation resulted with the suggested
replacement of the LHSI, HHSI and CS pumps' carbon/graphite packing assemblies with a more
wear resistant material. However, because STP has an ESF atmospheric filtration system for the
building where the pumps are located, replacement of the carbon/graphite seal bushing is not
required.

Heat Exchanger Wear Evaluation:

Tube failure for heat exchangers will occur when the resultant wall thickness after erosion is less
than the required wall thickness to retain internal and external pressures. According to the
methodology established in WCAP-1 6406-P-A, the minimum wall thickness required to retain both
internal and external pressures is less than the resultant wall thickness after erosion (Table 18).
Therefore, the heat exchangers are not expected to fail.

Table 18 - Resultant Erosion of Heat Exchanger Tube Results
Heat Do Required tm tactual teroded Failure

Exchangers (in) (in) (in) (in) (Yes/No)

RHR 0.75 0.0173 0.049 1.38E-4 No

Orifice Wear Evaluation:

If the orifice inside diameter due to erosive wear is changed by less than 3%, the effect on system
performance is negligible in accordance with criteria established in WCAP-1 6406-P-A. At STP,
the inside diameters of all the orifices would change by less than 3% and are not expected to fail.

Spray Nozzle Wear Evaluation:

Failure due to erosive wear for spray nozzles is expected to occur when the flow from the nozzle
is increased by 10% due to the increase in the nozzle inner diameter. The STP evaluation
considers the inner diameter before and after erosive wear begins. This acceptance criterion and
methodology was established in WCAP-1 6406-P-A. It was found that the flow is changed by less
than 2% which is less than the 10% limit; therefore the nozzles do not fail.
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Table 19 - Spray Nozzle Wear Evaluation
Nozzle Velocity Accelerated Wear D1  Flow Increase

(ft/sec) Rate (in/hr) (in) (%)
CSS Headers 44.16 1.655E-6 0.3774 1.3

Instrumentation Blockage Evaluation:

The potential for blockage of the RVWVLS is not evaluated since South Texas Project has a
Westinghouse design RVWLS, for which WCAP-16406-P states there is no blockage concern
due to the debris ingested through the sump screen during recirculation.

Item 3.m, 3) Provide a summary of design or operational changes made as a result of
downstream evaluations

Response:

No design or operational changes were made as a result of the current downstream evaluations.

Updated Analysis Contribution to RoverD

All deterministic analyses of downstream effects in context of components and systems were
performed only once and apply to both the July 2008 Testing and Computational Failure Analysis,
contributions of RoverD.
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Content Guide Item 3.n - Downstream Effects - Fuel and Vessel

The objective of the downstream effects, fuel and vessel section is to evaluate the effects that
debris carried downstream of the containment sump screen and into the reactor vessel has on
core cooling.

1) Show that the in-vessel effects evaluation is consistent with, or bounded by, the industry
generic guidance (WCAP- 16793) 2, as modified by NRC staff comments on that document.
Briefly summarize the application of the methods. Indicate where the WCAP methods
were not used or exceptions were taken, and summarize the evaluation of those areas.

Because this document is still under NRC review, licensees should be aware of any NRC RAIs
on it. The draft NRC SE for WCAP-16793 is expected to be issued in December 2007. After
resolution of any open items from the staffs evaluation of this document, the staff will determine
whether additional information is needed from licensees. Licensees should not delay their GL
responses pending this information.

July 2008 Testing Contribution to RoverD

Item 3.n, 1) Show that the in-vessel effects evaluation is consistent with, or bounded by,
the industry generic guidance (WCAP-16793)2, as modified by NRC staff comments on that
document. Briefly summarize the application of the methods. Indicate where the WCAP
methods were not used or exceptions were taken, and summarize the evaluation of those
areas.

Response:

The July 2008 Testing Contribution of downstream effects related to the fuel and reactor vessel
are in terms of particulate effects only, because fiber fine penetration is calculated in the
Computational Failure Analysis portion of the RoverD methodology in Attachment 1-3.

It was found that all evaluated dimensions of essential flow paths through the reactor internals
are adequate to preclude plugging by sump particulate debris. There is sufficient clearance for
debris that may pass the containment sump screen since the limiting dimensions of the essential
flow paths in the upper and lower internals are all greater than the maximum particle dimension
that can pass through the strainer.

Updated Analysis Contribution to RoverD

Item 3.n, 1) Show that the in-vessel effects evaluation is consistent with, or bounded by,
the industry generic guidance (WCAP-1 6793)2, as modified by NRC staff comments on that
document. Briefly summarize the application of the methods. Indicate where the WCAP
methods were not used or exceptions were taken, and summarize the evaluation of those
areas.

Response:

RoverD in-vessel effects for fibers are discussed in Attachment 1-3.
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Content Guide Item 3.0 - Chemical Effects

The objective of the chemical effects section is to evaluate the effect that chemical precipitates
have on head loss and core cooling.

1) Provide a summary of evaluation results that show that chemical precipitates formed in the
post-LOCA containment environment, either by themselves or combined with debris, do
not deposit at the sump screen to the extent that an unacceptable head loss results, or
deposit downstream of the sump screen to the extent that long-term core cooling is
unacceptably impeded.

2) Content guidance for chemical effects is provided in Enclosure 3 to a letter from the
NRC to NEI dated September 27, 2007 (ADAMS Accession Nos. ML0 72600425,
ML0726003 72).

The NRC staff expects to issue a draft SE on WCA P-I16530, "Evaluation of Post-Accident
Chemical Effects in Containment Sump Fluids to Support GS/-19 1," "in November2007.

July 2008 Testing Contribution to RoverD

Item 3.o, 1 and 2) Provide a summary of evaluation results that show that chemical
precipitates formed in the post-LOCA containment environment, either by themselves or
combined with debris, do not deposit at the sump screen to the extent that an unacceptable
head loss results, or deposit downstream of the sump screen to the extent that long-term
core cooling is unacceptably impeded.

Response:

Discussions of chemical precipitate analysis are only pertinent to the July 2008 Testing
Contribution to the RoverD Methodology. Because WCAP chemical amounts used in the July
2008 test were bounding, no chemical precipitate evaluation is performed in the computational
failure analysis if the RoverD methodology. The chemical precipitate amount used in the July 2008
test was extremely conservative and discussion of RoverD evaluation margin resulting from
introducing this conservative amount of chemical precipitates to the July 2008 test is discussed
in detail in the Defense in Depth Safety Margin section of Attachment 1-4.

The purpose of the chemical precipitate analysis is to determine the type and quantity of chemical
precipitates required for plant-specific testing. The quantities of precipitates required for testing
were calculated and were used for the sump strainer blockage head loss testing [1] completed in
July of 2008. The testing method and results are described in Item 3.f. Revision 0 of the analysis
used the chemical model/methodology developed in WCAP-16530-NP, "Evaluation of Post-
Accident Chemical Effects in Containment Sump Fluids to Support GS1-1 91," prior to release of
the accompanying NRC SER. No deviations were taken to the WCAP-16530-NP methods.

Input assumptions (and their basis) used to determine chemical effects loading: pH range,
temperature profile, duration of containment spray, and materials expected to contribute to
chemical effects are described in the chemistry effects evaluation. The spray values from the time
of recirculation were assumed to equal the sump pH values. This is conservative because the
higher pH of the sump will produce more precipitates. The spray pH curve consists of the initial
pH of 4.5 and the calculated values for the sump pH from the time of recirculation. Because the
sump temperature data was only provided for 2 days, the final temperature was extended for the
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30-day period. Extending the final temperature of 165 °F from 2 days to 30 days will provide more
conservative values for precipitate formation since this temperature is higher than the actual
temperatures expected due to cooling by the RHR heat exchangers.

Because of the uncertainty of the operator actions which may be taken post-LOCA, the evaluation
was performed with spray continuing for both 24-hour and 30-day durations for both maximum
and minimum recirculation volumes. This resulted in four sensitivity cases. The materials
expected to contribute to the formation of chemical precipitates are: CalSil (Marinite) insulation,
fiberglass insulation, Microtherm®, concrete, trisodium phosphate, submerged aluminum, and
non-submerged aluminum. The resulting expected chemical precipitates are sodium aluminum
silicate (NaAISi 3O8), aluminum oxyhydroxide (AIOOH), and calcium phosphate (Ca3(PO4)2).

The 30-day spray duration yielded the maximum total amount of precipitates. For
conservatism, the 30-day spray duration quantities were used for strainer testing using
the larger of the maximum/minimum volume values for each precipitate type.

Table 20 - Chemical Precipitates and Associated Recirculation Volumes
Maximum Recirculation Minimum Recirculation

Volume Volume
Spray 24 hours 30 days 24 hours 30 days

Duration_________
Ibm ppm Ibm ppm Ibm ppm Ibm ppm

NaAISi3O8 702 128.9 1432 262.9 651 219.6 1097 370.5

AIOOH 0.0 0.0 79 14.5 0.0 0.0 143 48.3

Ca3(PO4)2 359 65.9 359 65.9 291 98.2 291 98.2

Revision I of the STP chemistry effects evaluation used the refined methodology developed in
WCAP-16785-NP, "Evaluation of Additional Inputs to the WCAP-16530-NP Chemical Model," to
perform additional sensitivity cases. However, STP used the base case chemical effects
quantities from Revision 0 during the performance of strainer head loss testing with chemical
effects surrogates. For conservatism, the 30-day spray duration quantities were used for strainer
testing.

Updated Analysis Contribution to RoverD

Item 3.0, I and 2) Provide a summary of evaluation results that show that chemical
precipitates formed in the post-LOCA containment environment, either by themselves or
combined with debris, do not deposit at the sump screen to the extent that an unacceptable
head loss results, or deposit downstream of the sump screen to the extent that long-term
core cooling is unacceptably impeded.

Response:

Discussions of chemical precipitate analysis are only pertinent to the July 2008 Testing
Contribution to the RoverD Methodology. Because WCAP chemical amounts used in the July
2008 test were bounding, no chemical precipitate evaluation is performed in the computational
failure analysis of the RoverD methodology. The chemical precipitate amount used in the July
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2008 test was extremely conservative and discussion of RoverD evaluation margin resulting from
introducing this conservative amount of chemical precipitates to the July 2008 test is discussed
in detail in the Defense in Depth Safety Margin section, Attachment 1-4.
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Executive summary

The objective of the work described in this evaluation is to supplement defense in depth
and safety margin analyses that support the STP design for long term core cooling given
the concerns raised in GSI-191. Results are developed and presented in Section 4.5 for
frequencies of ACDF, CDF, ALERF, and LERF that show that the STP design will
support the long term core cooling function with high probability.

The risk assessment includes design basis and beyond design basis scenarios to provide
a comprehensive picture of the probability for successful long term cooling. Risk is assessed
for all Class I weld locations in the STP RCB against test conditions that are intended
to create the maximum head loss on the EGOS strainers with additional (biased to higher
head loss) uncertainty. Risk is assessed using different methods of estimate aggregation.
The risk evaluated (mean values) assuming the STP geometric mean and continuum break
aggregation estimates meets the RG 1.174 Region III guidance for high probability of
success (that is, 'very small' risk).

Assessments show that very small amounts of fiber will accumulate on the fuel as-
semblies. The small amount of fiber accumulation assessed to accumulate would produce
negligible pressure drop in the core and would therefore be unable to impede cooling flow.

Fiber accumulation in the core fuel assemblies is also assessed to be so small that
dilution flows would continue such that boric acid concentration would remain below pre-
cipitation limits as assessed in the plant design calculations.

Wednesday 1 9 th August, 2015, 14:00 II CR 11-4249
Wednesday 19th August, 2015, 14:00 ii CR 11-4249
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Change summary
Several changes have been made to the methodology first described in documents (Harrison,
2015), (STPNOC, 2015), and (Powell, 2015a, Attachment 7) sent to the NRC since late 2014
regarding a new approach to addressing concerns raised in GSI-191 using a risk-informed
method, now referred to as RoverD. The most recent document (Powell, 2015a) included
the white paper, 'RoverD: USE OF TEST DATA IN GSI-191 RISK ASSESSMENT' has
been significantly revised in here. The primary changes are summarized in the following
enumerated list:

1. A more detailed description specific to the elements of CASA used in the RoverD
methodology is added that the analysis can be evaluated without reference to other
documents. See Section 3, page 4.

2. The FIDOE sensitivity analyses to include sensitivities on core flow versus ECCS
flows are revised. Sensitivities are added to investigate expected and beyond design
basis core fiber loadings for CLBs. Particular interest is focused on two-train opera-
tion. See Section 3.5, page 16.

3. Detailed descriptions of FIDOE and RUFF that included the fiber mass conservation
and frequency calculation tools (code listings and input decks) are removed and
only the methodology descriptions are retained. The details removed are in technical
papers cited (Zolan et al., 2015a,b). See Section 3.3, page 14 and Section 4.1, page
19.

4. The ALERF calculation is changed to include a more detailed analysis compared to
the simple method presented in the earlier documents. See Section 4.3.

5. The thermal-hydraulic analysis is changed to add details specific to the RoverD
methodology so that the thermal-hydraulic analysis can be evaluated without refer-
ence to other documents. See Section 5, page 28. Detailed descriptions have been pre-
viously provided by Powell (2015b, NRC ADAMS reference number MLI4009A307).

6. The core cooling section (Section 6.1, page 52) is changed to make clear reliance
on the thermal-hydraulics analysis for HLB. Success of HLBs relied on the thermal
hydraulic analysis in the previous revision but now, the reliance is now explicitly
stated.

7. The analysis of the effect of boric acid precipitation is modified to an evaluation of
the fiber that might be transported to the core in CLBs. See Section 6.2, page 53.

8. The results of the RoverD analysis for individual weld locations now include IOZ
amounts for a 10D ZOI to verify no additional risk due to the ZOI change to l0D.
See Section 7, page 55.

9. In several sections, editorial changes are made.
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1 Introduction

RoverD is a method that follows the guidance of Regulatory Guide 1.174 (NRC, 2011)
to assess the risk associated with concerns raised in GSI-191. RoverD uses test data and
NRC (2011) guidance to evaluate the magnitude of LOCAs required to exceed a perfor-
mance threshold that is established by testing for effects associated with concerns raised in
GSI-191. The performance threshold is set low, set to underestimate the true level where
functionality may be lost, so that risk for strainer failure is overestimated. Even when
adopting a low threshold for failure , the risk is shown to be very small (NRC, 2011, pages
16-19).

RoverD evaluates two categories of scenarios designated as 'deterministic' and 'risk-
informed' as illustrated in Figure 1. The deterministic scenarios are those in which the
LDFG fiber fines estimated to arrive in the EGGS sump following LOCA are equal to, or
less than, the amount of fines used in deterministic strainer testing.

The limit is set using testing methods intended to determine the maximum EGGS
strainer head loss for the tested condition. For example, single failure criteria are adopted
in combination with conditions known to overestimate head loss such as chemical quan-
tities and morphology, strainer flow rate, and fiber fine amounts that include mechanical
processing of fiber. If the strainer performance test shows a LOGA scenario will not cause
any strainer performance requirements to be exceeded, then that scenario will not result
in failure and is categorized as deterministic as shown in Figure 1.

Deterministic test data

LDFG FinesWIamount used Scenarios must be
evaluated for risk '

Examine she individual breakcotiuonRG174

locations that produce R_____________
equivalent lines (including - over -

erosion and latent fibers)

ieach break scenario deterministically

acceptable c

Total No,

Figure 1: RoverD separates those scenarios that go to success deterministically from those that are assumed
to go to failure and require risk-informed analysis
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Scenarios are the result of exhaustive sampling for break sizes and orientations at weld
locations (described in Section 7, Page 55) to identify the smallest break size that would
exceed the tested amount of fine fiber. Although some scenarios at a weld location with one
or more scenarios in the risk-informed category may be successful, in RoverD, the frequency
assigned at any risk-informed weld is the frequency associated with the smallest break size
for that weld. As a consequence, some scenarios at weld locations may have break sizes
larger than the smallest size, but do not produce more fines than the tested amount. That
is, some scenarios for any particular non-DEGB risk-informed weld may be successful (in
fact, many may be successful). The nature of this kind of behavior is shown in Figure 2.

Ins , lUne-of sight Sno (dashef) where

ZO ~u~aedb rbs barier

bywis '• Scenari*oswlth break siz larger 1
~than the smallest break size but

wlthamours of fines equal to~or less than the tested amount

( Pipe diameter Smallest break size 0.0 diameter
D'to EGB- exceeding the tested amount break

ation IBreak size (in)

(a) Conceptual illustration of a break with diam- (b) Depiction on the {angle of orientation,break size}
eter D• where robust harriers truncate the ZOI phase plane of the smallest break size and the resulting
such that breaks larger than the smallest break amount of fines. Some areas on the phase plane at break
exceeding the tested amount of fines result in less sizes larger than the smallest have less than the tested
amounts of fines, amount of fines.

Figure 2: Hypothetical break and the fines production for different break sizes and orientations showing
how some break sizes larger than the smallest break size in a risk-informed weld location can have less fines
produced.

The term 'deterministic' refers to test conditions that would not be realized in an ac-
tual design basis accident as stated above. Such tests can be used to establish a bounding
envelope of performance (low threshold of failure ) for the realistic scenarios realized or
hypothesized. Using test data that includes unrealizable circumstances may result in sce-
narios that would fall outside the bounding envelope defined by such test data. The risk
for any such scenarios is required to meet a 'very small' threshold as shown in Figure 3.

In the following, the various analyses required to complete a RoverD assessment are
summarized. The steps required to complete a RoverD analysis are summarized in Section 2.
Section 3 summarizes the way RoverD fiber generation, transport, erosion, and latent
fiber quantity are established. Section 4 summarizes the LOCA frequency determination
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for scenarios in the risk-informed category. The basic approach uses top-down frequency
partitioning. In-vessel analyses are described in Section 5 including blockage analyses for
HLB and CLB (scenario success criteria), fuel fiber limits, boric acid precipitation. Core
performance metrics must be met in addition to strainer performance. Section 6 summarizes
evaluation of core performance metrics.

Figure 3: Flow chart showing the RoverD evaluation process following categorization of scenarios to
determine risk acceptability. In this depiction, the frequency, f,, of break at any location is evaluated based
on its diameter using NUREG 1829.

2 RoverD methodology summary

RoverD involves the following steps to assess the risk associated with the concerns raised
in GSI-191:

1. Perform a test that has some margin to failure following accepted protocols (see
AREVA, 2008)

Note the amount of fiber fines tested (in this case, 191.78 lbm) as well as the con-
figuration (in this case, two EGGS trains). The plant configuration is important to
ensure whether the test bounds other plant states. Fine fiber is used because it is the
transportable form of the LDFG created in the break scenario (NEI, 2004, page 4-5).
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Note that the test results must be applied to strainer performance criteria to en-
sure they are met using deterministic analysis requirements (for example, vortexing,
structural margin, flashing, and so forth)

2. In-vessel performance criteria (core cooling, including fiber effects, boric acid precip-
itation) must be met under the conditions tested

3. Run CASA to itemize all break locations, break sizes, and amount of LDFG fines in
the sump (including erosion and latent fiber)

4. Compare the amount of fiber fines in each break scenario to the tested amount
(AREVA, 2008)

If the amount is equal to or less than the tested amount, categorize the scenario
'deterministic'

If the amount exceeds (that is, 'over') the tested amount, categorize the scenario
'risk-informed'

5. Evaluate the risk contribution (including in-vessel) of scenarios in the risk-informed
category against the Regulatory Guide 1.174 quantitative criteria for {CDF,ACDF},
{LERF,ALERF}

Assign change in core damage frequency to the frequency from (4)

Check { CD F, ACDF } against the quantitative requirement of Regulatory Guide 1.174,
Region III

Check { LERF, ALERF } against the quantitative requirement of Regulatory Guide 1.174,
Region III

Verify other requirements (for example, safety margin, defense in depth) of Regula-
tory Guide 1.174 are met

6. If all requirements are met for the risk-informed category, the performance is accept-
able

3 Reactor containment building debris generation and
transport

NEI (2004) documented an acceptable methodology for determining the amount of debris
generated in a LOCA of any particular size by defining a ZOT. Within the ZOI, specific size
distributions of LDFG particles can be estimated using acceptable methods (Figure 4). The
amount and type of each debris species transported to the ECCS sump is governed by logic
trees (see Figure 8, Page 12) developed to estimate the amounts captured and sequestered,
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So,~Il bge

-- Rs=-(l~)smallest

I K- Insulated piping

m•within the ZOI

varies wihdsacr

the break

Figure 4: Conceptual illustration of three zones of destruction potential within the ZOI showing how the
debris distribution shifts towards larger sizes further from the break.

Figure 5: Fiber flow paths for a three-train plant (trains A, B, and C) in containment after ECCS
recirculation showing flow splits, -y between total strainer flow and CSS flow.
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Figure 6: Fiber flow paths through the reactor vessel following ECCS recirculation showing the additional
flow split (A) to the core and the break.

and the amounts that would continue to transport (for example see NEI, 2004, ppg 3-45,
3-53).

The flow paths through the RCB with the water flowing out of the breach in the RCS
as well as with water from sources such as ECCS and CSS during the recirculation phase
are shown in Figures 5 and 6. Although different size particles are created from partially
destroyed fiberglass insulation strands within the ZOI (Figure 4), the smallest particles
that transport readily through the RCB are 'fines'. Larger and partially destroyed LDFG
insulation either do not transport or quickly sink to the containment floor and remain
there. Over time, water flowing through the RCB tends to erode some of the larger particles
captured outside of the ECCS sump into fine particles. Besides LDFG either destroyed or
eroded into fine particles, fine particles from latent dust and dirt need to be taken into
account.

A break size and location define a scenario from which is derived the amount of LDFG
fines that arrive in the ECCS sumps. The methodology for examining many thousands
of possible break sizes, orientations, truncation of ZOIs, transport of fines, and erosion of
LDFG requires a computational framework implemented on a computer.
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3.1 Computer implementation of debris generation &: transport

As stated previously, generation, transport and erosion of LDFG fines requires a com-
putational framework implemented on a computer. Alion Science &: Technology (2015a)
has developed a generalized computer implementation inside of CASA that uses a STP
plant-specific CAD model of the RCB. The methodology used to obtain the amount of
LDFG fines generated and transported to the STP RCB recirculation pool for each postu-
lated break is described in the following sections. The overall steps used to calculate debris
generation, particularly fiber fines and IOZ particles, with CASA can be summarized as
enumerated below:

1. Importing CAD geometry,

2. Line of sight grouping of voxels that can be seen by each weld location that are not
shadowed by robust structures, and

3. Insulation debris generation for each weld location based on scenario specific break
size.

3.1.1 Import of CAD geometry

There are three types of geometry files that are imported into a CASA simulation for use
in the insulation debris generation routines:

1. pipe extract insulation data files,

2. equipment insulation text files, and

3. robust barriers STL files.

These three types of geometry files and descriptions of how they are imported and used
in the CASA debris generation routines are described below.

Pipe extract insulation data Pipe data are extracted from the piping assembly in the
3D containment CAD model using a proprietary AutoDesk Inventor add-in (created by
AutoDesk for Alion). The data include all information about piping and piping insulation
needed to rebuild the piping insulation geometry numerically inside of CASA. Specifically,
pipe extract insulation data includes pipe segment lengths, pipe names, pipe insulation
types, Cartesian coordinates of extracted points on pipe centerlines (Work-Point), bend
radii of extracted Work-Points, inner and outer diameters of insulation shells, and Work-
Point types (that is, valve, hangar, weld, and so forth). An example of a pipe segment in
a pipe extract insulation input file is Table 1.
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Table 1: Pipe Extract insulation data file example. The data include three header records and pipe work
point data in columns: Inventor Ipart (.ipt Name), work point ID (Point), Cartesian coordinates (X, Y, and
Z), bend radii (Rad), inner insulation shell diameter (ID), outer insulation shell diameter (OD), and work
point type (wP).

extracted data
12-11-26 South Texas Plant.iam
Number of Points - 26. Number of Straights 9. Unit of Length = Inches.
ipt Name Point X Y Z Rad ID OD WP

30M5-1002-0A2 [NUKON]Il 0 -137,14 369.14 1404.88 0 32.75 38.75
30M5-1002-GA2 [NUKON]Il 1 -137,14 369.14 1441.89 0 32.75 38.75 WELD
30MS-1002-0A2 [NUKON]Il 2 -137.14 369.14 1496.75 49.12 32.75 38.75
30MS-1002-GA2 [NUKON]Il 3 -193.84 367.73 1496.75 0 32.75 38.75 FW0060
30MS-1002-0A2 [NUKON]:I 4 -301.05 365.07 1496.75 49.12 32.75 38.75
30MS-1002-0A2 [NUKON]Il 5 -301.05 365.07 1420.97 0 32.75 38.75 WELD1
30MS- 1002-GA2 [NUKON:Il 6 -301.05 365.07 1271.75 0 32.75 38.75 FWOO2
30MS-1002-GA2 [NUKON]:I 7 -301.05 365.07 1202.25 0 32.75 38.75 HL5016
30MS- 1002-0A2 [NUKON:Il 8 -301.05 365.07 1173.99 0 32.75 38.75 HL50I5
30MS- 1002-GA2 INUKON:Il 9 -301.05 365.07 1148.88 0 32.75 38.75 HL50O9
3OMS-1002-0A2 [NUKON]:1 10 -301.05 365.07 1047 49.12 32.75 38.75
30MS-1002-GA2 [NUKON:Il 11 -343.48 407.5 1047 0 32.75 38.75 HL5008
3OMS-1002-0A2 INUKON:Il 12 -386.54 450.55 1047 0 32.75 38.75 WELD2
3OMS- 1002-GA2 [NUKON]:I 13 -417.99 482.01 1047 49.12 32.75 38.75
30M5- 1002-GA2 [NUKON]Il 14 -461.28 438.72 1047 0 32.75 38.75 WELD3
30MS- 1002-GA2 [NUKON]:I 15 -489.05 410.95 1047 0 32.75 38.75 HL5006
30MS- 1002-GA2 [NUKON]Il 16 -613.41 286.59 1047 0 32.75 38.75 FW0004
30MS- 1002-GA2 [NUKON]:I 17 -660 240 1047 49.12 32.75 38.75
30MS- 1002-GA2 [NUKON]Il 18 -660 120 1047 49.12 32.75 38.75
30MS- 1002-GA2 [NUKON]Il 19 -660 120 986.02 0 32.75 38.75 HL5001
30MS- 1002-GA2 [NUKON]Il 20 -660 120 964.3 0 32.75 38.75 HL5002
30MS- 1002-GA2 [NUKON:Il 21 -660 120 801 49.12 32.75 38.75
3OMS- 1002-GA2 [NUKON]:I 22 -721.12 120 801 0 32.75 38.75 FW005A
30MS- 1002-GA2 [NUKON]:I 23 -834.94 120 801 0 32.75 38.75 FW0006
30MS-1002-0A2 [NUKON]:I 24 -849.94 120 801 0 32.75 38.75
30MS-1002-GA2 [NUKON:Il 25 -957.94 120 801 0 32.75 38.75
Point to Point Length: 1748.53

The data from each pipe segment in the Pipe Extract insulation file are read into CASA
and used to create a numerical reconstruction of the piping insulation with volume elements
called voxels; where each voxel's volume is modeled to reside at its center point. The user
can specify the numerical resolution of the piping insulation reconstruction (with voxels)
in the CASA simulation by defining linear resolution and number of azimuthal bins in the
simulation input deck (Listing 1).

Listing 1: Example of an input for defining piping insulation discretization

"Spatial Resolution for Discretizing Insulation"

% (must repeat weld target sort if these are changed)
% (delete all master files and rerun with new delL and Nangbin)

% Linear Resolution (inches)

6

% Azimuthal Bins in 2 Pi Radians on Pipes

12

------------------
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An example of how the piping discretization works for a straight pipe is illustrated in
Figure 7. The illustration shows how the insulation is discretized on the pipe. Also shown
is the way the ZOI interacts with the voxels defined by azimuthal and linear parameters.
The pipe actually appears transparent in the ZOI (spherical or hemispherical) and if the
center-point of the voxel is within the ZOI the entire insulation volume within the voxel is
assumed destroyed.

Voxel center points i_._ ".t.

Lir~ea: th ( i¢•r =;) • (Dbreak)

- if fa voxel center is

"' entire voxel mass is
i EI"assumed destroyed

•~I nsulation voxel

"'-. ]azimuthal, 6 linear

Figure 7: Illustration of insulation discretization on piping. The discretization is defined in input as shown
in the input fragment in Table 1

Equipment extract data Equipment insulation voxels are defined differently than the
piping because equipment shapes may be fairly arbitrary as compared to pipes. Therefore,
equipment voxels are defined in files with X, Y, Z coordinates defining the center of a voxel
having volume, V, and insulation type (as appropriate).

The simplicity of the equipment insulation definition files allows them to be created in a
text file or spreadsheet. The STP equipment definitions were created from high-resolution
STL exports of equipment insulation from the CAD software. The STL files were pre-
processed to supply the necessary Cartesian coordinate data.

Robust barriers STL file The robust barriers input file is a STL data file containing
all CAD-defined plant robust barriers' structure geometry and is used to represent robust
barriers (insulation shielding) in the insulation destruction computations. The STL data
file is interpreted as a collection of surface triangle faces (facets) and respective unit surface
normal direction vectors in three-space such that the line-of-sight can be defined from the
ZOI point of origin. The CAD generated STL files resolve detailed features such as door
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casings and cylindrical pipe penetrations. All surfaces defined as robust barriers in the
'robust barriers' input file are used to truncate ZOIs centered on weld locations. Insulation
shielding by large equipment such as the steam generators and RCPs is not credited in the
STP CASA debris generation calculation.

3.1.2 Line of sight calculations

Before debris generation is calculated for varying break sizes at each weld location, a line
of sight grouping of insulation not shadowed by robust barriers is performed. These com-
putations analyze each weld location and save the insulation voxels that are not shadowed
by robust barriers along with their associated spatial location and volume information in
a voxel packet specific to each weld. This step organizes visible (non-shadowed) voxels into
weld specific voxel packets that make ZOI calculations of destroyed insulation faster during
simulations over all weld locations in containment

3.1.3 Weld location based debris generation

After CAD geometry is imported and line of sight voxel computations are performed, weld
location-based insulation debris generation can be calculated for scenario specific break
sizes. Each scenario specific break is numerically represented by either a spherical ZOI for
double-ended guillotine breaks (DEGB) or by a hemispherical ZOI for partial breaks. For
both spherical and hemispherical breaks, the individual voxel center point locations from
the voxel packet (Section 3.1.2) for the scenario-specific weld location are compared to the
spherical or hemispherical ZOI centered on the current weld location for interference. Any
insulation voxel with a centerpoint voxel from the weld specific voxel packet that is inside
the ZOI is counted as destroyed, and all destroyed voxels are summed for each insulation
debris type to yield total insulation generation for the analyzed break scenario. User-defined
ZOI sizes for each insulation type are properly applied during the debris generation process.

3.2 Fine fiber debris sources

The sources of fine fiber debris that must be considered for each break scenario modeled for
STP are: Nukon®, Thermal-Wrap®, and latent fiber (Alion Science &: Technology, 2008).
Note that the fixed amount of latent fiber specified as input for the plant is applied to
every break scenario and that Nukon® and Thermal-Wrap® generation is scenario specific.
The ZOI sizes and insulation debris size distributions used for the CASA computations of
each modeled fiber type at STP are described in this section.

Insulation specific ZOIs Each of the insulation types, in Section 3.2 analyzed for fiber
fine destruction in the STP RoverD methodology, have individually defined ZOIs based on
jet testing. The maximum ZOIs used for each of the STP fiber-producing insulation types
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are summarized below in Table 2 and are based on the standard deterministic approach
promulgated by NEI (2004, Volume 1 and 2).

Table 2: Summary of the ZOIs for fiber-producing insulation

Insulation Type ZOI ( break diameter )Reference

Nukon® 17.0 (NEI, 2004)
Thermal-Wrap® 17.0 (NEI, 2004)

In the way previously illustrated in Figure 4, the ZOIs for Nukon® and Thermal-
Wrap® insulation are shells with different percentages of debris sizes created within each
shell. Along with fiber fines produced, debris sizes are calculated from each shell for small
pieces, large pieces, and intact blankets (Alion Science & Technology, 2009).

Latent debris fiber sources The bounding latent debris mass of 200 lbm as suggested
by NEI (2004, Volume 1), was used as the latent debris source for the STP evaluation.
Fifteen percent (30 ibm) of the 200 ibm latent debris was introduced as fiber fines based
on the NRC safety evaluation report NEI (2004, Volume 2) (15% fiber and 85% particulate
by mass).

Destroyed volume mass All destroyed insulation volume was converted to mass using
the manufactured densities:

* Nuko® 2.4 (NEI, 2004, Volume 1)

* Themal-rap®2.4 (NEI, 2004, Volume 1)

* Micrtherm 15 m (Alion Science &z Technology, 2008, Table 5-2, Page 34 of 82)

3.2.1 Fiber fines debris transport

Once the amounts and distributions of fiber types are known, a transport logic tree, Fig-
ure 8, is used to arrive at the amount of fiber distributed to various areas of the RCB. Only
fiber fines generated from the break are analyzed this way, the other two sources of fiber
fines, latent fiber and eroded fiber, are transported directly to the sump. The transport
fractions are representative of a break in the Steam Generator compartment, which bound
transport fractions that would represent other possible break locations in the RCB.

Fiber fines from the ZOI The majority of fiber fines (98.5%) destroyed from insula-
tion in the ZOI are transported to the containment pool. The other 1.5% of debris not
transported to the RCB sump is trapped in inactive cavities during pool fill. The transport
modes and their contributing fractions to the containment pool for ZOI-generated fiber
fines are described below.
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reasonable because fine debris generated by the LOCA jet would be easily entrained
and carried with blow down flow.

Wash Down All (100%) of the fiber fines blown to upper containment is washed down
and homogenized in the containment pool. Note that wash down fractions from upper
containment were split between the "Inside Secondary Shield Wall" and "Annulus"
compartments; because both of these compartments are at the pool level, and because
fine debris is assumed homogenized, these fractions are inconsequential except for
their combined total which is 100%.

Pool Fill 5% of the fiber fines transported to lower containment during blow down is
trapped in inactive cavities. This pool fill transport fraction of 5% is less than the
NEI (2004) SER suggested maximum inactive cavity pool fill transport fraction of
15%.

Recirculation All fiber fines were assigned a conservative recirculation transport fraction
of 100%. CFD calculations were not used to predict the amount of fines that may
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settle on the pooi floor. One hundred percent transportability exceeds the fine fiber
introduced to the containment pool for each analyzed break scenario and the amount
of fine fiber introduced by AREVA (2008) in the flume test. Credit for realistic settling
is an inherent part of the test conditions.

Eroded fines Three types of erosion were considered for small and large pieces of fibrous
debris held up on containment structures:

1. CSS spray flow

2. Break flow

3. Pool recirculation (Alion Science & Technology, 2014)

The percentage of small and large fibrous insulation pieces eroded into fines as a result
of CSS flow is assigned the maximum value of 1% as found by Rao et al. (1998). The
percentage of small and large pieces eroded into fines by break flow is negligible in the
STP RCB since debris is blown away from the break location. Based on Alion Science&
Technology (2011) testing that shows a maximum of 7% of small and large fibrous insulation
pieces erode to fiber fines in 30 days of testing fibrous erosion by recirculation flow, 7% are
eroded to fines. Total fractions of small and large fibrous debris held up on containment
structures, their corresponding erosion fractions, and resulting total fiber fines transport
fractions homogenized in the containment pool have been provided in Table 3.

Table 3: Erosion modes and erosion percentage summary of smalls and large pieces eroded to fines.

Insulation Size Erosion Mode Held Up Fraction Erosion Fraction Total Fines from Pieces

Small Pieces Spray 36.5% 1.0% 0.4%
Recirculation 23.8% 7.0% 1.7%

Large Pieces Sprayed 100.0% 1.0% 1.0%
Recirculation 0.0% 7.0% 0.0%

Table 4: Example of the first few flows that would result from a decay heat load in a 40K MWd/MTU
exposure assuming 3853 MW operation history. Note that the time is not shifted to account for delay to
start of recirculation following a LLOCA

Hour Flow (gpm) Hour Flow (gpm) Hour Flow (gpm)
0 2141.1 0.0075 1718.6 0.015 1401.1
0.0025 2141.1 0.01 1564.8 0.0175 1352.5
0.005 1964.3 0.0125 1467.4 0.02 1314.1
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Figure 9: Flow network for the three STP ECCS and CSS trains showing the three places debris is caught:
the pooi, the strainer, and the core during a CLB scenario. Shown as well are the various flow splits that
take place between the places debris is caught. The flow split A is defined by the amount of flow demanded
by the core to remove decay heat.

3.3 Mass conservation

A flow network that approximates the transport and capture of debris in containment in
a CLB is shown in Figure 9. The primitive data for this system are: (1) time-dependent
flows Q8(') and Qc('), (2) scalars yp, Mp (0), and y- The flows are time-dependent due to
the influence of Qc on A. Qc as a function of time is obtained from a table and is governed
by the decay heat level. Table 4 lists the first few entries in an example of the table. Given
these model primitives, an analysis of the time-dependent accumulation of debris on the
strainer, core, and in the pool can be performed. These functions are governed by a set of
non-linear differential equations. The non-linearity arises due to the filtration function, as
shall become apparent in the following.
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The transportable debris from the hypothesized LOCA moves down into the contain-
ment annulus forming a pooi of water (Figure 10). The initial concentration of debris in
the containment water pooi is Cp,(O) -- M-4-(0) At the start of the ECCS recirculation phase,

we assume all the transportable debris is in the pool. Hence, there is none on the strainer
or the core (M8(O) = 0 and Me(O) = 0). The rate of accumulation of the debris on the
strainer and the core is almost entirely governed by the amount of fiber that penetrates
the strainer and is subsequently transported to the core as a result of the core flow rate.
The governing conservation equations are:

d (la

d~ct =QZ)pt k [(1 - f(Mks(t))) (1 _ /k) Q•(t)]

d dMt
0=dMp(t) + -••M()+ - ct,(lc)

k

where k is the strainer index. Wherever k appears the index is taken over all the values
in {A, B, C}, that is, the three strainers. The model assumptions are:

1. f(M 5 ) is a fraction between 0 and 1 (Figure 11), dependent on the amount of mass
on the strainer (Ogden et al., 2013, Figure 13)1,

2. Qs(') should be treated generally as a function of time to model pumps turning on
and off (discrete tabular function),

3. Qc(') is a known function of time (discrete tabular function based on decay heat
demand),

4. V, is a given constant value for any particular scenario,

5. The initial mass on the core is Mc(O) = 0,

6. The initial mass in the pool, Mp(0), is given,

7. And Cp(t) = Mp(t)/Vp.

'Ogden et al. (2013) used test data from measurements performed on one spare module (20 strainer
modules are installed) in each STP ECCS train. As a consequence, the data must be scaled to the full
strainer area (scaled by a factor of 20) when applied to the full plant.
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Figure 10: Simplified arrangement of the reactor system, ECCS and CSS with flow directions shown
during normal operation for the intact plant and flows in the emergency systems when demanded. The
arrangement has been distorted so the flows and equipment can be seen. Shown as well are flow paths from
hypothesized breaks out to the ECCS sump strainers.

3.4 Results

(la) to (ic) are integrated in an application designed by Zolan et al. (2015a) to provide
solutions for different initial conditions and boundary conditions supplied in simple text
files. Sensitivities are performed to ensure that the fiber limit of 15 gm/FA for core cooling
is not exceeded when the tested amount of fine fiber is present in the containment pool.
Sensitivities are performed for expected and design basis (two-train) operation.

Analysis has shown that the maximum fiber accumulation is realized when the core
flow is approximately the same as the EGGS flow. Results for cases over large EGGS flow
variations for normal and two-train operation are presented in Table 5.

3.5 Fiber sensitivity analysis

The amount of fiber bypassed to the core is primarily dependent on the initial sump pool
concentration, Cp(t = 0), the filtration efficiency, f(-), and the decay heat demand, Qc(t)
assumed to be a fixed function of time. The pool concentration is defined by the amount of
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Figure 11: Filtration efficiency fits as a function of mass compared to measured data for the STP ECCS
strainer modules. Efficiency fits obtained for the upper, central, and lower limits of the measurements are
compared to the measured data.

LDFG arriving in the ECCS sump pooi for each D~malI and the pool volume. The filtration
efficiency is based on data with uncertainty (Figure 11). Sensitivity to the coefficients and
initial conditions in equations (1) is investigated in Powell (2015a, Attachment 7, page
9). However, further study for cases at and around the design basis case (two trains of
EGGS and CSS) helps in understanding margins to core fiber accumulation in the RoverD
methodology.

3.5.1 Inputs

Based on exhaustive sampling for the smallest break sizes small SPseaisi

the risk-informed category are LLOGA. With the exception of the location 16-RC-1412-
NSS-8 (Table 16, page 56) that, due to an artifact of the break model, exceeds 192 lbm
by a small margin (that is, its smallest diameter is DEGB at approximately 12.8 in), all
breaks produce very nearly 192 lbm of fines. The most important parameters for core
fiber accumulation are the ECCS flow and number of strainers in operation. Therefore,
FIDOE (Zolan et al., 2015a) sensitivity analyses for two-train operation are focused on
various EGGS design basis and beyond design basis pump configuration scenarios with
approximately 500,000 gal of water and roughly 87,000 gm of fiber in the containment
pool. The analyses use EGGS flow rates of 2,800 gpm for a LHSI pump, 1600 gpm for a
HHSI pump, and 2350 gpm for a GSS pump unless specified otherwise. The core flow rate
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is the same as in previous analyses (STPNOC, 2015, Attachment 7, Page 63 for example).

3.5.2 Sensitivities

The design basis pump configuration is 2 trains of LHSI, HHSI, and CSS with the six
pumps operating in two trains (the third train has no pumps operating). FIDOE sensitivity
studies indicate that the design basis pump configuration produces the minimum core
fiber accumulation compared to the beyond design basis cases. With intuition gained from
FIDOE calculations, one may realize that the design basis case is not limiting for core fiber
buildup.

Notice the italicized case in Table 5, a case within the design basis (that is, at least
two full trains of ECCS and CSS are operating). As can be inferred from the FIDOE
sensitivity cases, the most limiting cases for core fiber accumulation are those with as
many as possible ECCS strainers in operation, each with the lowest possible flow. The
italicized case represents one that, from an ECCS flow perspective, exceeds the design
basis configuration but results in more core fiber accumulation than the design basis case.

Finally, as may be expected, CSS flow reduces the amount of fiber that gets downstream
due to recirculation through the strainer (refer to Figure 9, page 14). The CSS effect is seen
by comparing the '2 LHSI 2 HHSI' case with the '2 CSS 2 LHSI 2 HHSI' case in Table 5.
Further studies related to fiber accumulation are summarized in Section 6.1, starting on
page 52.

Table 5: Sensitivity of core fiber buildup to total ECCS flow. The "Plant state" column represents the
nominal plant configuration for the flows in the column "Total ECCS flow". The Plant state '2 CSS 2 LHSI
2 HHSI' (bold typeface) most closely approximates a two-train design configuration. All cases use 'center'
values for the STP ECCS strainer data fit.

Plant state (approx.) Total ECCS flow Core fiber (gmn) Core fiber (gm/FA)

Half HHSI flow 800 2,400 12.4
o LHSI 1 HHSI 1,600 1,344.5 7.0
1 LHSI 0 HHSI 2,800 799.5 4.1
0 LHSI 2 HHSI 3,200 1327.3 6.9
1 LHSI 1 HHSI 4,400 982.1 5.1
2 LHSI 0 HHSI 5,600 791.7 4.1
2 LHSI 1 HHSI 7,200 618.8 3.2
2 LHSI 2 HHSI 8,800 511.3 2.6
2 CSS 2 LHSI 3 HHSI 10,400 424 2.2
2 CSS 2 LHSI 2 HHSI 8,800 339.8 1.8
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4 LOCA frequencies
In general, the EGGS strainer may operate under several different plant states. Most of the
plant states tested will be congruent with deterministic assumptions on train availability
(plant states). In the risk-informed category of RoverD, scenarios associated with plant
states not tested would be relegated to failure, or could be assessed for risk based on their
risk contribution in a way similar to the states tested. Because different plant states may
need to be evaluated, depending on details associated with the test used in the RoverD
assessment, an additional step may need to be taken to account for plant states not tested.
Based on the STP EGCS/CSS design, two evaluations for break size determination are
performed, one for design basis cases (Table 16, Page 56 corresponding to two or more EGGS
trains operating) and (Table 18, Page 71 corresponding to single train EGGS operation).

As shown in Table 16, all breaks in the risk-informed category fall into the PRA LLOGA
category (the smallest break size is greater than 7 in.) Therefore, only the upper two elicited
intervals (7 in.-14 in., 14 in.-31 in.) are required for frequency analyses. The pipe sizes
involved in the risk-informed category are 16 in. (nominal pipe size) and larger.

4.1 ACDF method development

A fundamental goal of the RoverD approach is to determine the total frequency of breaks
that fall into the risk-informed category. In a preprocessing step known as RoverD 's fetch
stage, GASA runs are performed to identify all weld locations, with corresponding break
sizes, which produce more than the allowable amount of fiber fines.

With fetch completed, the RoverD approach has data that can be thought of as ordered
pairs consisting of a weld index and a break size. For now, assume that I weld locations
are in the risk-informed category and these locations are indexed by i -- 1, ... , I. Each
weld location i then has a corresponding break size D~malI which caused it to be placed
in the risk-informed category. It is possible that for a single weld, multiple break scenarios
caused it to be put in this category. If so, define D~mall to be the smallest such break size.
That is, there is no break size smaller that can produce more fines than the D')mall at the

corresponding weld.
Now, recall that the goal is to determine the overall frequency of events that generate

too many fiber fines. Two primary principles are adhered to in order to obtain the top-down
frequency:

1. In the limiting case for which every weld and every break above x is considered "bad"
(that is, at that break size, more fines come to the sump than were tested), the overall
frequency, (I), should equal to f(x), the NUREG 1829 exceedence frequency at r (for
any given quantile or mean),

2. In the top-down method, 1' should depend on the number of welds in the RoverD
fetch file, for any (fixed) plant. In particular, 4 should increase if welds are added to
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Figure 12: The top-down approach assigns equally-weighted frequency in intervals between pipe diameter
extents. As D~mLl becomes larger, the total number of welds (Table 15, Page 55) in successive categories
decreases.

the set of "bad" welds.

For each weld i in the risk-informed category the goal is to determine the frequency of
breks hatexced ~m~l.Thi iscaledF(Dmai ) and is the frequency of unacceptable

events caused by that particular weld. Then, the overall frequency of unacceptable events
caused by breaks in the risk-informed category is simply the sum of these frequencies:

I

i= 1
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In general, as shown in Figure 12, interpolation is required to obtain frequencies at
breaksizes(thatis D~u) and at pipe diameters other than those in Table 6. From

inspection (for example, Table 6), Tregoning et al. (2008) exceedence frequencies decrease
rapidly (at larger diameters, they decrease roughly logarithmically) with increasing pipe
size.

Linear-linear interpolation is used to estimate a frequency 4x falling between known
exceedance frequencies •ba and Cb

Cx= a (b - Ca(x -- a)= ~ ± q~ e)(b a) (2)

Log-linear and log-log interpolation methods were also considered. However, as shown
in Hasenbein (2015), these latter two methods always produce lower interpolated values
than linear-linear interpolation for the Tregoning et ah. exceedence data. Based on its
interpolation behavior, the linear-linear method is used for the ACDF determination of
the scenarios in the risk category.

Table 6: NUREG-1829 (Tregoning et al., 2008, Table 7.19) and NUREG-1829 (Tregoning et al., 2008,
Table 7.13) for the geometric (GM) and arithmetic averaged (AM) mean, median, 5th percentile, and 95th
percentile exceedence frequency values for current-day estimates STP PRA break sizes for small, medium
and large LOCA are: less than 2 in (small), 2 in to 6 in (medium), greater than 6 in (large).

NUREG-1829 Values, Table 7.19

Break Size (in) 5th Median Mean 95th
16.8E-05 6.3E-04 1.9E-03 7.1E-03

15 5.0E-06 8.9E-05 4.2E-04 1.6E-03

3 2.1E-07 3.4E-06 1.6E-05 6.1E-05
71.4E-08 3.1E-07 1.6E-06 6.1E-06

14 4.1E-10 1.2E-08 2.0E-07 5.8E-0'7
31 3.5E-11 1.2E-09 2.9E-08 8.1E-08

NUREG-1829 Values, Table 7.13

Break Size (in) 5th Median Mean 95th
S8.1E-04 4.8E-03 1.0E-02 3.6E-02

1•4.2E-05 7.0E-04 3.0E-03 1.2E1-02
3 1.3E-06 1.9E-05 7.3E-05 2.9E-04
7 6.9E-08 1.3E-06 9.4E-06 3.0E-05
14 9.9E-09 2.6E-07 2.4E-06 7.2E-06
31 5.9E-09 1.5E-07 1.5E-06 5.2E-06

To explain the calculations, we first focus on a particular weld from Figure 12. In
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particular, in a pipe of category 1, which is denoted by ID~1, we examine Weld 5. To determine
F(DgmaIl), the goal is to be consistent with NUREG-1829. Any particular quantile value in
Table 6 may be used as the basis. For example, the PRA LOCA initiating event frequencies

are ase onthemea vaue.Letf(D5 a~) be the exceedance frequency for a break of size
D~mall as implied by a selected quantile value in Table 6. In general, such a quantity must
be interpolated from the values in the NUREG-1829 categories.

Plant-wide, the frequency of breaks of size D~mall and larger is

f(D5 a~).

Shown along the bottom of Figure 12 are categories defined by increasing pipe sizes. We
define Cat(Dsmall) as 0 < ]f1 < D2 < ... < ]•- < D~al<D... < IDn_1 < ]IDn,

Cat(D~mall) -- j. Every weld that can experience a break of size D~mall or larger contributes
to the overall frequency. Referring to Figure 12, D~mall falls into Category 1. Hence, it is

deduced that:
F(Dmal) - f (D~mall)

TW 1

where TWn for Category n is the total number of welds in pipes of this category or larger
(Table 15, 55).

For a pipe in category 2, the calculation is similar. However, it should be noted that
the denominator in the equation above depends only on the size of the break and not the
category of pipe in which the weld resides. So, for Weld 7 in pipe category 2, D~mall is

smaller than ]])1. In this case, the frequency of a break of size D~mall is

f( D~mahl) -- f ( Dmaul)

TW1

For Weld 11, it is

F(D ahl)_ - 1 f( J~a
TW2

Now for any weld i in pipe category n with a smallest break size D•.mall a general formula

can be written:

s (DmalI)

TW~Cet(n~ma I)

Cat(Dsmall) is the pipe category corresponding to Dsmall. For example, if Category 1 is
1-inch pipes and Category 2 is 2-inch pipes, then for a break of 1.75in, Cat(1.75in) = 2.

Now, let Rn be the set of all welds which are in the risk-informed category and are
associated with pipes of category n. Then, the frequency of unacceptable events due to
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weld breaks in pipes of category n can be written as:

iCR,.

Finally, (referring to Figure 12 showing the count of the Categories as NP), the overall
frequency of events in the risk-informed category is given by:

NP I

= Z Z F(Dsma")" (4)
n~l iCRn.

Zolan et al. (2015b) implemented (4) in an application, RUFF, that takes as input the
appropriate table from Tregoning et al. (2008), the plant weld inside diameters, and the
Dsmall for each risk-informed scenario and provides • evaluated for the quantiles and mean
frequencies from Tregoning et al. (2008) data supplied.

4.2 Plant states not tested

The ECCS debris screen testing considers two trains operating, one train idle, to be con-
sistent with deterministic design assumptions. The more likely case (not tested) would
be three trains in operation in which case the debris would be spread over three ECCS
strainers. It is clear that the three train case is bounded (in terms of debris loading) by
the two-train case.

The limiting single ECCS/CSS train operation is when all pumps are operating on one
ECCS strainer. For example, if one LHSJ is operating on one strainer and one HHSI is
operating on a different strainer, the maximum loading on each strainer would be less than
if both pumps operated on the same ECCS strainer. If the CSS were to be operating on the
third strainer, approximately one third of the debris would load on the that (third) strainer
without passing to the RCS. However, in a risk-based assessment, single train operation is
possible and for certain scenarios, single train operation is assessed to go to success in the
PRA. In the STP ECCS design, single train operation would result in twice the debris load
on the operating strainer. Therefore, the breaks that could be tolerated would be those
with one half the tested (two-train operation), debris load.

The break frequency description above would apply in the same way to the single train
operation, but would clearly result in higher frequencies due to the increased debris load.
To account for the increased risk, (4) could be assessed for the cases where two or three
trains are operating (cases either tested or bounded by the test) and assessed again for
the untested case (single train operation) with the higher frequency. For example, if f2 is
the success frequency for two or more trains operating and fl is the success frequency for
single train operation, (4) can be rewritten to accommodate the total frequency, •, for
both operating states:
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w j f------;j ---1,2, (5a)

N P I

n=1 i~eR•

= %. (5c)

In Section 7 it is shown that pipe break sizes exceeding the amount of fines tested fall only
within the large break LOCA range of sizes; that is, greater than the equivalent 6 inches
in diameter. In referring to the number of trains of ECCS pumps operating following a
LLOCA, it is important to consider all the applicable pump types; that is HHSI, LHSI,
and containment spray pumps. Since the spray pumps are eventually shut down after swap
over to recirculation and the HHSI pumps are of much lower capacity, the frequencies of
ECCS trains operating is evaluated on the status of the LHSI pumps only. Therefore fi (for
single train operation) is computed as the sum of all pump state frequencies in which exactly
one LHSI pump is operating, regardless of the status of the HHSI or containment spray
pumps. Similarly, f2 (that is for two or more trains in operation) is based on the sum of all
pump states in which 2 or 3 trains of LHSI pumps are operating, again, regardless of the
number of HHSI pumps or containment spray pumps operating. For both computations,
only those pump states in which the large break LOCA is successfully mitigated in the
absence of GSI-191 phenomena are tracked. There are no success sequences in which zero
LHSI pumps operate. The results for fi and f2 are provided below in Table 7 (Johnson,
2015, Page 5).

Table '7: Summary of success frequencies (sums) for sequences where pumps for two or more LI-SI pumps
(break sizes in Table 16) and sequences where a single LHSI pump is operating (break sizes in Table 18).

LHSI Operating train Condition Success Frequency per year

f2 4.16E-06
f 1 .55E-09

4.3 LERF

Because operation of the STP RCFCs is not dependent on the sump status, and because
they are designed to remove decay heat and maintain RCB contamination limits within
design limits, the concerns raised in GSI-191 would not result in new early containment
failure modes.
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Contributors to large early containment failure modes may include the following:

1. Containment bypass paths (including interfacing system LOCAs, steam generator
tube rupture initiating events, and induced steam generator tube ruptures).

2. Containment isolation failures.

3. High pressure melt ejection phenomena.

4. Core debris impingement on containment (if applicable).

5. Reactor vessel and containment venting (if applicable).

6. In-vessel steam explosions leading to containment failures (alpha mode failures).

7. Hydrogen burns leading to early containment failure.

The following considerations are included in the STP RCB early failure analysis:

1. For STP, GSI-191 phenomena are only applicable for break sizes in the LLOCA
range; that is, greater than 6 in equivalent diameters. Since GSI-191 phenomena are
only relevant for LLOCGAs, containment bypass paths are not applicable.

2. Containment isolation failures are still applicable, but of extremely low frequency.

GSI-191 phenomena do not impact the reliability of containment isolation.

3. High pressure melt ejections are not applicable for LLOCAs.

4. Core debris impingement on the containment wall is not applicable to STP.

5. Containment venting features are not applicable to the STP design.

6. In-vessel steam explosions are applicable to GSI-191 scenarios, but are of low prob-
ability. GSI-191 phenomena do not impact their probability of causing containment

failure.

7. Hydrogen burns leading to early (that is within 4 hours) containment failure are

applicable to 08I-191 scenarios, but again are of low probability. Immediately fol-
lowing a LLOCA blowdown, the containment atmosphere is steam inerted. The low
RCS pressure conditions following a LLOCA preclude induced interfacing systems
LOCAs or induced steam generator tube ruptures. For early flammable conditions,

the condensation of steam within containment must occur within 4 hours. Contain-
ment spray is very likely to occur during the injection phase but may be lost after
switchover to recirculation due to 0S1-191 phenomena. Because spray during injec-

tion is likely available and the RCFCs are likely to operate throughout the scenarios,
the Level 2 model for the STP PRA Revision 7.1 assumes that the steam will be
condensed early; that is within 4 hours of the break.

In summary, the early containment failure modes applicable for GSI-191 phenomena are
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containment isolation failures, in-vessel steam explosions, and early hydrogen burns. The
first two are unaffected by GSI-191 phenomena and the last one is conservatively modeled

in the PRA in that the containment is assumed deinerted whenever spray injection or

recirculation is available. Since STP has three trains of containment spray, containment

spray during the injection phase is highly likely.

4.4 ALERF scenario development and estimation

GSJ-191 phenomena need to be taken into account for ALERF calculations given ACDF.
To ensure that GSI-191 specific scenarios are appropriately considered, calculation for
LLOCAs is performed in which sump recirculation is always assumed failed by strainer
plugging; that is, as if GSI-191 always caused core damage. The results for a sequence with
cutoff of 1E-16 per calendar year are provided below in Table 8 (Johnson, 2015, Page 7).

Table 8: Sensitivity results for large early release given LLOCA with sump strainer plugging assumed as
always failed.

Core Damage Frequency 4. 183E-06 per calendar year
Large Early Release Frequency 1.044E-08 per calendar year
Conditional probability of Large Early release 2.5E-3

The conditional probability of a large, early release given core damage due to GSI-191
phenomena, P (large early release core damage), can be estimated as:

P (large early releasef core damage) -- LERFLLOCA with SUMP---F •- 2.5E-03.
CDFLLOCA with SUMP---F

The change in LERF associated with the change in CDF from scenarios involving GSI-191
phenomena can then be evaluated from:

ALERF = (ACDF) {P(large early releasejcore damage)} -- (ACDF) (2.5E-3). (6)

The main contributors to large early release from this sensitivity were found to be early
hydrogen burns and in-vessel steam explosions (that is, alpha mode).

4.5 Results

STP has two categories of Cases that need to be considered, Case 2, all single train pump
configurations or Case 1 all two or three train pump configurations, including the specific
condition tested (AREVA, 2008). Within each of these two Cases, one pump configuration
is chosen to bound the test for fine fiber accumulation on the strainers. In Section 3.4
(starting on page 16) and Section 6 (starting on page 51), pump configurations that may
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be limiting for core performance metrics are investigated. For Case 2, when at most one
pump of each type is operating, the limiting pump configuration is when all three pumps
are aligned to the same strainer. In Case 1, when at most two pumps of the same type
are operating, the limiting pump configuration is again when all pumps are aligned to two
of the strainers and none are aligned to the third strainer. The tested deterministic case
was for this condition; that is with two of the three STP EGOS strainers in operation
(single failure criterion) with all pumps (two CSS, two LHSI, and two HHSI) operating.
For the pump configurations with three pumps of the same type operating there would
be far less fiber accumulation on each strainer than for the tested case. As a consequence,
pump configurations with three trains of pumps operating are bounded by the tested case,
and are conservatively grouped within Case 1.

However, the single train case corresponds to a case where only one train of the three
STP ECCS strainers is in operation. Although this case is beyond design basis, it needs to
be considered in the risk analysis since at least twice as much fiber would accumulate on
the single strainer than when two or more strainers are in operation. In this case, only 1/2
the tested amount of fine fiber can be assumed to be tolerated.

4.5.1 ACDF results

When all cases are considered using (5), a slightly higher ACDF is estimated than when
two (or more) strainers are assumed in operation (design basis configuration). Table 9
summarizes the ACDF estimate for geometric and arithmetic averages from 'Tregoning
et al. (2008) using frequencies for the bounding cases from Table 7 (page 24), f2 (Case 1)
and fi (Case 2). As shown, the median ACDF is within Region III of the Regulatory
Guide 1.174 evaluation («< 1.0E - 06). Interpolation of Table 6 is done using the linear-
linear method, (2).

As shown in Table 9, only the mean and 95th percentile (4 (AM)) of the Tregoning

et al. arithmetic aggregation estimate exceed the Region III criterion in (NRC, 2011). As
described in the letter to the NRC dated May 22, 2014 (ML14149A434), the geometric
method of aggregation is the most appropriate estimator of LOCA frequency from (Trego-
ning et al., 2008).

4.5.2 ALERF results

The results for the ALERF are summarized in Table 10. These results are obtained by
applying P(large early releaselcore damage) to the mean values of (• in Table 9 for ACDF.
As summarized in the table, when (6) is used with Table 8 values considering GSI-191
phenomena and using •) (GM) mean values for either the continuum model or the DEGB-
only model, ALERF is «1l.E-07 yr-1 .
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Table 9: Case 1 and Case 2 results for geometric (GM) and arithmetic (AM) aggregations of Tregoning
et al. (2008, Tables 7.13 and 7.19) data. Frequencies are in events/yr. Also shown for comparison are the
results for a DEGB-only model for the locations that go to failure.

Continuum Break Model
Quantile Casel1 GM Casel1AM Case 2GM Case 2AM • (GM) • (AM)

5 th 2.'73E-10 6.59E-09 4.68E-09 2.83E-08 2.75E-10 6.60E-09
5 0 th 7.78E-09 1.71E-07 1.05E-07 5.79E-07 7.82E-09 1.71E-07
9 5 th 3.59E-07 4.86E-06 2.26E-06 1.44E-05 3.60E-07 4.86E-06

Mean 1.23E-07 1.59E-06 6.18E-07 4.54E-06 1.23E-07 1.59E-06

DEGB-Only Model
-5 th 9.84E-11 8.18E-09 1.28E-09 1.70E-08 9.88E-11 8.18E-09
5 0 th 2.88E-09 2.07E-07 2.97E-08 3.98E-07 2.89E-09 2.07E-07
9 5 th 1.48E-07 7.06E-06 7.51E-07 1.22E-05 1.48E-07 7.06E-06

Mean 5.12E-08 2.06E-06 2.20E-07 3.65E-06 5.13E-08 2.06E-06

Table 10: ALERF evaluation for geometric and arithmetic means of the Continuum and DEGB-only
models

Model LXLERF using • (GM) ALERF using • (AM)

Continuum break model 3.08E-10 3.98E-09
DEGB-only 1.28E-10 5.15E-09

5 RCS Thermal-hydraulics

Section 3 is a description of the debris generation and transport in the RCB. In the fol-
lowing, the RoverD thermal-hydraulic calculations for the RCS response to LOCA are
solved for mass, momentum and energy as well as for heat transfer from bodies in the flow
fields. The RoverD thermal-hydraulic calculations are carried out much differently than
the solutions described in Section 3.

Although solved for in a different domain, effects of the presence of transported de-
bris must be considered to simulate or bound important state variable responses in the
thermal-hydraulic domain. This objective can be met using analytical insights along with
experimental evidence for thermal-hydraulic performance with debris present. In the fol-
lowing, thermal-hydraulic RoverD calculations are described that accurately simulate or
bound the response of important state variables in the presence of debris.

During an hypothesized LOCA, flow discharged from the break may depressurize the
RCS to the point the SI is actuated and pumping equipment as well as passive systems are
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made available to supply water to the RCS. Depending on the LOCA size hypothesized, the
SI may begin injecting water immediately into the cold leg injection point (see Figure 10 on
page 16) or may begin after the operators start controlled cool down and depressurization.

Depending on the break location and size, in the hot leg or in the cold leg, more (or
less) debris will collect in the core fuel assemblies. When located in the hot leg, large breaks
pull the water up through the core. In a large cold leg break, much less water, only that
required to balance decay energy release, flows up into the core and the rest flows out the
break (see Figures 5 and 6 on page 5).

Initially flow from the RWST is supplied free of the debris produced by the hypothesized
LOCA. If the operators can't cool down and depressurize the plant before the RWST
empties, the EGGS is switched to the recirculation mode. In this mode, there is potential
for debris that may pass through the ECCS sump screens to partially or fully block the
core fuel channels and other paths, especially core bypass paths, through the reactor vessel.

Powell (2015b, NRC ADAMS reference number MLI4009A307) presents the studies of
the behavior of the RCS for scenarios where the fuel channels and the core bypass flow
paths are fully blocked immediately upon start of the EGGS recirculation phase. In the
calculations transmitted, Powell (2015b) showed that, unless the LOGA is large and located
on the cooling water return side (cold leg) of the RGS, debris blockage is not a concern.

As summarized in the following, Powell (2015b) showed that, for the STP reactor design,
a complete core blockage starting from the time of EGGS recirculation phase in HLBs and
small GLBs can not result in fuel overheating. Therefore, debris blockage is bounded for
all HLBs and all SLOGA for the STP reactor design (Powell, 2015b; Vaghetto and Hassan,
2013) and (Powell, 2015a, page 14, Fidelity of RELAP Simulations and GASA Grande).
As a consequence, only MLOGAs and LLOCAs on the cold leg side present a concern for
cooling flow to the core during EGGS recirculation.

5.1 Purposes of the RELAP5-3D calculations

Thermal-hydraulic calculations are conducted with the RELAP5-3D (INL, 2012, Volume 1)
system code to analyze the reactor system response under hypothetical core blockage sce-
narios during a LOGA.

The purposes of these calculations are to:

1. Identify the scenarios which may produce an increase in the peak cladding tempera-
ture and, subsequently, a potential core damage among selected LOGAs of different
break sizes and locations under full core and core bypass blockage.

2. Identify the scenarios where the peak cladding temperature is maintained below safety
limits even under hypothetical full core and core bypass blockage.

The following sections provide a description of the input model developed and used, the
assumptions, and calculations performed in RoverD, explaining the basis for the conclusions
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drawn from thermal-hydraulic work that provides support to the assertion that in-vessel
debris does not lead to core damage for breaks of certain sizes and locations.

Components, regions, and connected systems of the reactor system simulated with this
system code include the primary system (vessel, core, coolant loops, steam generators, and
ECCS).

The RELAP5 series of codes have been developed at the INL under sponsorship of
the U.S. Department of Energy, the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, members of the
International Code Assessment and Applications Program, members of the Code Applica-
tions and Maintenance Program, and members of the International RELAP5 Users Group
(INL, 2012). Specific applications of the code include simulations of transients in LWR
systems, including LOCA.

The RELAP5-3D code is a successor to the R•ELAP5/MOD3 (INL, 1995, Volume 1
and 2) code currently maintained by INL. RELAP5-3D represents a relatively large vali-
dation space that includes experience in modeling reactor core behavior during accidents,
two-phase flow processes, and LWR systems (INL, 2012, Volume 3).

The RELAP5-3D version also contains several important enhancements over previ-
ous versions of the code including fully integrated, multi-dimensional thermal-hydraulic
modeling capability. The multi-dimensional modeling capability allows the user to more
accurately simulate the multi-dimensional flow behavior that can be exhibited in compo-
nents or regions of a LWR system. Normally, the lower plenum, core, upper plenum and
downcomer regions, and the reactor core of an LWR are modeled using multi-dimensional
components.

RELAP5-3D allows the user to model a thermal-hydraulic system with:

o One-Dimensional components (also available in RELAP5/MOD3)
* Cartesian (x,y,z) or cylindrical (rO,z) (or both) coordinates can be selected to model

various multi-dimensional components.

5.2 RELAP5-3D input models

RELAP5-3D input models of the reactor system are developed to perform the thermal-
hydraulic simulations of the primary system under specific LOCA scenarios. Different input
models are developed to accomplish a specific goal. In particular two input models are
developed:

One-dimensional (iD) (Section 5.2.1) A fully one-dimensional model is developed to
perform simulations. This model minimizes the simulation time required for each sce-
nario under investigation, following a similar approach to the one previously adopted
to conduct the analyses of selected accident sequences to support GSI-191 analyses
(NRC, 2012b).

Three dimensional vessel (3D-vessel), iD-core (section 5.2.2) A 3D vessel model
combined with a 1D core model is developed for studying flow distribution to the
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core and to provide sufficient information to screen cases that would need further
study with a more detailed approach. This input model is used to conduct the basic
core blockage studies. This model is generated from the 1D input model.

5.2.1 1D Model

The 1D input model of the reactor system is the basic input deck generated to perform the
basic simulations of the reactor system response under LOCA scenarios of different break
size and locations. An overview of the full plant RELAP5-3D nodalization adopted for the
simulations is provided in Figure 13.

Figure 13: Schematic illustration of the RELAP5-3D reactor system nodalization for the 1D input model
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All regions of the RCS, including the vessel, the reactor core, the coolant ioops, and
the steam generators, are simulated using 1D components. The primary cooling loops,
identified for convenience with number 1 (STP RCS Loop D), 2 (STP RCS Loop A), 3
(STP RCS Loop B), and 4 (STP RCS Loop C) are simulated independently to account for
the expected flow asymmetry during the phases of the injection.

All the hydrodynamic components (single volumes, pipes, pumps, and so forth) be-
longing to each ioop are identified with a 3-digit number starting with the digit of the
loop. Three independent safety injection trains (each train featuring one accumulator, one
high-pressure pump, and one low-pressure pump) are also included in the input model and
connected to loops 2, 3, and 4.

The SI train models also include components to simulate the heat exchangers (one in
each train) to cool down the injection flow from the LHSI pumps, allowing realistic modeling
of different supply temperature effects. The RCS hot legs, intermediate legs (loop seal),
the RCPs, and cold legs are simulated.

Reactor vessel and core As described previously, 1D and 3D models are developed
for different purposes. In the fully 1D model, the reactor vessel is simulated using one-
dimensional components. In particular, the reactor core is modeled using two vertical
one-dimensional pipe components. Referring to Figure 13, pipe 605 simulates the aver-
age channel, where 192 FAs are lumped together (with the total flow area of 192 FAs).

Pipe 606 simulates the hot channel, with a flow area of one FA. Twenty-one axial nodes
are used for pipes 605 and 606. One pipe is used to model the core baffle bypass (pipe
551). The core bypass, the core hot channel, and the core average channel are connected
to the core inlet region (volume 545) with a multiple-junction component (54501, 54502,
and 54503 respectively).

Three heat structures simulate the FAs (including fuel region, gap, and cladding region)
and the core power generation. One heat structure is connected to pipe 605 to simulate
the power generation in the average channel. This heat structure accounts for the fuel in
192 FAs.

Another set of two heat structures is connected to pipe 606 to simulate the power
generation of the hot FA. In particular, one heat structure accounts for all the fuel pins of
the hot assembly excluding the hottest rod, and the other heat structure accounts for the
power generation in the hottest rod of the hot channel.

The radial and axial power distributions are defined based on a recent STP fuel cycle at
end of life (Westinghouse, 2011). The axial nodalization of the core heat structures is chosen
to match the corresponding cells in pipes 605 and 606. The RELAP5-3D implementation
of the ANS-1973 decay heat model is selected to calculate the decay heat power generated
after the reactor shutdown.

Steam generators Four identical steam generators are also included to simulate:
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• The primary side, with the inlet plenum, the steam generators' U-tubes (modeled
with one-dimensional pipe component2 ), and the outlet plenum.

• The secondary side, with the downcomer, the boiler, the separator, and the steam
dome.

The nodalization adopted for the STP steam generators is shown in Figure 14.

Figure 14: Schematic representation of the STP steam generator RELAP5-3D nodalization.

The primary (U-tubes) and secondary sides of the steam generators are simulated using
one-dimensional components. The inlet and outlet lower head compartments are modeled
with two volumes (single volumes x06 and xl0 where x is the loop number) connected
with the hot and cold leg of the related loop, respectively. The steam generator tubes are
lumped together and simulated using one pipe (x08).

The vertical sections (ascendant and descendant) and the U-shaped top section of
the tubes are modeled setting appropriate elevation changes and vertical angles for pipe

2 The nodalization adopted for the steam generators' U-tube assumes all the tubes lumped into one
1D pipe component. The total flow area, the hydraulic diameter are preserved from the steam generators'
specifications. The pipe component adopted in the nodalization represents the primary side of the average
tube of the U-tube bundle.
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cells. The secondary side of the steam generators contains the shell side of the cylindrical
section (pipe x70), the separator (x71), and the steam dome (x80). Each steam generator
is simulated with MFW and AFW flow inputs.

Each steam generator has a time-dependent volume (x82 and x84, respectively) to
define the boundary condition of the injected water (temperature and pressure), and a
time-dependent junction (x81 and x83, respectively) to impose the mass flow rates. The
steam line and all the components downstream from the steam generator domes are not
simulated since they are isolated at the start of the transient.

For the initial steady-state calculations, a time-dependent volume (x86) is used to define
the steam generator exhaust pressure as a function of average primary temperature in order
to reach the STP primary coolant average temperature. The exhaust pressure is set by a
dedicated integral control variable comparing primary average temperature to the required
reference temperature.

For accident simulations, the main steam isolation valve (MSIV, x85) is closed and the
secondary side is isolated. MFW and AFW injection activation times are set up according
to the STP set points.

A heat structure is defined to simulate the conduction through the steam generator
tube walls. The heat structure connects the primary side fluid volume (pipe x08, the left
boundary) to the secondary side fluid volume (and pipe x70, right boundary). Modeling the
tubes as heat structures with the appropriate fluid volumes at the left and right boundaries
enables accurate simulation of the heat transfer processes (conduction through tube walls
and convection, boiling, condensation, and so forth, on the wall boundaries) between the
primary and secondary during the transient simulation.

Safety injection system Three independent SI trains are included in the input model
of the reactor system. The nodalization diagram of the EGGS system is shown in Figure 15.

Each EGGS train contains:

* One accumulator simulated using the accumulator component (Gomponents x90,
Figure 15). A control variable is defined in order to isolate the accumulator to account
for special LOGA manual operation procedures.

* One HHSI injecting directly to the primary system. The pump is modeled with a time-
dependent junction (x45) where a table of the velocity of the liquid to be injected as
a function of the pressure of the primary system injection location is defined.

. One LHSI, TDJ x46) injecting into the primary system through the RHR exchanger.
This pump is modeled using the same approach as for HHSI.

° One RHR exchanger, connected downstream the LHSI pump simulated with one
pipe component (x47) for the tube side of the heat exchanger, one pipe component
(x63) for the shell side of the heat exchanger and one heat structure, connected to
both pipes to simulate the heat exchanger tube walls. The GGW thermal-hydraulic
conditions are imposed through a time-dependent volume (x61) and its mass flow
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Figure 15: Schematic representation of the STP RELAP5-3D ECCS nodalization.

rate is imposed through a time-dependent junction (x62). The model is defined to
allow changes in the CGW conditions to study the effects on the recirculation cooling
system response.

The suction volume of the EGGS pumps (RWST during the safety injection phase,
and containment sump during the recirculation cooling phase), is modeled with a time-
dependent volume (TDV x91) where the specific boundary conditions (RWST or sump
liquid temperature) are defined. The switch from the RWST to sump conditions (recircu-
lation phase) is controlled by a logic control function.

As stated before, the HHSI and LHSI are simulated with time-dependent junctions.
RELAP5-3D allows the user to define a table with either the mass flow rate or the velocity
of the liquid to be injected as a reference parameter, as a function of the pressure of a given
component of the system. To accurately simulate the pumped volumetric flow, the velocity
in the junction is used as the reference parameter in order to account for the density of the
injected water (coming from the RWST or sump) as it changes during the transient.

Tables of the liquid velocity as a function of the primary pressure are developed based
on STP pump and suction/injection line characteristics. All the geometrical information
used to prepare the model of the EGGS system represents the STP plant. Another set of
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control logic is defined to switch between the cold leg recirculation phase, when the ECCS
flow is injected into the primary system through the cold leg (via trip valve x49), and the
hot leg recirculation phase, when two of the three trains are manually switched to the hot
leg injection (via trip valve x48).

Break simulation model The technique used to model the break is in accordance with
the RELAP5-3D user manual for different break sizes (INL, 2012, Volume V). For small
and medium break sizes, a trip valve component is used to model the break, which stays
closed during the steady-state phase and opens at the time of the break initiation. This
junction is connected to one of the hydrodynamic components available in the nodalization
of the cold or hot legs (depending on the break location to be analyzed). The break is
assumed to be located near the reactor vessel for both cold and hot leg break scenarios.

The abrupt area change option is enabled to account for the additional pressure losses
due to the sudden contraction and expansion of the flow at the break. The default choked
flow model is enabled since a choked condition is expected at the break during the early
phase of the accident. To model the DEGB scenario, two trip valve components are used
to simulate the flow from each side of the broken leg, as suggested in the RELAP 5-3D code
manuals. These valves are closed during the steady-state phase and open simultaneously
at the time of break initiation.

To block any flow between the two sections of the broken leg (which are supposed to
be completely shifted apart during the DEGB scenario), a third trip valve is connected
to both ends of the broken leg which is open during the steady-state phase and closes at
the time of the break initiation. For all the break scenarios, the discharge volume (reactor
containment) is simulated with a time-dependent volume where the containment conditions
(pressure) are imposed.

Figure 16 shows the nodalization of the break for the small and medium breaks and
for the double-ended guillotine break scenarios. The break location, for either the cold and
hot leg cases, is assumed to be in a horizontal section of the leg, near the reactor vessel in
one of the loops equipped with safety injection (loop 3). In all the scenarios simulated, the
break orientation is imposed at the bottom of the leg (the vertical stratification model is
enabled in the junction to account for phase entrainment). In all the models used for the
simulations, all safety systems are assumed to be available throughout the transient.

The STP plant is modeled using a total of 283 nodes. The total number of junctions
defined in the model is 293.

5.2.2 3D-vessel, 1D-core

This model originated from the 1D Model described in Section 5.2.1, by modifying the
nodalization scheme adopted for specific regions of the reactor vessel (vessel entry, down-
comer, lower plenum, and vessel exit) for a better representation of the three-dimensional
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Figure 16: Schematic representations of the STP RELAP5-3D break nodalizations. The general non-DEGB
scheme is shown on the left and the general DEGB scheme is shown on the right.

geometry of these regions. Multi-dimensional cylindrical components are used to simulate
the regions of the vessel described above, as shown in Figure 17.

The regions of the vessel converted to multi-dimensional components are highlighted
with colors in Figure 17. The nodalization of the regions of the vessel identified with black
and white components is carried over from the 1D input model. This includes the reactor
core (modeled with two one-dimensional pipes), the core bypass, the core inlet and outlet
regions, and most of the sections of the upper plenum.

The selected regions are described below:

Downcomer The downcomer (green and yellow regions in Figure 17) is split into two
components (vessel entry region 515 representing the downcomer annulus, and 521
representing the downcomer) and modeled with two cylindrical multi-dimensional
components having 1 radial node, 20 azimuthal nodes, and 1 and 10 axial nodes
respectively.

Lower plenum The lower plenum (orange and purple regions in Figure 17) is also mod-
eled with two cylindrical multi-dimensional components (535 and 525), each one
characterized by 1 axial node and 20 azimuthal nodes. To account for the spherical
shape of the lower head, the bottom section of the lower plenum (525) has one less
radial node (7 nodes) compared to the top section (535) which has 8 radial nodes.

Vessel exit This region of the vessel (light blue region in Figure 17) corresponds to the
section of the vessel where the hot legs are connected. It is simulated with a multi-
dimensional cylindrical component having 8 radial nodes, 20 azimuthal nodes and 1
axial node. The remaining regions of the vessel and the primary system (including
coolant loops, steam generators, and ECCS) are carried over from the iD Input
Model. The control logic and set points are also carried over from the 1D input
model.

Table 11 provides a summary of the geometry and the number of nodes for the compo-
nents described above.
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Figure 17: Schematic representation of the STP RELAP5-3D nodalization of the reactor vessel for the
3D-vessel, 1D core model.

This input model is used to perform the simulations of the LOCA scenarios of different
break sizes and locations with core blockage, described in Section 6.

5.3 Verification of the STP RELAP5-3D models

A dedicated methodology is in place to prepare the input models described in Section 5.3,
and verify their validity, before running the simulations required. This methodology can
be summarized in the following three steps:

1. Data extraction
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Table 11: Summary of the STP RELAP5-3D reactor vessel nodes - 3D-vessel, iD-core model.

Component Number Number of Nodes Radial Azimuthal Axial

Downcomer 1 515 20 1 20 1
Downcomer 2 521 200 1 20 10
Lower Plenum 1 535 160 8 20 1
Lower Plenum 2 525 140 7 20 1
Upper Plenum 865 160 8 20 1

2. Input model preparation

3. Verification of the Input model

A detailed description of this approach for the input models generated is provided
below.

The information required to generate the main portions of the RELAP5-3D input deck
of the reactor system (mainly geometrical information) such as flow areas, flow lengths,
volumes, elevation changes, and so forth, are extracted from the STP RETRAN input file.

The reactor system is subdivided into five regions and RETRAN tables of the main
thermal-hydraulic parameters are populated with the data extracted from the RETRAN
input file for each region. The five regions of the reactor system are listed in the following
bullets. Due to the complexity of the geometry and the different RETRAN nodalization,
some of these regions are split into sub-regions.

* Cold legs (including RCPs and crossover legs)
* Hot legs
* Pressurizer system (Including surge line and spray line)
• Reactor Vessel

- Lower plenum
- Lower core plate
- Core
- Core bypass
- Vessel entry (inlet annulus) and downcomer
- Vessel exit and upper plenum

*Steam generators

- Primary side
- Secondary side

For specific components (regions) of the reactor system, calculations or other assump-
tions became necessary when implementing the extracted data into the RELAP5-3D input
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file. A new set of tables is generated with the final input data to be implemented into the
RELAP5-3D input deck (RELAP5-3D Tables).

Detailed descriptions of extraction, conversion, generation, and final comparison of the
input parameters are documented (Texas A&M, 2013b,d). For each region of the reactor
system, the RETRAN extraction table, the RELAP5-3D conversion table, and the compar-
ison table are reported in the documentation. A similar approach is adopted when creating
the hydrodynamic components (volumes and junctions) and the heat structures for the
core and steam generators.

Verification of the STP RELAP5-3D input model is performed by comparing the sim-
ulation results of the steady-state against the STP RETRAN steady-state output for the
following parameters:

Primary Side

- Loop Flow Rate
- Upper Plenum Flow Rate
- Upper Plenum Bypass Fraction
- Downcomer Flow Rate
- Core Bypass Flow Rate
- Core Bypass Fraction
- Reactor Thermal Power
- Core inlet Coolant Temperature
- Core Outlet Coolant Temperature
- System Coolant Avg. Temperature
- Pressures
- Pressure Drops
- Cladding Temperature Profile
- Fuel Centerline Temperature Profile

*Secondary Side

- MFW Flow Rate
- MFW Temperature
- Steam Dome Pressure
- Recirculation Flow Rate
- Steam Moisture Fraction

To accomplish this comparison, the boundary conditions and other simulation condi-
tions are aligned to the ones specified in the RETRAN input file. Comparison tables are
prepared including all the parameters listed above and included in the steady-state STP
RELAP5-3D verification documentation.

The simulation conditions are finally modified to reflect the current STP plant operating
conditions. A comparison of the STP RELAP5-3D steady-state simulation results with the
plant nominal operating conditions is performed, including the following parameters:
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• NSSS Power
• Thermal Design Flow (total)
• Reactor Coolant Pressure
• Primary Coolant Temperature - Core Outlet
* Primary Coolant Temperature - Vessel Outlet
• Primary Coolant Temperature - Core Average
• Primary Coolant Temperature - Vessel Average
* Primary Coolant Temperature - Vessel/Core Inlet
* Primary Coolant Temperature - Steam Generator Outlet
• Steam Generator Steam Outlet Temperature
• Steam Generator Steam Outlet Pressure
* Steam Generator Steam Outlet Flow
* Steam Generator Steam Outlet moisture

The final simulation conditions and the comparison are also documented elsewhere
(Texas A&M, 2013c). The LOCA transient input model is prepared from the steady-state
model by including specific features such as:

• ECCS, including accumulators, HHSI, LHSI, RHR heat exchangers and related com-
ponents described in Section 5.2.

• Main control logic, to simulate automatic actions during LOCA scenarios (reactor
trip, steam line isolation, ECCS trip, etc), including possible delays.

• Additional control logic, to account for specific manual operations.

The ECCS tables implemented in the STP RELAP5-3D input model (described on 34)
are generated from the ECCS pump characteristics and the system curves, accounting for
the pump characteristics (head vs. volumetric flow rate) and the suction and injection lines
pressure drops.

The set points and delays for automatic actuations are extracted from the MAAP input
file of the STP nuclear power plant. Specific manual operation procedures are taken from
the STP EOPs. The verification of the simulation results for LOCA scenarios of interest is
performed by comparing the RELAP5-3D simulation results with:

* The STP simulator results for similar LOCA scenarios
• The simulation results reported in the NUREG-6770 for LOCA scenarios of similar

break sizes and locations performed for a typical 4-loop PWR (NRC, 2012b).

5.4 Core blockage scenarios

This section describes the main sets of simulations performed. A description of the as-
sumptions, simulation conditions, and outcome will be provided for each simulation in the
following sub-sections.
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Thermal-hydraulic calculations have been conducted to analyze the reactor system
response under hypothetical core blockage scenarios during a LOCA. The purpose of these
calculations is to:

1. Identify the scenarios which may produce an increase in the peak cladding tempera-
ture and, subsequently, a potential core damage among selected LOCAs of different
break sizes and locations under full core and core bypass blockage.

2. Identify the scenarios where the peak cladding temperature is maintained below safety
limits even under hypothetical full core and core bypass blockage.

The 3D-vessel, iD-core input model (Section 5.2.2) is used to perform the simulations
of six LOCA scenarios under a hypothesized full core and core bypass blockage at the sump
switchover. This model is chosen because it combines the detailed nodalization of the vessel
(using multi-dimensional components) accounting for more realistic injection flow paths,
with the one-dimensional core and core bypass to minimize the simulation time.

The following six scenarios are simulated to study the reactor response during LOCA
of different break sizes and locations, and identify scenarios which may produce an increase
in the PCT and, subsequently, a potential core damage:

1. 2-inch CLB.

2. 2-inch HLB.

3. 6-inch CLB.

4. 6-inch HLB.

5. DEGB CLB.

6. DEGB HLB.

The PCT is used as a figure of merit to assess the outcome of the simulation. In
particular, the scenario is assumed to end successfully if the PCT never exceeded the limit
of 800°F at any time after the core blockage occurrence (at sump switchover). All the
simulations are extended for approximately 24 hours after the sump switchover time.

Other thermal-hydraulic parameters are also extracted for each simulation to provide
a comprehensive summary of the reactor response under core blockage:

* Primary Pressure
* Total SI (LHSI + HHSI pumps + accumulators) flow rate

* Total Break Flow Rate
* Steam Generators Liquid Inventory (Top Volume Liquid Fraction)
• Core inlet/outlet Coolant Temperatures
* Core Outlet Saturation Temperature
* Time to sump switchover
* Time to Hot leg Recirculation
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5.4.1 Simulation conditions

The simulations are conducted under the following main assumptions:

* All the pumps of the three SI trains are assumed available at the time of the break (no
pump failure is assumed) and throughout the transient, with set points and delays
imposed in the input models (see Section 5.2).

* The break occurred in one of the loops equipped with the SI train (in particular ioop
3), and imposed at the bottom of the leg.

* The core axial and radial power profiles are the same as described in Section 5.2.1.
* Complete core and core bypass blockage is imposed at the bottom of the core immedi-

ately after the sump switchover time by increasing the forward k-loss coefficient at the
junctions connecting the lower plenum to the core and core bypass pipe components
(junctions 54501, 54502, 54503, Figure 17).

* No cross flow is simulated between the average channel and hot channel and no core
flow paths are simulated between the core and the core bypass.

Some additional assumptions are required to impose the R•CB boundary conditions. In
particular the R•CB pressure (identifying the pressure boundary conditions in the break
discharge volume) and the sump pool temperature (identifying the temperature boundary
conditions in the ECCS pumps suction volume) are taken from the STP simulator runs
for similar break scenarios (small, medium, and large breaks) up to the sump switchover
time. For the long-term cooling phase, the pressure and temperature profiles are assumed
to be linear from the start point (at sump switchover time) at the values calculated by
the simulator, and the end point (end of simulation, approximately 24h after the sump
switchover) at atmospheric and room conditions.

Table 12 summarizes the conditions applied for this set of simulations.

5.4.2 Simulation results, SLOCA

The following subsections describe simulation results for the cases executed in terms of
the selected thermal-hydraulic parameters listed in Section 5.4. In summary, all SLOCA
simulations show that the PCT remains below 800°F. The main reason for success in
SLOCA scenarios is that the ECCS flow is sufficient to refill the system for breaks this size
and below. Because only the automatic plant response is assumed (no operator actions), as
opposed to an actual scenario in which the operators would rapidly begin cool down and
depressurize, the RCS pressure remains high (around 1,000 psi) for the simulated plant.

Small break (2") CLB scenario results Figure 18 presents simulation results for the
2" cold leg break in terms of primary pressure, flow rates (SI and break), steam generator
liquid inventory, and PCT respectively. The 2" break size represents the upper bound the
STP SLOCA break range.
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Table 12: Summary of core blockage scenario simulation conditions

Parameter Simulation condition

ECCS 3 trains running (A, B, C)
Break size 2", 6", DEGB
Break location CL, HL (Loop 3)
Core blockage methodology Increased k-loss
Blockage time Instantaneous at sump switchover
Reactor power (MWt) 3853
Actinide model RELAP5-3D default actinide model
Decay heat model ANS73 +0%
RWST temperature 85°C
Sump temperature Imposed
ECCS flow Realistic
RCB pressure Imposed

As shown in Figure 18d, the PCT remains below 600°F for the 2" CLB simulation.
In the STP RELAP5 simulations, operator actions are ignored and as a consequence,
once break flow and ECCS flow equalize, the primary pressure never drops below about
1,000 psi (Figure 18a). Normally, the operators would begin cooldown and depressurization
as quickly as possible. As shown in Figure 18, the RWST supplies the ECCS for about three
hours prior to the need for recirculation switchover.

Although the break flow initially exceeds the ECCS flow (Figure 18b), ECCS flow
quickly catches up up with the break flow rate. Since the STP HHSI pump shutoff head is

over approximately 1,500 psi, at the maximum SLOCA break size and below, they must be
taken off-line to reduce RCS pressure and stop the break flow (cool down and depressurize).
The STP EOPs require operators to reduce pressure, eventually using the LHSI pumps
which have a shutoff pressure of approximately 400 psi. Since the STP RELAP5 model
simulates all ECCS pumps continue to run (no operator action), the RCS remains above

1,000 psi.

Small Break (2" HLB simulation results Figure 19 shows the primary pressure,
flow rates (SI and break), steam generator liquid inventory, and maximum peak cladding
temperature respectively for the 2" HLB simulation. As stated previously for the CLB
simulation, operator actions are ignored and as a consequence, once break flow and ECCS
flow equalize, the RCS pressure never drops below about 1,000 psi (Figure 18a).

As shown in Figure 19d, the PCT remains below 600°F for the 2" HLB simulation.
In the STP RELAP5 simulations, operator actions are ignored and as a consequence, the
primary pressure never drops below about 1,000 psi (Figure 19a). Normally, the operators
would begin RCS cool down and depressurization as quickly as possible. Because the STP
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(c) Steam generator primary side upper U-tube
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(d) Core inlet, outlet, and peak clad tempera-
tures for the 2" CLB simulation.

Figure 18: Simulation results for the 2" CLB simulation.

HHSI pump shutoff head is over approximately 1,500 psi, they must be taken off line to
reduce pressure and break flow rate. The STP EOPs require operators to reduce pressure,
eventually using the LHSI pumps which have a shutoff pressure of approximately 400 psi.
Since the STP RELAP5 model simulates all ECCS continue to run, the RCS remains above
1,000 psi.

5.4.3 Simulation results, MLOCA

The following subsections describe results for the MLOCA simulations. The MLOCA sim-
ulations are for the largest STP MLOCA which ranges in size from a 2" to 6" break size. In
summary, the CLB simulations show that, with the core and core bypass fully blocked at the
start of EGGS recirculation, the PCT is »>800°F. However as has been stated previously,
the simulations show that the PCT never exceeds 800°F for the HLB simulations. Because
the maximum break size for the MLOCA category is chosen, the results are bounding for
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Figure 19: Simulation results for the 2" HLB simulation.

the MLOCA category.

MLOCA (6") CLB simulation results Figure 20 shows the primary pressure, flow
rates (SI and break), steam generator liquid inventory, and maximum peak cladding tem-
perature respectively for the 6" CLB simulation. As shown in Figure 20, the sump recircu-
lation switchover time is a little over one hour. The 6" break size chosen for the MLOCA
simulations is the maximum size in the STP MLOCA range (2" to 6"). For this particular
scenario, the simulation is stopped at approximately 5,500s (about 1 ,000s after the core
blockage time) due to the increase of the peak cladding temperature (see Figure 20d).

The reason the PCT is exceeded for this simulation is that at this break size, with total
blockage of the core and core bypass, the ECGS flow is unable to sufficiently exceed the
break flow such that the JIGS is repressurized to the point sufficient flow will either go
through the upper head cooling nozzles or through the steam generators.
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(a) Primary pressure history for the 6" CLB
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(b) Mass flow rate histories for total SI and break
flow in the 6" CLB simulation. Shown as well are
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(d) Core inlet, outlet, and peak clad tempera-
tures for the 6" HLB simulation.

(c) Steam generator primary side upper U-tube
liquid inventories indicated by the top volume
liquid fraction for the 6" CLB simulation.

Figure 20: Simulation results for the 6" CLB simulation.

The conclusion from this simulation is that, in a MLOCA CLB scenario that has com-
plete blockage at the start of recirculation, the PCT will be »>800°F. This bounding calcula-
tion forms the basis for requiring •15 gm/FA success criteria for MLOCA CLBs. 15 gm/FA
has been shown to be the bounding amount of debris to continue adequate core cooling for
PWR FAs (PWROG, 2011).

Medium break (6") HLB simulation results The primary pressure, flow rates (SI
and break), steam generator liquid inventory, and maximum peak cladding temperature
are shown in Figure 21 for the 6" HLB scenario.

As can be seen in Figure 21d, the PCT remains slightly below 400°F after ECCS
recirculation begins (about 1 hr after the MLOCA initiation). The flow demand through
the RCS loops and the upper head cooling nozzles is high enough that the steam generator
tubes refill before recirculation begins Figure 21c. This indicates that sufficient flow can be
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Figure 21: Simulation results for the 6" HLB simulation.

supplied to the core during the MLOCA HLB scenario.

5.4.4 Simulation results, DEGB

The following subsections describe results for the LLOCA simulations. The LLOCA simu-
lations are for full offset DEGBs in the STP cold leg which is a 27.5" inside diameter pipe
spool and for the STP hot leg which is a 29" inside diameter pipe spool. In summary, the
CLB simulations show that, with the core and core bypass fully blocked at the start of
EGGS recirculation, the PCT is >>800°F. As has been stated previously, the simulations
show that the PCT never exceeds 8000 F for the HLB simulation. Because the fully offset
DEGB is chosen for these simulations, the results are bounding for the LLOCA category.

DEGB CLB simulation results Figure 22 shows the primary pressure, flow rates (SI
and break), steam generator liquid inventory, and maximum peak cladding temperature
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(d) Core inlet, outlet, and peak clad tempera-
tures for the DEGB CLB simulation.

Figure 22: Simulation results for the DEGB CLB simulation.

respectively for the DEGB CLB scenario. Similar to the simulation of the 6" cold leg
scenario, the simulation is stopped at approximately 3 ,500s (about 1 ,000s after the core
blockage time) due to the increase of the peak cladding temperature (see Figure 22d). All
the plots for this simulation case show the time range for the horizontal axis up to this
time.

The conclusion from this simulation is that, a cold leg DEGB scenario that has complete
blockage at the start of recirculation, the PCT will be much higher than 800°F. This
bounding calculation forms the basis for requiring •<15 gm/FA success criteria (in the fiber
mass conservation domain, Section 3.3) for LLOCA CLBs. 15 gm/FA is been shown to be
a bounding amount of debris to continue adequate core cooling for PWR FAs (PWROG,
2011).
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Figure 23: Simulation results for the DEGB HLB simulation.

DEGB HLB simulation results Figures 23a to 23d show the primary pressure, flow
rates (SI and break), steam generator liquid inventory, and maximum PCT respectively

for the DEGB HLB simulation. In this simulation, the core and core bypass are assumed

to be completely blocked at the time of ECCS recirculation. The assumption of complete

blockage bounds the maximum possible debris accumulation.
As shown in Figure 23c, the intact loop steam generator U-tubes are completely refilled

at the time of recirculation switchover. As a consequence, sufficient water is supplied over

the top of core to keep the PCT below 300°F after sump switchover (Figure 23d).

5.4.5 Comments on the simulations

Analysis of the simulation results puts in evidence the importance of RGS flow paths that,
for specific scenarios, may allow the EGGS flow to reach the core, maintaining the cladding
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temperature under the limit of 800°F at any time after the core blockage occurrence. In
particular:

•In smaller breaks (2", both cold leg and hot leg scenarios), the injection system
is found to be able to refill the reactor vessel (cold side) and steam generator U-
tubes with liquid water even before the sump switchover time so that, at the time
of core blockage, flow paths such as (upper plenum sprays (junction connecting pipe
512 with the branch component 585, Figure 17) and steam generators are already
available for allowing cooling water to reach to top of the core, maintaining the
cladding temperature below 800°F at any time after the core blockage occurrence.

* In larger breaks in hot leg (6" and DEGB), due to the break location compared to
the loop injection location (cold leg) at the time to core blockage, the injected water
is forced to flow through the upper plenum sprays and steam generators. Cooling
water reached the top of the core, maintaining the cladding temperature under the
800°F at any time after the core blockage occurrence.

* For larger break sizes (6" and DEGB) in cold leg, the break flow takes most of the
cooling water coming from the two intact injection loops. The water injected through
the cold leg preferentially moves through the inlet annulus toward the broken cold
leg. The simulations are stopped when the maximum limit of 800°F is reached.

Figures 24a to 24c are simplified diagrams showing flow paths of the ECCS cooling
water from the injection point (cold leg) to the top of the core. Overall conclusions from
the simulation results for the six basic simulations are summarized in Table 13. The results
are further summarized and submitted in written form (Texas A&:M, 2013a) and in the
academic literature (Vaghetto and Hassan, 2013).

Table 13: Summary of the results for the core blockage scenarios described in Sections 5.4.2 to 5.4.4
showing that, based on assuming complete core and core bypass flow blockage, only the MLOCA CLB and
LLOCA CLB result in exceeding 800°F PCT.

Break locations
Break size Cold leg simulations Hot leg simulations
Small (2") Pass Pass
Medium (6") Fail Pass
Large (DEGB Fail Pass

6 Core performance metrics
In addition to satisfying the strainer performance metrics, certain core performance must be
acceptable with the amount of LDFG fines tested as well. There are two metrics, separately
evaluated but ultimately having the same consequence, that must be found acceptable to
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(a) Cooling water flow paths (small CLB) (b) Cooling water flow paths (large CLB)

(c) Cooling water flow paths (HLB)

Figure 24: Simplified diagrams of break simulations

categorize a scenario as deterministic. Decay heat removal considering LDFG blockage
of the core cooling channels and freedom from boric acid precipitation must be found
acceptable.

Ogden et al. (2013) have shown that the amount of fiber penetrating through the
ECCS strainer is a function of strainer LDFG loading. In order for the screen performance
metrics as tested (again AREVA, 2008, for example) to serve as the 'worst case' condition
for deterministic characterization, the amount of fiber passing through the EGGS strainers
needs to be less than that tested by the PWROG as acceptable.

6.1 Core cooling

The PWROG (2011) has tested performance of the reactor core fuel assemblies under
deterministically challenging conditions, and developed a performance metric in terms of
the allowable amount of LDFG fiber accumulation on the reactor fuel assemblies. The
currently accepted allowable amount of fiber accumulation for STP cores is 15 grams of fiber
per FA for core cooling. The PWROG fuel assembly testing was performed to investigate
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heat removal with particulate, chemical precipitates, and LDFG fiber present in the fuel
assemblies but boric acid precipitation was not a consideration in the PWROG testing.
As shown in the uncertainty analysis in Section 3 (Table 5), the maximum total fiber
captured in the core in a CLB for the design basis case is calculated to be about 2 gm/FA.
The maximum possible core accumulation is calculated 4.1 gm/FA for the beyond design
basis case (2 LHSI, 0 HHSI, 0 CSS) that is success for core cooling.

However, there are no HLB scenarios with (deterministically) less than 15 gm/FA
and therefore HLB scenarios are analyzed for failure as described by Powell (2015b, NRC
ADAMS reference number ML14009A307). As summarized in Section 5, all HLB scenarios
(as well as small break scenarios) succeed regardless of the fiber blockage. That is, the anal-
ysis in Section 5 shows full blockage of all flow into the core during (SLOCA and HLB) will
not cause loss of adequate cooling regardless of break size. From a core cooling perspective,
the HLB risk-informed scenarios only contribute to failure by potential loss of core cooling
through failure of ECCS strainer as described previously in here (Section 4.5.1, page 27).

6.2 Boric acid precipitation

Even though direct core cooling flow is adequate, it is possible that mixing flows, assumed
to be available to dilute boric acid concentrations in the core, reactor vessel, and RCS may
be inhibited by fiber accumulation on the core during CLBs. However, based on evaluation
of fiber loading under expected, design basis, and beyond design basis analyses of core fiber
loading, it can be concluded that very small amounts of fiber would accumulate on the STP
core following a LOCA. The amounts are small enough that they would not be expected
to inhibit dilution flows following a LOCA. In the following, results of FIDOE sensitivity
studies for core fiber loadings with different assumed pool loadings and ECCS/CSS flows
are summarized.

FIDOE sensitivity analyses, as summarized in Table 14, using the STP fiber penetration
data fit (Ogden et al., 2013, Equation 10 and center data, Table 9) were conducted to
investigate CLB core fiber accumulation that might be expected for the maximum debris
cases (DEGB) in the RoverD risk-informed scenarios. Sensitivity for the design basis pump
configuration (two trains with a CSS pump, a LHSI pump, and a HHSI pump) show that,
within the measured range of ECCS screen penetration and approximately nominal pump
flows, the total accumulation on the core is less than 400 gm (less than 2 gm/FA). For these
simulations, 800 ibm (363,200 gin) of transportable (fine fiber) was assumed to arrive in
the containment pool prior to start of ECCS recirculation. 800 lbm bounds the maximum
DEGB amount of fine fiber (the fiber assumed to transport to the strainers) from any break
(Table 17).

As explained further in what follows, lower ECCS flows (compared to core flow) cause
greater core fiber accumulation. Therefore an extreme case, one that is success for core
cooling in the STP PRA, is investigated. In this beyond design basis case, two ECCS
trains are assumed operating in recirculation but with no CSS pumps and no HHSI pumps
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operating. The maximum core fiber buildup for the beyond design basis case is 4.4 gm/FA
using the 'Center' fit parameters. This small amount of fiber would not be expected to cause
significant inhibition of mixing flows. If the 'Upper penetration values' fit parameters of
the measured filtration data are used, the fiber accumulated on the core is 5.8 gm/FA.
Even in this extreme case, the amount of fiber accumulated would not be expected to
significantly impact boric acid dilution flows. This conclusion is similar to the conclusion
by the PWROG (2011, Section 10.2, pages 10-3 and 10-4) that much larger fiber loads
produced insignificant .head loss and by the NRC (2012a, Section 3.8, pages 61 and 62) for
separation of BAP from concerns raised in GSI-191.

Table 14: Summary of sensitivity studies investigating fiber amounts under different EGGS flow assump-
tions and maximum fibrous debris loads in the sump pool.

Total strainer flow (gpm)/Comments CSS flow (gpm) Total core fiber (gin) FA fiber (gmn/FA)

12,700 / Design case (single failure) 1930 376 1.95
8840 / No CSS pumps 0 539 2.8
5600 / No CSS or HHSI pumps 0 845 4.4
5600 / 'Upper' penetration values Og- 0 1119 5.8
den et al. (2013, Table 9)

6.3 Further discussion on relative ECCS and core flows

If it were possible for the ECCS flow to be equal to the core flow (and no CSS flow), the
filtration process could be modeled as a simple loop with the strainer and core in series
and the core would capture all fiber advected from the ECCS strainers. In addition, if the
ECCS strainer filtration efficiency is assumed constant, say f*, the percentage of mass on
the strainer would be f* and the percentage on the core, 1 - f* (recalling FIDOE models
the core as a mass sink).

As the flow through the strainer relative to the flow through the core increases, in-
creasing amounts of the entrained fiber recirculates back to the pool and through the
(inefficient) strainer removing the debris according to the percentage f*. So it follows that
increasing the strainer flow rates will always increase the relative amount of debris caught
by the strainer. For practical cases of the FIDOE model, increasing ECCS flow increases
the filtration rate while reducing the concentration in the pool, both of which reduce the
amount of debris that reaches the core.

This behavior can also be deduced from the FIDOE equations as well. In equations (1),
d k d

jMsk is proportional to the strainer flow. Higher flow rates mean higher •Ms•, which in

turn means Mp(t) and thus Cp(t) are reduced at a greater rate. In (lb), -jMc is proportional

to Cp (t), which (as discussed above) is reduced under higher strainer flow rates. Higher
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strainer flow rates yield lower rates of core fiber penetration - even with a constant filtration
rate.

7 Weld list

In the following, tables summarize the amounts of transported fiber fines and IOZ for the
STP scenarios (Alion Science & Technology, 2015b) in the RoverD assessment. Table 16
summarizes the STP RoverD risk-informed scenarios. The total number of welds in each
category of pipe size intervals is required (Figure 12, Page 20). The counts of welds are
summarized in Table 15. For these scenarios, the minimum amount of fiber (the amount
associated with smallest Di) at each location is listed in the D~ma~l fines (Ibm) column. In

determining the smallest break that fails at each location, a systematic sampling method-
ology with a break size resolution of 0.01 inches and an angular resolution of one degree
is used. In other words, for each critical weld location, we sampled 360 jet directions at
a break size 0.01 inches smaller than the reported smallest break size and did not find a
break that exceeded the threshold. By utilizing this systematic sampling method with high
break size and angular resolution, we know that we have found the smallest break that
fails at each of the critical weld locations to within a 0.01 inch tolerance.

Table 17 summarizes the amount of transported fiber and IOZ produced for all STP
welds locations in the analysis at the DEGB size. The amounts of debris and the DEGB
break sizes are shown. In the the AREVA (2008) test, the amounts of transported IOZ from
the ZOI is based on a smaller assumed ZOI than is now assumed. More recent assumptions
set the un-topcoated IOZ ZOI at l0D. Therefore, CASA is used to determine if there are
any scenarios that would produce more than the tested amount of IOZ (again referring to
AREVA, 2008). As shown in Table 17, starting on page 57, based on the DEGB break size,
there are no scenarios where the amount of IOZ exceeds the amount tested (1368 ibm).
Note that unqualified applications of IOZ are assumed failed (369 ibm) regardless of the
break size. This assumption results in the somewhat counterintuitive values for the very
small break sizes.

Table 15: The number of welds (Number) for each nominal pipe size (Size) listed with the inside diameter
(ID) of the pipe and the stainless steel pipe schedule or forged non-standard (type). The total number of
welds is in each category n is used for the top-down weld counts (TWo) in (4).

ID Number Size Type

0.612 32 0.75 Sch. 160
0.815 3 1 Sch. 160
1.338 9 1.5 Sch. 160
1.687 85 2 Sch. 160
2.125 6 2.5 Sch. 160
2.624 26 3 Sch. 160
3.438 90 4 Sch. 160

continued next page..
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... Table 15 continued
ID Number Size Type

5.187 88 6 Sch. 160
6.813 54 8 Sch. 160
8.5 30 10 Sch. 160
10.126 131 12 Sch. 160
12.814 10 16 Sch. 160
27.5 16 27.5 Spool/forged
29 20 29 Spool/forged
31 28 31 Spool/forged

Total 628

Table 16: Data for weld locations in the risk-informed category listing the it weld number (No. ordered
by increasing DsmaU~), location name (ID), break size (D'•) amount of fiber fines at D_'• D~o
fines), and the difference in mass of fiber fines at D~malL to the mass at DEGB (additional to DEGB),
the additional amount of fiber that would he released above that for the smallest break if the pipe instead
suffered a DEGB - see Table 17 starting on page 57 for fiber fines mass at the DEGB break size).

No. Location Dg-)mIll (in) DuaL fi. nesO (ibm) Additional to DEGB (ibm)

1 16-RC-1412-NSS-8 12.814 213.394 0.000
2 29-1RC- 1401-NSS-3 14.390 191.848 498.455
3 29-1RC-1ll01-NSS-4 14.590 191.899 537.942
4 29-RC-1201-NSS-4 14.900 191.864 536.673
5 29-RC-1301-NSS-4 14.910 191.936 518.091
6 31-IRC- 1302-NSS-RSG-1C-ON-SE 15.410 191.798 545.195
7 29-1RC- 1101-NSS-RSG- 1A-IN-SE 15.620 191.823 565.686
8 29-1RC-1101-NSS-5.1 15.630 191.794 565.339
9 29-PRC- 1401-NSS-RSG- 1D-IN-SE 15.640 191.783 527.372
10 29-IRC-1401-NSS-4.1 15.650 191.962 527.043
11 29-IRC-1201-NSS-5.1 15.930 191.797 566.273
12 29-IRC- 1201-RSG- 1B-IN-SE 15.930 191.988 566.589
13 29-RC-1301-RSG-1G-IN-SE 15.930 191.794 547.517
14 29-1RC-1301-NSS-5.1 15.950 191.912 547.379
15 31-RC-1102-NSS-I.1 16.030 191.869 576.144
16 31-1RC-1102-NSS-RSG- 1A-ON-SE 16.030 191.883 576.244
17 31-RC-1202-NSS-4 16.070 191.843 362.376
18 31-IRC-1102-NSS-4 16.180 191.814 357.412
19 31-RC-1202-NSS-1.1 16.220 191.781 573.676
20 31-RG-1202-NSS-RSG-1B-ON-SE 16.230 191.899 573.730
21 31-1RC-1202-NSS-2 16.280 191.786 526.157
22 31-tRC-1302-NSS-2 16.360 191.886 498.222
23 31-tRC-1102-NSS-2 16.410 191.826 526.572
24 31-RC-1302-NSS-4 16.490 191.806 331.929
25 31-RC-1302-NSS-I.1 16.640 191.809 545.195
26 31-1RC-1402-NSS-2 16.790 191.832 466.007
27 27.5-tRC-1203-NSS-1 17.240 191.826 287.875
28 27.5-RC-1303-NSS-1 17.260 191.833 248.226

continued next page ...
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*. ..Table 16 continued
No. Location D~ma'1 (in) D•"nau fines (ibm) Additional to DEGB (ibm)

29 27.5-RC-1103-NSS-1 17.280 191.913 295.678
30 31-RC-1402-NSS-I.1 17.320 191.843 516.731
31 31-RC- 1402-NSS-RSG-1D-ON-SE 17.320 191.853 516.783
32 31-RC-1202-NSS-8 17.500 191.831 294.407
33 31-RC-1102-NSS-8 17.800 i91.783 294.954
34 31-RC-1402-NSS-4 18.070 191.817 294.972
35 31-RC-1302-NSS-8 18.440 191.812 258.059
36 31-RC-1102-NSS-3 18.780 191.911 441.372
37 31-RC-1102-NSS-9 18.800 191.820 301.648
38 31-RC-1202-NSS-9 18.820 191.786 296.535
39 27.5-RC-1403-NSS-1 18.850 191.809 220.962
40 31-RC-1202-NSS-3 18.870 191.856 443.942
41 31-RC-1302-NSS-3 19.010 191.830 419.686
42 31-RC-1302-NSS-9 19.270 191.794 252.498
43 31-RG-1402-NSS-3 19.690 191.853 381.798
44 31-RC-1402-NSS-8 20.270 191.814 222.984
45 31-RC-1402-NSS-9 21.180 191.795 217.318

Table 17: DEGB data (largest break size) for all weld locations showing the number (No.) in order of
increasing pipe ID, location ID (Location), break size (DEGB size (in)), IOZ amount (IOZ (ibm)), and the
fiber fines amount (Fiber fines (ibm))

No. Location DEGB size (in) IOZ (ibm) Fiber fines (ibm)

1 0.75-CV-1122-BB1-1 0.614 369.0 28.544
2 0.75-CV-1122-BB1-2 0.614 369.0 28.547
3 0.75-CV-1124-BBI-1 0.614 369.0 28.500
4 0.75-CV-1124-BB1-2 0.614 369.0 28.500
5 0.75-CV-1126-BBl-1 0.614 369.0 28.500
6 0.75-CV-1126-BB1-2 0.614 369.0 28.670
7 0.75-CV-1128-BBl-1 0.614 369.0 28.500
8 0.75-GV-1128-BB1-2 0.614 369.0 28.500
9 0.75-RG-1001-BBI-1 0.614 369.0 28.718
10 0.75-RC-1002-BB2-1 0.614 369.0 28.759
11 0.75-RC-1112-BB1-1 0.614 369.0 28.778
12 0.75-RC-1114-BB1-1 0.614 369.0 28.906
13 0.75-RC-1125-BB1-1 0.614 369.0 28.772
14 0.75-RC-1125-BB1-2 0.614 369.0 28.861
15 0.75-RG-1126-BBl-1 0.614 369.0 28.822
16 0.75-RC-1212-BBl-1 0.614 369.0 28.830
17 0.75-RC-1214-BBl-1 0.614 369.0 28.858
18 0.75-RC-1221-BBI-1 0.614 369.0 28.776
19 0.75-RC-1221-BB1-2 0.614 369.0 28.788
20 0.75-RC-1312-BB1-1 0.614 369.0 28.821
21 0.75-RC-1324-BB 1-1 0.614 369.0 28.900
22 0.75-RC-1423-BBl-1 0.614 369.0 28.989
23 0.75-SI-1130-BB2-1 0.614 369.0 28.738

continued next page..
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... Table 17 continued
No. Location

24 0.75-S1-1132-B
25 0.75-SI-1218-B
26 0.75-81-1223-B
27 0.75-SI-1315-B
28 0.75-SI-1323-B
29 0.75-SI-1327-B
30 0.75-SI-1327-B
31 0.75-SI-1327-B
32 0.75-S1-1328-B
33 1-RC-1003-BB
34 I-RG-II23-BB
35 I-RC-1422-BB
36 1.5-RC-1412-N

38 2(1.5)-CV-I12',
39 2(1.5)-CV-I12,'
40 2(1.5)-CV-112•
41 2(1.5)-CV-I12(
42 2(1.5)-CV-112f

43 2(1.5)-CV-1121
44 2(1.5)-CV-1121
45 2-CV-1121-BB
46 2-CV-1121-BB
47 2-CV-1121-BB
48 2-CV-II22-BB
49 2-CV-I122-BB
50 2-CV-I122-BB
51 2-CV-II22-BB
52 2-CV-1I22-BB
53 2-CV-II22-BB
54 2-CV-I124-BB
55 2-CV-II24-BB
56 2-CV-1124-BB
57 2-CV-1124-BB
58 2-CV-1124-BB
59 2-CV-1124-BB
60 2-CV-1124-BB
61 2-CV-1124-BB
62 2-CV-1124-BB
63 2-CV-1124-BB
64 2-CV-1124-BB
65 2-CV-1124-BB
66 2-CV-1124-BB
67 2-CV-1126-BB
68 2-CV-1126-BB
69 2-CV-1126-BB
70 2-CV-1126-BB

BI-I

B2-1

BI-1

BI-2
BI-3
B2-1
1-1
i-i
i-i
8SS-1
2-BB1-1
2-BB1-2
4-BB1-1
4-BB1-2
6-BB1-I
6-BB1-2
8-.BB1-I
8-BB1-2
1-1
1-2
1-3
I-I
1-2
1-3
1-4
1-5
1-6
1-i
1-2
1-3
1-4
1-5
1-6
1-7
1-8
1-9
1-10
1-11
1-12
1-13
1-I
1-2
1-3
1-4

DEGB size (in)
0.614
0.614
0.614
0.614
0.614
0.614
0.614
0.614
0.614
0.815
0.815
0.815
1.338
1.338
1.338
1.338
1.338
1.338
1.338
1.338
1.338
1.689
1.689
1.689
1.689
1.689
1.689
1.689
1.689
1.689
1.689
1.689
1.689
1.689
1.689
1.689
1.689
1.689
1.689
1.689
1.689
1.689
1.689
1.689
1.689
1.689
1.689

IOZ (Ibm)
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.2
369.1
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.2
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.7
369.2
369.0
369.0

Fiber fines (ibm)
28.649
28.668
28.723
28.866
28.666
28.690
28.690
28.676
28.721
29.214
28.824
29. 108
30.228
28.576
28.743
28.570
28.845
29.037
29.029
28.746
28.991
28.740
28.984
29.216
29.356
29.296
29.225
29.205
29.271
28.936
29.204
29.229
29.228
29.342
29.440
29.397
29.259
29.258
29.315
29.348
29.309
28.850
28.881
28.720
28.777
28.833
28.870
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... Table 17 continued
No. Location

71 2-CV-1126-BB
72 2-CV-1126-BB
73 2-CV-1126-BB
74 2-CV-1126-BB
75 2-CV-1126-BB
76 2-GV-1126-BB
77 2-CV-1126-BB
78 2-CV-1128-BB
79 2-CV-1128-BB
80 2-CV-1128-BB
81 2-CV-1128-BB
82 2-CV-1128-BB
83 2-CV-1128-BB
84 2-CV-1128-BB
85 2-CV-1128-BB
86 2-CV-1128-BB
87 2-CV-1141-BB
88 2-CV-1141-BB
89 2-RC-1003-BB
90 2-RC-1003-BB
91 2-RC-1120-BB
92 2-PRC-1120-BB
93 2-RC-1121-BB
94 2-RG-1121-BB
95 2-RC-1121-BB
96 2-RC-1121-BB
97 2-RC-1121-BB
98 2-RC-1121-BB
99 2-RG-1219-BB
100 2-RC-1219-BB
101 2-RC-1220-BB
102 2-RC-1220-BB
103 2-RC-1220-BB
104 2-RC-1220-BB
105 2-RG-1319-BB
106 2-RC-1319-BB:
107 2-RC-1321-BB
108 2-RC-1321-BB:
109 2-RC-1321-BB:
110 2-RC-1321-BB:
111 2-RC-1417-BB
112 2-PRC-1417-BB:
113 2-RC-1418-BB:
114 2-RC-1418-BB:
115 2-RC-1418-BB:
116 2-RC-1418-BB:
117 2-RC-1418-BB:

1-5
1-6
1-7
1-8
1-9
31-10
1-11
1-1
1-2
1-3
1-3A
1-3B
1-4
1-5
1-6
1-7
1-1
1-2
1-1
1-2
1-1
1-2
i-i
1-2
1-3
1-3A
1-3B
1-4
1-1
1-2
1-1
1-2
1-3
1-4
1-1
1-2
1-1
1-4
1-5
1-6
1-1
1-2
1-1
1-2
1-3
1-4
1-5

DEGB size (in)
1.689
1.689
1.689
1.689
1.689
1.689
1.689
1.689
1.689
1.689
1.689
1.689
1.689
1.689
1.689
1.689
1.689
1.689
1.689
1.689
1.689
1.689
1.689
1.689
1.689
1.689
1.689
1.689
1.689
1.689
1.689
1.689
1.689
1.689
1.689
1.689
1.689
1.689
1.689
1.689
1.689
1.689
1.689
1.689
1.689
1.689
1.689

IOZ (ibm)
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.1
369.0
369.1
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.5
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.6
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.6
369.2
369.0
369.0
369.0

Fiber fines (ibm)
28.862
28.889
28.986
29.884
29.985
29.364
29.298
28.513
28.667
28.760
28.817
28.857
28.854
28.860
28.834
28.947
29.014
28.833
29.216
29.636
29.828
29. 543
30.249
29.059
29.088
29.068
28.986
28.917
29.790
29.653
30. 148
29.002
28.966
28.886
29.965
29.567
29.664
29.604
29.718
29.682
29. 776
29.705
30. 157
29.632
29.545
29.481
29.343
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No. Location

118 2-RC-1418-BB
119 2-RC-1419-BB
120 2-RC-1419-BB
121 2-RC-1419-BB
122 2-RC-1419-BB
123 2.5-RC-1003-13
124 2.5-RC-1003-F
125 2.5-RC-1003-t]
126 2.5-RC-1003-13
127 2.5-RC-1003-13
128 2.5-RC-1003-F
129 3-RC-1003-BB
130 3-RC-1003-BB
131 3-RC-1015-NSI
132 3-RC-1015-NS
133 3-RC-1015-NS
134 3-RC-1015-NS,
135 3-RC-1015-NSI
136 3-RC-1015-NS:
137 3-RC-1015-NS
138 3-RC-1015-NS,
139 3-RC-1015-NSI
140 3-RC-1015-NS;
141 3-RC-1015-NS
142 3-RC-1015-NS
143 3-RC-1015-NS
144 3-RC-1015-NSI
145 3-RC-1015-NSI
146 3-RC-1015-NSI
147 3-RC-1106-BB
148 3-RC-1206-BB
149 3-RC-1306-BB
150 3-RC-1406-BB
151 4-CV-1001-BB
152 4-CV-1001-BB
153 4-CV-1118-BB
154 4-CV-1118-BB
155 4-CV-1120-BB
156 4-GV-1120-BB
157 4-RC-1000-BB
158 4-RC-1000-BB
159 4-RC-1000-BB
160 4-RC-1000-BB
161 4-RC-1000-BB
162 4-RC-1000-BB
163 4-RC-1000-BB
164 4-RC-1000-BB

11-6
I1-1
31-2
31-3
31-4
3B1-1
•B1-2
;B1-3
•B1-4
3B1-5
;B1-6
31-I
31-2
S-i
S-2
S-3
S-4
S-5
8-6
S-7
8-8
S-9
S-10
8-11
8-12
8-13
S-14
S-15
S-16
11-25
11-28
11-28
11-25
31-1
31-2
.1-1
.1-2
31-1
31-2
11-1
11-2
11-3
1I-4
1-5

11-7
1-8

DEGB size (in)
1.689
1.689
1.689
1.689
1.689
2.125
2.125
2.125
2.125
2.125
2.125
2.626
2.626
2.626
2.626
2.626
2.626
2.626
2.626
2.626
2.626
2.626
2.626
2.626
2.626
2.626
2.626
2.626
2.626
2.626
2.626
2.626
2.626
3.438
3.438
3.438
3.438
3.438
3.438
3.438
3.438
3.438
3.438
3.438
3.438
3.438
3.438

IOZ (ibm)
369.0
369.1
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0

Fiber lines (ibm)
29. 170
29.481
29.256
29.288
29.024
30.677
30.524
30.386
30.475
30.419
30.419
31.266
31.202
30.639
30.406
30.179
29.612
29.109
28.572
28.500
28.500
31. 167
31.171
31.116
30.560
29.830
28.748
28.645
29.814
32.217
32. 160
32.175
32. 121
31.041
30.210
29.674
30.693
32.429
32.919
34.720
33.905
33.830
32.628
32.467
32.639
32.862
33.889
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... Table 17 continued
No. Location

165 4-RC-1003-BB
166 4-RC-1003-BE
167 4-RC-1003-BB
168 4-RC-1003-BB
169 4-RC-1123-BB
170 4-RC-1123-BB
171 4-RC-1123-BB
172 4-RC-1123-BB
173 4-RC-1123-BB
174 4-RC-1123-BB
175 4-RC-1123-BB
176 4-RC-1123-BB
177 4-RC-1123-BB
178 4-RC-1123-BB
179 4-RC-1123-BB
180 4-RC-1123-BB
181 4-RC-1123-BB
182 4-RC-1123-BB
183 4-RC-1123-BB
184 4-RC-1123-BB
185 4-RC-1123-BB
186 4-RC-1123-BB
187 4-RC-1123-BB
188 4-RC-1123-BB
189 4-RC-1126-BB
190 4-RC-1126-BB
191 4-RG-1126-BB
192 4-RC-1126-BB
193 4-RG-1126-BB
194 4-RC-1126-BB
195 4-RC-1320-BB
196 4-RC-1320-BB
197 4-RC-1320-BB
198 4-RC-1320-BB
199 4-RC-1320-BB
200 4-RC-1320-BB
201 4-RC-1320-BB
202 4-RC-1320-BB
203 4-RC-1320-BB
204 4-RC-1320-BB
205 4-RC-1320-BB
206 4-RC-1320-BB
207 4-RG-1323-BB
208 4-RC-1323-BB
209 4-RC-1323-BB
210 4-RC-1323-BB
211 4-RC-1420-BB

•1-1
]1-2
.1-3
.1-4
.1-1
.1-2
.1-3
.1-4
.1-5
.1-6
.1-7
.1-8
.1-9
•1-10
.1-11
]1-12
•1-13
31-14
31-15
31-16
1-17
31-18
1-19
1-20
1-1
1-2
11-3
1-4
11-5
11-6
I1-1
11-2
11-3
1-4
1-5
1-6
1-7
1-8
1-9
1-10
1-11
1-12
1-1
1-2
1-3
1-4
1-1

DEGB size (in)

3.438
3.438
3.438
3.438
3.438
3.438
3.438
3.438
3.438
3.438
3.438
3.438
3.438
3.438
3.438
3.438
3.438
3.438
3.438
3.438
3.438
3.438
3.438
3.438
3.438
3.438
3.438
3.438
3.438
3.438
3.438
3.438
3.438
3.438
3.438
3.438
3.438
3.438
3.438
3.438
3.438
3.438
3.438
3.438
3.438
3.438
3.438

IOZ (ibm)
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.7
369.7
369.6
369.0
369.0
369.1
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
373.9
374.2
374.3
371.3
370.1
369.1
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0

Fiber fines (ibm)

33.806
33.565
33.473
33.783
37.413
30.216
30. 168
30. 158
30.061
30.085
30. 154
30. 147
31.738
31.501
30.645
30.312
30.342
29.878
29.811
32. 181
33. 182
35.482
35.495
34.997
31.051
31.886
32.103
32.167
32.729
35.833
36.359
35.884
35.266
33.363
32.866
32.843
32.529
32.431
31.770
31.466
31.342
31.453
31.678
31.321
30.713
35.252
35.755
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No.

212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229
230
231
232
233
234
235
236
237
238
239
240
241
242
243
244
245
246
247
248
249
250
251
252
253
254
255
256
257
258

.e 17 continued
Location

4-RC-1422-BB 1-1
4-RC-1422-BB1-2
4-tC-1422-BB1-3
4-RG-1422-BB1-4
4-RC-1422-BB1-5
4-RC-1422-BB1-6
4-RG-1422-BB1-7
4-RC-1422-BB1-8
4-RC-1422-BB1-9
4-RC-1422-BB1-10
4-RC-1422-BB1-1 1
4-RC-1422-BB1-12
4-RC-1422-BB1-13
4-RC-1422-BB1-14
4-RC-1422-BB1-15
4-RG-1422-BB1-16
4-RC-1422-BB1-17
4-RG-1422-BB1-18
4-RC-1422-BBl-19
4-RC-1422-BB1-20
4-RC-1422-BBl-21
4-RC-1422-BB1-22
4-RC- 1422-BB1-23
6-RC-1003-BB1-1
6-RC-1003-BB1-2
6-RC-1003-BB1-3
6-RC-1003-BB1-4
6-RC-1003-BB1-5
6-RC-1003-BB1-6
6-RC-1003-BB1-7
6-1RC-1003-BB1-8
6-RC-1003-BB1-9
6-RC-1003-BB1-9A
6-RC-1003-BB1-9B
6-RG-1003-BBI-10
6-RC-1003-BB1-l1
6-1RC-1003-BBI-l lA
6-RC-1003-BB1-11B
6-RC-1003-BBI-12
6-RC-1003-BB1-13
6-RC-1003-BBI-13A
6-RC-1003-BBI-14
6-RC- 1003-BB1-PRZ- 1-N2-SE
6-RC-1004-NSS-1
6-RC-1004-NSS-2
6-RC-1004-NSS-3
6-PRC-1004-NSS-4

DEGBJI size (in)
3.438
3.438
3.438
3.438
3.438
3.438
3.438
3.438
3.438
3.438
3.438
3.438
3.438
3.438
3.438
3.438
3.438
3.438
3.438
3.438
3.438
3.438
3.438
5.189
5.189
5.189
5.189
5.189
5.189
5.189
5.189
5.189
5.189
5.189
5.189
5.189
5.189
5.189
5.189
5.189
5.189
5.189
5.189
5.189
5.189
5.189
5.189

IOZ (ibm)
369.2
369.7
370.0
369.8
369.9
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0

Fiber fines (ibm)
35.934
35.201
34.343
34.947
34.368
30.449
30.453
30.459
30.503
30. 184
30. 191
32. 143
31.852
31.546
30.812
30. 190
30.027
29.925
29.739
30.094
32.993
33.618
33.806
44. 624
44.559
44.544
43.986
43.628
42.938
44.629
48.441
48.763
48.493
48.430
42.087
42.331
44.903
46.555
49.853
53.722
58.702
62.802
62.671
55.474
53.509
49.880
54.799
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No.

259
260
261
262
263
264
265
266
267
268
269
270
271
272
273
274
275
276
277
278
279
280
281
282
283
284
285
286
287
288
289
290
291
292
293
294
295
296
297
298
299
3O00
301
302
303
304
305

.e 17 continued
Location

6-RC-1004-NSS-5
6-RC-1004-NSS-6
6-RC-1004-NSS-7
6-RC.-1004..NSS-PRZ-1-N3-SE
6-RC-1009-NSS-1
6-RC-1009-NSS-2
6-RG-1009-NSS-3
6-RC-1009-NSS-4
6-RC-1009-NSS-5
6-RC-1009-NSS-6
6-RC- 1009-NSS-7
6-RC-1009-NSS-8
6-RC-1009-NSS-9
6-RC- 1009-NSS-PRZ- 1-N4C-SE
6-RC-1012-NSS-1
6-RG- 1012-NSS-2
6-RC-1012-NSS-3
6-RC-1012-NSS-4
6-RC-1012-NSS-5
6-RC-1012-NSS-6
6-RC-1012-NSS-7
6-RC-1012-NSS-8
6-RC-1012-NSS-9
6-RC-1012-NSS-10
6-RG-1012-NSS-11
6-RC- 1012-NSS-PRZ-1-N4B-SE
6-RC-1015-NSS-1
6-RC-1015-NSS-2
6-RC-1015-NSS-3
6-RC-1015-NSS-4
6-RC-1015-NSS-5
6-RC-1015-NSS-6
6-RC-1015-NSS-7
6-RC-1015-NSS-8
6-RC- 1015-NSS-9
6-RC-1015-NSS-10
6-RC-1015-NSS-11
6-RC-1015-NSS-12
6-RC-1015-NSS-13
6-RG-1015-NSS-14
6-RC-1015-NSS-15
6-SI-1108-BB1.-1
6-SI-1108-BB1-2
6-SI-1108-BB1-3
6-SI-1108-BB1-4
6-SI-1111-BB1-1
6-SI-1111-BB1-2

DEGB size (in)

5.189
5.189
5.189
5.189
5.189
5.189
5.189
5.189
5.189
5.189
5.189
5.189
5.189
5.189
5.189
5.189
5.189
5.189
5.189
5.189
5.189
5.189
5.189
5.189
5.189
5.189
5.189
5.189
5.189
5.189
5.189
5.189
5.189
5.189
5.189
5.189
5.189
5.189
5.189
5.189
5.189
5.189
5.189
5.189
5.189
5.189
5.189

IOZ (lbmJ
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0

Fiber fines (ibm)

56.009
49.074
46.724
55 .474
57.719
56.090
51.546
55.562
58.600
59. 70 1
58.202
55.115
52.384
57.599
60.880
59.392
58.454
58.219
55.514
54.741
53.355
53.821
56.453
53.214
52.656
60.969
60. 169
58.352
56.912
58.204
60.372
61.063
61.199
58. 186
55.805
52.618
41.428
39.418
39.127
40.186
40.229
28.994
29.012
29.232
37.446
31.933
31.784
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No. Location

306 6-SI-1208-BB1.
307 6-SI-1208-BB1.
308 6-SI-1208-BB1.
309 6-SI-1208-BB1.
310 6-SI-1211-BB1.
311 6-SI-1211-BB1.
312 6-SI-1308-BB1.
313 6-SI-1308-BB1.
314 6-SI-1308-BB1.
315 6-SI-1308-BB1-
316 6-SI-1327-BB1-
317 6-SI-1327-BB1-
318 6-SI-1327-BB1-
319 6-SI-1327-BB1-
320 6-SI-1327-BB1.
321 6-SI-1327-BB1-
322 6-SI-1327-BB1.
323 8-RC-1114-BB
324 8-RC-1114-BB
325 8-RC-1114-BB
326 8-RC-1114-BB:
327 8-RC-1114-BB:
328 8-RC-1114-BB:
329 8-1RC-1214-BB:
330 8-RC-1214-BB:
331 8-RC-1214-BB:
332 8-RC-1214-BB
333 8-RC-1214-BB:
334 8-RC-1214-BB:
335 8-RC-1324-BB:
336 8-RC-1324-BB:
337 8-RC-1324-BB:
338 8-RC-1324-BB:
339 8-RC-1324-BB:
340 8-RC-1324-BB:
341 8-RH-1108-BB
342 8-1RH-1108-BB
343 8-RH-1112-BB
344 8-RH-1112-BB
345 8-RH-1112-BB:
346 8-RH-1208-BB:
347 8-RH-1208-BB:
348 8-RH-1212-BB:
349 8-RH-1212-BB:
350 8-RH-1308-BB:
351 8-RH-1308-BB:
352 8-RH-1315-BB:

-1
-2
-3
-4
-1
-2
-1
-2
-3
-4
-1
-2
-3
-4
-5
-6
-7
1-1
1-2
1-3
1-4
1-5
1-6
1-1
1-2
1-3
1-4
1-5
1-6
1-1
1-2
1-3
1-4
1-5
1-6
1-1
1-2
1-1
1-lA
1-2
1-1
1-2
1-1
1-2
1-1
1-2
1-1

DEGB size (in)

5.189
5.189
5.189
5.189
5.189
5.189
5.189
5.189
5.189
5.189
5.189
5.189
5.189
5.189
5.189
5.189
5.189
6.813
6.813
6.813
6.813
6.813
6.813
6.813
6.813
6.813
6.813
6.813
6.813
6.813
6.813
6.813
6.813
6.813
6.813
6.813
6.813
6.813
6.813
6.813
6.813
6.813
6.813
6.813
6.813
6.813
6.813

IOZ (Ibm)
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
373.9
373.9
373.8
369.3
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.2
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
372.8
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
370.5
369.0
369.0
369.0
370.2

Fiber fines (ibm)

28.985
28.997
29.254
36. 100
31.021
31.038
31.954
30.396
30.428
30.888
42.571
42.015
41.872
42.526
41.611
40.911
39.937
49.706
48.257
49.686
52.689
56.637
59.746
50.154
48.622
49.928
52. 736
56.292
59.363
52. 154
50.776
51.588
52.772
56.636
60.023
32.550
32.775
51. 131
49.780
49.624
31.430
31.653
52.386
48.950
38.696
36.847
49.675
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353 8-SI-1108-BB1
354 8-SI-1108-BB1
355 8-SI-1108-BB1
356 8-SI-1108-BB1
357 8-SI-1108-BB1
358 8-SI-1208-BB1
359 8-SI-1208-BB1
360 8-SI-1208-BB1
361 8-SI-1208-BB1
362 8-SI-1208-BB1
363 8-SI-1327-BB1
364 8-SI-1327-BB1
365 8-SI-1327-BB1
366 8-SI-1327-BB1
367 8-SI-1327-BB1
368 8-SI-1327-BB1
369 8-SI-1327-BB1
370 8-SI-1327-BB1
371 8-SI-1327-BB1
372 8-SI-1327-BB1
373 8-SI-1327-BB1
374 10-RH-1108-BI
375 10-RHI-1108-BI
376 10-RH-1108-BI
377 10-RH-1108-B]
378 10-RH-1108-BI
379 10-RH-1108-BI
380 10-RH-1108-BI
381 10-RH-1108-BI
382 10-RH-1108-B]
383 10-RH-1108-BI
384 10-RH-1108-BI
385 10-RH-1208-B]
386 10-RH--1208-B]
387 10-RH-1208-B]
388 10-RH-1208-B]
389 10-RH-1208-B]
390 10-RH-1208-B]
391 10-RH-1208-B]
392 10-RH--1208-B]
393 10-RH--1208-B]
394 10-RH-1208-B]
395 10-RH-1208-B]
396 10-RH-1308-B]
397 10-RH-1308-B]
398 10-RH-1308-B]
399 10-RH-1308-B]

[-1
L-2
L-3
L-4
L-5
[-1
L-2
L-3
L-3A
l-4
L-1
L-2
L-3
-4
-5
-6
-7
-8
-9
-10
-11
B1-1
B1-lA
B1-2
B1-3
B1-4
B1-5
B1-6
B1-7
B1-8
B1-9
BI1-10
B1-1
B1-2
B1-3
B1-4
B1-5
B1-6
B1-7
B1-8
B1-9
B1-10
BI1-11
31-1
31-2
31-3
31-4

DEGB size (in)
6.813
6.813
6.813
6.813
6.813
6.813
6.813
6.813
6.813
6.813
6.813
6.813
6.813
6.813
6.813
6.813
6.813
6.813
6.813
6.813
6.813
8.500
8.500
8.500
8.500
8.500
8.500
8.500
8.500
8.500
8.500
8.500
8.500
8.500
8.500
8.500
8.500
8.500
8.500
8.500
8.500
8.500
8.500
8.500
8.500
8.500
8.500

IOZ (ibm)

369.0
369.0
369.0
375.2
373.4
369.0
369.0
369.0
374.8
372.4
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
370.1
372.6
372.8
369.7
369.1
369.9
373.8
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0

Fiber fines (ibm)
44.423
47.655
51.361
54.658
52.049
44.043
46.025
51. 145
54.601
51.640
48.463
47.826
47.535
46.718
44.922
46.928
51.443
56.461
57.747
61. 122
55.933
34.468
34.677
34.705
34.769
34.770
35.207
35.332
36.385
50.654
50.483
50.014
33. 109
33.329
33.414
33.816
34.347
34.365
35.545
46.227
47.479
47.359
46.459
38.893
32.739
32.587
32.698
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... Table 17 continued
No. Location

400 10-RH-1308-BI
401 10-RH-1308-BI
402 10-RH-1308-BI
403 10-RH-1308-BI
404 12-RC-1112-B]
405 12-RC-1112-B]
406 12-RC-1112-B]
407 12-RC-1112-B]
408 12-RC-1112-B]
409 12-RC-1112-B]
410 12-RC-1112-B]
411 12-RG-1112-B]
412 12-RC-1112-B]
413 12-RC-1112-B]
414 12-RC-1112-B]
415 12-RC-1125-B]
416 12-RC-1125-B]
417 12-RC-1125-B]
418 12-RC-1125-B]
419 12-RC-1125-B]
420 12-1RC-1125-B]
421 12-RC-1125-B]
422 12-RC-1125-B]
423 12-RC-1125-B]
424 12-RC-1125-B]
425 12-RC-1125-B]
426 12-RG-1125-B]
427 12-RC-1125-B]
428 12-RC-1212-B]
429 12-RC-1212-B]
430 12-RC-1212-B]
431 12-RC-1212-B]
432 12-RC-1212-B]
433 12-RC-1212-B]
434 12-RC-1212-B]
435 12-RC-1212-B]
436 12-RC-1221-B]
437 12-RC-1221-B]
438 12-RC-1221-B]
439 12-1RC-1221-B]
440 12-RC-1221-B]
441 12-RC-1221-B]
442 12-RC-1221-B]
443 12-RC-1221-B]
444 12-RC-1221-B]
445 12-RC-1221-B]
446 12-RC-1221-B]

B1-5
B1-6
B1-7
B1-8
B1-1
B1-2
B1-3
B1-4
B1-5
B1-6
B1-7
B1-8
B1-9
BI1-10
BI1-11
B1-1
B1-2
B1-3
B1-4
B1-5
B1-6
B1-7
B1-8
B1-9
BI1-10
BI1-11
Bl-12
B1-13
B1-1
B1-2
B1-3
B1-4
B1-5
B1-6
B1-7
B1-8
BI-1
B1-2
B1-3
B1-4
B1-5
B1-6
B1-7
B1-8
B1-9
BI1-10
BI1-ll

DEGB3 size (in)
8.500
8.500
8.500
8.500
10.126
10.126
10.126
10.126
10. 126
10.126
10. 126
10.126
10.126
10. 126
10. 126
10.126
10.126
10.126
10. 126
10. 126
10. 126
10. 126
10.126
10. 126
10. 126
10. 126
10.126
10.126
10.126
10. 126
10. 126
10.126
10.126
10. 126
10. 126
10. 126
10.126
10. 126
10. 126
10. 126
10. 126
10.126
10. 126
10. 126
10.126
10. 126
10. 126

IOZ (ibm)
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
378.8
379.1
378.6
378.7
379.7
379.8
380.6
375.9
374.2
374.8
377.8
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
403.3
390.6
394.2
405.3
405.2
391.0
379.1
379.1
378.7
378.7
379.6
379.8
380.4
377.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
407.5
390.6
394.2
400.5

Fiber fines (ibm)
32.903
34. 170
34.181
34.387
97.467
86.688
80.075
76.185
73.766
77.211
79.739
82.635
72.894
70.354
69.569
53.122
51. 574
51.308
50.896
50.362
52.702
53.833
97.071
126.010
130.266
131. 572
125.822
101. 145
92.493
84.260
79.858
74.193
72.712
77.712
79.889
88.716
49.072
47.919
48.316
49.380
50.694
5 1.995
52.709
92.657
126.946
130.744
139.808
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* .. Table 17 continued
No. Location

447 12-RC-1221-BI
448 12-RC-1221-BZ
449 12-RC-1221-BI
450 12-RC-1312-BI
451 12-RC-1312-BI
452 12-RC-1312-B:
453 12-RC- 1312-BI
454 12-RG-1312-B!
455 12-RG-1312-B!
456 12-RC-1312-BI
457 12-RC-1312-BI
458 12-RC-1312-BI
459 12-RC-1312-BI
460 12-RC-1312-B:
461 12-RC-1322-BI
462 12-RC-1322-BI
463 12-RC-1322-BI
464 12-RC-1322-BI
465 12-IRC-1322-BI
466 12-RH-1i01-BZ
467 12-RH-i10i-B:
468 12-RH-i101-B:
469 12-RH-i10i-BZ
470 12-RH-i10i-BZ
471 12-RH-1101-B:
472 12-RH-1i01-B:
473 12-RH-1i01-B:
474 12-RH-1101-BZ
475 12-RH-110i-B:
476 12-RH-i101-BZ
477 12-RH-i10i-B:
478 12-RH-i101-B:
479 12-RH-1101-B:

480 12-RH-1i01-BI
481 12-RH-1i01-B:
482 12-RH-i10i-BI
483 12-RH-1201-BI
484 12-RH-1201-B.
485 12-1RH-1201-BI
486 12-RH-1201-BI
487 12-RH-1201-BI
488 12-RH-1201-BI
489 12-RH-1201-BI
490 12-RH-1201-B]
491 12-RH-1201-B]
492 12-RH-1201-B]
493 12-RH-1201-B]

B1-12
B1-13
B1-14
BI-i
B1-2
B1-3
B1-4
B1-5
B1-6
B1-7
B1-8
Bi-9
BI-10
BI-ll
BI-i
BI-lA
B1-2
Bi-3
Bi-4
ni-i
Bi-2
B1-3
B1-3A
B1-4
ni-5
Bi-6
ni-7
B1-8
ni-9
nI-10
nI-lu
B1-i2
B1-i3
Bi-i4
ni-i5
Bl-16
BI-1
B1-2
Bi-3
Bi-4
Bi-5
Bi-6
B1-7
B1-8
Bi-9
Bi-10
B1-li

DEGB size (in)
10.126
10.126
10.126
10.126
10.126
10.126
10.126
10.126
10. 126
10.126
10.126
10.126
10.126
10.126
10.126
10.126
10.126
10.126
10.126
10.126
10. 126
10. 126
10.126
10.126
10.126
10.126
10.126
10.126
10.126
10.126
10.126
10. 126
10. 126
10.126
10. 126
10.126
10.126
10.126
10.126
10.126
10. 126
10. 126
10. 126
10.126
10.126
10.126
10. 126

IOZ (lbm)
405.1
405.3
391.6
379.1
379.1
378.7
378.7
379.6
379.8
380.4
380.1
373.8
374.5
375.3
400.7
403.1
405.2
404.2
390.3
377.9
373.9
374.1
369.2
378.1
378.8
378.9
386.3
376.7
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
375.8
374.0
374.7
373.6
373.9
369.2
378.8
378.8
385.8
376.7
369.0

Fiber fines (ibm)
130.682
124.294
98.008
93. 195
84.936
80.434
74.697
73.455
78.234
80.193
92.325
79.691
78.063
75.195
132.729
132.290
127.855
123.000
98. 736
70.068
65.535
66.717
84.505
81.400
72.5 74
71.694
71.358
64.248
44.094
44.746
43.999
40.062
43.729
41.014
40. 743
41. 788
83.660
78.504
74. 552
71.393
71.949
86.362
76.238
75.358
75.900
68.210
46.759
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.. Tab
No.

494
495
496
497
498
499
500
501
502
503
504
505
506
507
508
509
510
511
512
513
514
515
516
517
518
519
520
521
522
523
524
525
526
527
528
529
530
531
532
533
534
535
536
537
538
539
540

le 17 continued
Location

12-PRH-1201-BB1-12
12-RH-1201-BBI-13
12-RH-1201-BBI-14
12-RH-1201-BBI-15
12-RH-1201-BB1-16
12-RH-1201-BB1-17
12-RH-1301-BB1-1
12-RH-1301-BB1-2
12-RH- 130 1-BB 1-3
12-RH-1301-BB1-4
12-RH-1301-BB1-5
12-RH-1301-BB1-5A
12-RH-1301-BB1-6
12-RH-1301-BB1-7
12-RH-1301-BB1-8
12-RH-1301-BB1-9
12-RH-1301-BB1-10
12-SI-1125-BBl-1
12-SI-1125-BB1-2
12-SI-1125-BB1-3
12-SI-1125-BB1-4
12-SI-1218-BBI-1
12-SI-1218-BB1-2
12-SI-1218-BB1-3
12-SI-1218-BB1-4
12-SI-1315-BB1-1
12-SI-1315-BB1-2
12-SI-1315-BB1-3
12-SI-1315-BB1-4
12-SI-1315-BB1-5
12-SI-1315-BB1-6
12-SI-1315-BB1-7
12-SI-1315-BB1-8
12-SI-1315-BB1-9
12-SI-1315-BB1-10
16-RC-1412-NSS-1
16-RC-1412-NSS-3
16-RC-1412-NSS-4
16-RC-1412-NSS-5
16-RC-1412-NSS-6
16-RC-1412-NSS-7
16-RC-1412-NSS-8
16-RC-1412-NSS-9
16-RC-1412-NSS-PRZ-1-N1-SE
27.5-RC-1 103-NSS-1
27.5-RC-1103-NSS-3
27.5-RC-1103-NSS-4

DEGB size (in)

10.126
10.126
10.126
10.126
10.126
10.126
10.126
10.126
10.126
10.126
10.126
10.126
10.126
10.126
10.126
10. 126
10. 126
10.126
10.126
10.126
10. 126
10.126
10.126
10.126
10.126
10.126
10.126
10. 126
10. 126
10.126
10.126
10.126
10.126
10.126
10.126
12.814
12.814
12.814
12.814
12.814
12.814
12.814
12.814
12.814
27.500
3.438
10.126

IOZ (ibm)

369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
374.6
374.0
374.2
378.4
377.2
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
369.0
404.5
390.0
390.0
394.2
395.4
369.0
369.0
369.0
386.8
394.0
395.1
423.6
405.4
369.0
566.9
369.0
370.9

Fiber tines (ibm)

45.363
45.051
41.590
39. 135
39.496
40.108
71.521
69.204
68.740
68.785
64.645
42.840
43.094
43.950
42.349
41.884
41.909
48.405
51.334
52.178
52.364
44.899
47.481
48.511
48.760
34.746
35.185
36.158
36.307
36.249
75.325
102.466
114.531
118.895
123.077
94.749
42.906
39.905
116.592
137.470
150.667
213.394
171. 129
95.693
487.458
38.053
75.674
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*... Tab]
No.

541
542
543
544
545
546
547
548
549
550
551
552
553
554
555
556
557
558
559
560
561
562
563
564
565
566
567
568
569
570
571
572
573
574
575
576
577
578
579
580
581
582
583
584
585
586
587

le 17 continued
Location

27.5-RC-1103-NSS-5
27.5-PRC-1 103-NSS-6
27.5-RC-1 103-NSS-7
27.5-RC-1 103-NSS-RPV1-N2ASE
27.5-RC-1203-NSS-1
27.5-RC-1203-NSS-3
27.5-RC-1203-NSS-4
27.5-RC-1203-NSS-5
27.5-RC-1203-NSS-'RPV1-N2BSE
27.5-RC-1303-NSS-1
27.5-RC-1303-NSS-3
27.5-RC-1303-NSS-4
27.5-RC-1303-NSS-5
27.5-RC-1303-NSS-6
27.5-RC- 1303-NSS-RPV1-N2CSE
27.5-RC-1403-NSS-1
27.5-RC-1403-NSS-3
27.5-RC-1403-NSS.-4
27.5-RC-1403-NSS-5
27.5-RC-1403-NSS-6
27.5-RC-1403-NSS-RPV1-N2DSE
29-RC-1101-NSS-1
29-RC-1101-NSS-2
29-RC-1101-NSS-3
29-RC-1101-NSS-4
29-RC-1101-NSS-5.1
29-RC-1101-NSS-RPV1-N1ASE
29-RC- 1101-NSS-RSG-1A-IN-SE
29-RC-1201-NSS-1
29-RC-1201-NSS-2
29-RC-1201-NSS-3
29-RC-1201-NSS-4
29-RC-1201-NSS-5. 1
29-RC-1201-RPV1-N1BSE
29-RC- 1201-RSG- 1B-IN-SE
29-RC-1301-NSS-1
29-RG-1301-NSS-2
29-RC-1301-NSS-3
29-RC-1301-NSS-4
29-RC-1301-NSS-5. 1
29-RC- 1301-RPV1-N1CSE
29-RC- 1301-RSG- 1C-IN-SE
29-RC-1401-NSS-1
29-RC-1401-NSS-2
29-RC-1401-NSS-3
29-RC-1401-NSS-4. 1
29-RC- 1401-NSS-RPV1-N1DSE

DEGB3 size (in)

3.438
27.500
27.500
27.500
27.500
10.126
27.500
27.500
27.500
27.500
10.126
3.438
27.500
27.500
27.500
27.500
3.438
3.438
27.500
27.500
27.500
29.000
6.813
10. 126
29.000
29.000
29.000
29.000
29.000
6.813
10.126
29.000
29.000
29.000
29.000
29.000
6.813
10.126
29.000
29.000
29.000
29.000
29.000
12.814
29.000
29.000
29.000

IOZ (Ibm)

369.0
379.1
378.1
377.3
566.9
385.9
379.1
377.5
377.3
565.3
384.4
369.0
372.1
371.0
370.8
564.2
369.0
369.0
370.3
369.6
369.5
375.5
369.0
378.2
661.0
660.0
374.7
659.8
375.5
369.0
378.2
661.0
660.1
374.7
659.9
375.5
369.0
378.2
659.0
657.9
374.7
657.8
375.5
405.4
659.1
658.1
374.7

Fiber fines (ibm)

36.352
144.563
143.900
146.861
479.655
86.512
145. 178
146.897
147.614
440.006
88.607
35.688
124.898
128.987
129.661
412.742
36.641
36.440
119.306
125.846
127.394
169.819
60.283
98.873
729.722
757. 119
170.910
757.466
172.501
60.572
96.848
728.453
758.053
175.363
758.369
171.604
61.45 7
96.839
709.871
739.159
174. 390
739.297
171.069
169.894
690.235
718.823
173.943
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No.

588
589
590
591
592
593
594
595
596
597
598
599
600
601
602
603
604
605
606
607
608
609
610
611
612
613
614
615
616
617
618
619
620
621
622
623
624
625
626
627
628

le 17 continued
Location

29-RC-.1401-NSS-RSG-1D-IN-SE
31-RC-1102-NSS-1. 1
31-RC-1102-NSS-2
31-RC-1102-NSS-3
31-RC-1102-NSS-4
31-RC-1102-NSS-5
31-RC-1102-NSS-6
31-RC-1102-NSS-7
31-RC-1102-NSS-8
31-RC-1102-NSS-9
31-RC-1ll02-NSS-RSG-1A-ON-SE
31-RC-1202-NSS-1. 1
31-RC-1202-NSS-2
31-RC-1202-NSS-3
31-RC-1202-NSS-4
31-RC-1202-NSS-5
31-RC-1202-NSS-6
31-RC-1202-NSS-7
31-RC-1202-NSS-8
31-RC-1202-NSS-9
31-RC-1202-NSS-RSG-1B-ON-SE
31-RC-1302-NSS-1. 1
31-RC-1302-NSS-2
31-RC-1302-NSS-3
31-RC-1302-NSS-4
31-RC-1302-NSS-5
31-RC-1302-NSS-6
31-RC-1302-NSS-7
31-RC-1302-NSS-8
31-RC-1302-NSS-9
31-RC- 1302-NSS-RSG-1 C-ON-SE
31-RC- 1402-NSS- 1. 1
31-RC-1402-NSS-2
31-RC-1402-NSS-3
31-RC-1402-NSS-4
31-RC-1402-NSS-5
31-RC-1402-NSS-6
31-RC-1402-NSS-7
31-RC-1402-NSS-8
31-RC-1402-NSS-9
31-RC- 1402-NSS-RSG-1D-ON-SE

DEGB size (in)
29.000
31.000
31.000
31.000
31.000
1.689
1.689
2.626
31.000
31.000
31.000
31.000
31.000
31.000
31.000
1.689
2.626
1.689
31.000
31.000
31.000
31.000
31.000
31.000
31.000
1.689
2.626
3.438
31.000
31.000
31.000
31.000
31.000
31.000
31.000
1.689
2.626
1.689
31.000
31.000
31.000

IOZ (ibm)

657.9
649.2
646.7
638.7
601.9
369.0
369.4
369.0
584.8
581.1
649.2
649.2
646.7
638.8
601.9
369.0
369.0
369.4
584.9
581.1
649.2
647.1
644.6
636.6
599.8
369.0
369.0
373.7
582.9
579.2
647.1
647.2
644.7
636.8
599.9
369.0
369.0
369.4
583.0
579.1
647.2

Fiber tines (ibm)
719.152
767.924
718.352
633.152
549.192
30.017
30.367
32.929
486.734
493.428
768.024
765.456
717.937
635.722
554.156
30.033
32.952
30.321
486.187
488.315
765.510
736.975
690.002
611.466
523.709
30.053
32.895
36.677
449.839
444.278
736.975
708.5 11
657.787
573.578
486.752
30.021
32.918
30.298
414.764
409.098
708.563
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Table 18: Single train data for weld locations in the risk-informed category listing the ith weld number
(No. ordered by increasing D~mcaL), location (Break location), break size (D"• (in)), and mass of fiber
in the sump for the scenario (D~m~iL fines (Ibm))

No.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44

Break location

16-RC-1412-NSS-8
31-RC-1102-NSS-I.1
31-RC- 1102-NSS-RSG-1A-ON-SE
31-RC-1202-NSS-1. 1
31-RC- 1202-NSS-RSG- 1B-ON-SE
31-RC-1302-NSS-RSG-1C-ON-SE
12-RC-1221-BB1-9
12-RC-1221-BBl-1l
12-RC-1125-BB1-9
29-RC-1301-NSS-4
29-RC-1401-NSS-3
12-RC-1112-BBl-1
12-RG-1125-BB1-8
12-RC-1125-BB1l-0
12-RC-1125-BB1-ll
12-RC-1125-BB1-12
12-RC-1125-BB1-13
12-RC-1221-BB1-10
12-RC-1221-BB1-12
12-RC-1221-BB1-13
12-RC-1221-BB1-14
12-RC-1322-BB1-1
12-RC-1322-BB1-1A
12-RC-1322-BB1-2
12-RC-1322-BB1-3
12-RC-1322-BBl-4
12-SI-1315-BB1-7
12-SI-1315-BB1-8
12-SI-1315-BB1-9
12-SI-1315-BB1-10
29-RC-1101-NSS-3
29-RC-1201-NSS-3
29-RC-1301-NSS-3
29-RC-1101-NSS-4
29-RC- 1101-NSS-RSG-1A-IN-SE
29-RC-1101-NSS-5.1
29-RC-1201-NSS-4
31-RC-1302-NSS-1. 1
29-RC- 1301-RSG-1C-IN-SE
29-RC-1301-NSS-5. 1
29-RC- 1201-RSG-1B-IN-SE
31-RC-1202-NSS-2
29-RC-1201-NSS-5.1
31-RC-1102-NSS-2

D au(in)

9.550
9.890
9.890
9.960
9.960
9.980
10.016
10.016
10.036
10.100
10.120
10.126
10.126
10.126
10.126
10. 126
10.126
10. 126
10. 126
10. 126
10. 126
10. 126
10. 126
10. 126
10. 126
10.126
10.126
10. 126
10.126
10.126
10.126
10.126
10.126
10.160
10. 170
10. 180
10. 190
10.210
10.220
10.230
10.290
10.290
10.300
10.340

D~"m~' fines (ibm)
95.892
95.914
95.926
95.929
95.922
95.964
95.912
95.942
95.896
95.892
95.927
97.467
97.071
130.266
131. 572
125.822
101. 145
130.744
130.682
124.294

98.008
132.729
132.290
127.855
123.000
98.736
102.466
114.531
118.895
123.077
98.873
96.848
96.839
95.936
95.979
96.006
95.916
95.973
95.912
95.904
95.943
95.999
95.990
95.964

continued next page..
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... Tabl
No.

45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91

le 18 continued
Break location

29-RC- 1401-NSS-RSG-1D-IN-SE
31-RC-1302-NSS-2
29-RC- 140 1-NSS-4. 1
31-RC-1402-NSS-1 .1
31-RC- 1402-NSS-RSG-1ID-ON-SE
16-RC-1412-NSS-7
31-RC-1402-NSS-2
16-RC-1412-NSS-9
29-RC-1401-NSS-2
16-RG-1412-NSS-6
27.5-RC-1203-NSS-1
27.5-RC-1303-NSS-1
31-RC-1202-NSS-4
27.5-RC-II103-NSS-1
31-RC-1202-NSS-8
31-RC-1102-NSS-4
31-RG-1302-NSS-4
31-RC-1102-NSS-8
31-RC-1202-NSS-3
31-RC-1302-NSS-3
31-RC-I102-NSS-3
31-RC-1302-NSS-8
31-RC-1I02-NSS-9
31-RC-1202-NSS-9
31-RC-1302-NSS-9
16-RC-1412-NSS-5
27.5-RC-1403-NSS-1
31-RC-1402-NSS-3
31-RG-1402-NSS-4
31-RC-1402-NSS-8
31-RC-1402-NSS-9
27.5-.RC- 1103-NSS-RPVI-N2ASE
27.5-RC-1203-NSS-5
27.5-RC-1 203-NSS-RPV1-N2BSE
29-RC- 1401-NSS- 1
29-RC- 1401-NSS-RPVI-NIDSE
29-RC-1101-NSS-1
29-RG-1301-NSS-1
29-RC-=1301-RPVI-NICSE
29-RC-1I01-NSS-RPV1-N1ASE
29-RC-1201-NSS-I
29-RC-1201-RPV1-NIBSE
27.5-RC- 1203-NSS-4
27.5-RC-1I03-NSS-6
27. 5-RC-II103-NSS-7
27.5-RC-I303-NSS-5
27.5-RC-1303-NSS-6

D...(in)
10.390
10.390
10.400
10.570
10.570
10.740
10.830
10.970
10.980
11.040
11. 180
11.180
11.220
11.270
11.330
11.340
11.400
11.530
11.570
11.610
11.640
11.750
11.980
12.000
12.170
12.334
12.410
12.540
12.620
13.460
14. 170
23.600
23.660
23.730
24.230
24.280
24.380
24.400
24.510
24.550
24.780
24.870
26.340
26.680
27.260
27.500
27.500

D] .. " fines (ibm)

95.912
95.960
95.975
95.899
95.912
95.977
95.927
95.891
95.916
95.896
95.917
95.895
95.929
95.913
95.938
95.968
95.952
95.903
95.910
95.961
95.941
95.961
95.932
95.894
95.917
95.897
95.905
95.924
96.038
95.990
95.895
95.907
95.899
95.895
95.910
95.900
95.939
95.916
95.921
95.914
95.899
95.906
95.890
95.891
95.895
124.898
128.987

continued next page ...
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... Table 18 continued
No. Break location D~m•"u (in) D"ma" fines (lbm)

92 27.5-RC- 1303-NSS-RPV1-N2CSE 27.500 129.661
93 27.5-RC-1403-NSS-5 27.500 119.306
94 27.5-RC-1403-NSS-6 27.500 125.846
95 27.5-RC- 1403-NSS-RPV1-N2DSE 27.500 127.394
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8 Acronyms

AFW Auxiliary Feed Water

BAP Boric Acid Precipitation

CAD Computer Aided Design

CASA Containment Accident Stochastic Analysis (CASA) Grande

CCW Component Cooling Water System

CDF Core Damage Frequency

CFD Computational fluid dynamics

A\CDF Change in core damage frequency above a baseline level

AL ERF Change in large early release frequency above a baseline level

CLB Cold Leg Break

CSS Containment Spray System

0DEG B Double-Ended Guillotine Break

ECCS Emergency Core Cooling System

EOP Emergency Operating Procedures

FA Fuel Assembly. Several fuel assemblies are loaded in the reactor vessel to form
the reactor core

FIDOE Fiber Diffusion Operations Engine; application that solves fiber mass
conservation

GSI-l91 Generic Safety Issue 191 - the NRC Generic Safety Issue number 191

H HSI High Head Safety Injection

HLB Hot Leg Break

I OZ Inorganic zinc

I N k Idaho National Laboratory

LDFG Low Density Fiberglass (such as NUKON TM )

LERF Large Early Release Frequency
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LHSI Low Head Safety Injection

LLOCA Large Break Loss of Coolant Accident

LOCA Loss of Coolant Accident

LWR Light Water Reactor

M FW Main Feed Water

M LOCA Medium Break Loss of Coolant Accident

PCT Peak Cladding Temperature

PRA Probabilistic Risk Assessment

PWR Pressurized Water Reactor

PWROG Pressurized Water Reactor Owners Group

RCB Reactor Containment Building

RCFC The Reactor Containment Fan Coolers

RCP Reactor Coolant Pump

RCS Reactor Coolant System

RH R Residual Heat Removal System

RoverD Risk-informed Over Deterministic

R U F F Risk Uncertainty Frequency Function. The application for interpolating
NUREG 1829 frequencies

RWST Refueling Water Storage Tank

SI Safety Injection System

SLOCA Small Break Loss of Coolant Accident

STP South Texas Project

STL stereolithography file format

ZOI Zone of Influence
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9 Nomenclature

Cp(') Concentration of fine fiber in the containment pool

Di Break diameter at any weld location

ID1 Inside diameter of the smallest pipe of NP pipes having one or more welds
in the risk-informed category

Dsmall Smallest break diameter at any weld location that results in an amount of
fine fiber transported to the containment pool exceeding the amount tested
(there is no break size smaller that can produce more fines than the DsmaiI

at the corresponding weld)

fi, fi, f2 Generally, f• is the break frequency corresponding to D• evaluated from
NUREG 1829. fi, f2 are separately used to refer to the success frequencies
in plant states 1 and 2

f* An arbitrary fixed value of strainer filtration efficiency between 0 and 1

f(.) Filtration efficiency. When using the measured data fit in FIDGE, it is de-
pendent on the amount of fiber mass on the strainer

F(.) The frequency of breaks that exceed a criterion at each weld i in the risk-
informed category

Cx Interpolated frequency at x in the data interval, {a, b}

•ba Frequency at start of the data interval, {a, b}

Cb Frequency at end of the data interval, {a, b}

~The total weighted frequency that includes different plant states

•2 The overall frequency, evaluated from NUREG 1829 at any particular quant-
tile or mean, with which a criterion is exceeded

V Fraction of the CSS flow to the total strainer flow

i Index of weld locations in the risk-informed category, i --- 1,... , I

Wednesday 1 9 th August, 2015, 14:0080R1149 80 CR 11-4249
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j Index of categories of pipe ID extents of pipes with welds in the risk-informed
category from the smallest to largest pipe ID, j = 1,... ,NP

k Index over all the ECCS strainer values in each of the three strainers,
{A,B,C}

A Fraction of the total flow entering the RCS that flows through the reactor

core

Me(') Mass of fine fiber captured on the reactor core

Mp(.) Mass of fine fiber in the containment pool

Ms(') Mass of fine fiber captured on the strainer

NP Number of pipe inside diameters corresponding to pipes with one or more
welds in the risk-informed category

Qs(') Total flow through the strainer

Qc(') Total flow through the reactor core

Rn The set of all welds in the risk-informed category associated with pipes of

category nt

TWn Total number of welds in pipe category, n, ni -- 1, ... , NP

Vp Volume of water in the containment pooi

x Any break size in an evaluation of NUREG 1829 where the exceedance fre-
quency for that size is the NUREG 1829 exceedance frequency
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1-4 Defense in Depth and Safety Margin

1-4 Introduction
The defense-in-depth and safety margin evaluation applies for all debris effects
addressed in the risk-informed element of the STP RoverD methodology described in
Attachment 1-3, and which are associated with LOGA break sizes and locations that
potentially generate fine fiber debris that exceeds the quantity bounded by STP plant-
specific testing described in Attachment 1-2. That scope is generally described as
breaks larger than approximately 12.8" ID in locations where a sufficient amount of fiber
debris can be generated and transported to the sump to exceed the amount of fine fiber
debris in the STIP plant-specific testing described in Attachment 1-2. Forty-five weld
locations where a pipe break could exceed the amount of fine fiber debris in the
deterministic testing have currently been identified on the pressurizer surge line and
RCS main loop piping.

The DID evaluation shows that there is adequate system capability to provide
assurance that public health and safety are protected in the event that there is a LOCA
that results in strainer blockage. It identifies operator actions that can be taken to
mitigate the event and the robustness of the containment design.

The safety margin evaluation identifies margins and conservatisms in the design,
analysis and construction. The evaluation credits very low susceptibility of the welds to
degradation mechanisms that could lead to a LOCA, expected smaller actual amounts
of debris that would be generated and transported to the sumps, little or no actual
contribution to head loss from chemical effects, and margin in head loss evaluation.

The conclusion of the evaluation is that there is substantial DID and safety margin.

1-4.1 Defense in Depth
DID for STIP Units 1 and 2 is based on the plant design, operating procedures, and
administrative controls. In responses to Bulletin 2003-01 and GL 2004-02, STP
described modifications to plant hardware (most notably new advanced design sump
strainers), and operating procedures and administrative controls that were implemented
to address GSI-1 91 concerns. STP operating procedures have actions that prevent and
mitigate strainer blockage and in-vessel core blockage based on indications available
to operators such as instrumentation to monitor core water levels and temperatures.
Actions include initiation of combined cold leg and hot leg injection, which provides an
alternate flow path that bypasses core inlet blockage, and delaying the initiation of
recirculation mode by delaying depletion of the RWST including actions to refill the
RWST. STP surveillance procedures implement Technical Specification requirements
for cleanliness in accessible areas of the RCB to verify no loose debris (rags, trash,
clothing, etc.) is present which could be transported to the ROB sump and cause
restriction of the pump suctions during LOCA conditions, and for visual inspections
of the ROB sumps to verify suction inlets are not restricted by debris and that the
sump components show no evidence of structural distress or abnormal corrosion.

The current licensing basis for the sump strainers installed to address GSI-1 91 consists
of the current assumptions, initial conditions and conclusions of GL 2004-02 related
evaluations, including the current evaluations of design basis accident debris
generation and transport, sump strainer performance, impact of chemical effects and
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downstream effects of debris. Substantial plant-specific testing that supports
assumptions and corresponding conclusions contained in the GL 2004-02 evaluations
for STP has been performed. This information supporting the previous deterministic
methodology for demonstrating compliance is documented in supplemental information
provided in response to GL 2004-02 and forms the deterministic basis for the STP
RoverD methodology. The risk-informed element of the RoverD analyses associated
with the proposed exemptions and license amendment along with the design, procedure
and administrative controls already incorporated demonstrate that the risk from LOCAs
where the RCB emergency sump strainers will not perform their required functions is
very small and acceptable in accordance with the criteria of RG 1.174. The STP risk-
informed approach follows RG 1.174, verifying DID and safety margin are maintained
through design modifications, ongoing design modification controls, maintenance
procedures including the ISI program. The approach is comprehensive in nature,
analyzing a full spectrum of LOCAs including DEGB for all piping sizes up to and
including the largest pipe in the RCS. By requiring that mitigative capability be
maintained in a realistic and risk-informed evaluation of GS1-191 ,for a full spectrum of
LOCAs, the approach ensures that DID is maintained.

The proposed change to the licensing basis is consistent with maintaining DID in that
the following aspects of the facility design and operation are maintained:

* Functional requirements and design configurations of systems

* Existing plant barriers to the release of fission products

* Design provisions for redundancy, diversity and independence

* Plant response to transients and other initiating events

* Preventative and mitigative capability of plant design features.

Based on the results of the risk-informed Tmethod and the hardware, operating
procedures and administrative controls already implemented to address GSI-191
concerns, STP has high confidence that plant systems and operators would
respond as required to mitigate postulated LOCAs. This confidence is bolstered
by the DID features for STP described below.

1-4.1.1 Effectiveness of Defense-In-Depth Actions

The effectiveness of the DID actions is shown to be acceptable when considering the

following:

• STP EOPs are based on the approved industry standard Emergency Response
Guidelines (ERGs). These symptom-based EOPs have generic or site-specific
analyses that support them.

* STP Severe Accident Mitigation Guidelines (SAMGs) are based on approved
industry standard guidance.

• The procedures are trained upon and evaluated as part of the classroom
training.

• The DID actions are trained upon using the simulator to demonstrate
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effectiveness.

•The procedures that make the framework for the DID actions are evaluated

during the STP station review and approval process.

1-4.1.2 Evaluations

STP DID measures that are associated with the concerns of GS1-191 are evaluated
by applying regulatory guidance and industry guidance.

1-4,1.2.1 Guidance in RG 1.174

STPNOC proposes a licensing basis change to use a risk informed approach to
address the concerns ofGSl-191 with respectto maintaining long term cooling post-
LOCA on the basis that the change meets the principles and acceptance guidelines
of RG 1.174. The DID) elements given in Section 2.1.1 of RG 1.174 discussed below
have been evaluated to show that the proposed change is consistent with DID for
STP Units 1 and 2. DID for STP is based on the hardware, operating procedures,
and administrative controls and design modifications that have been implemented
to address the concerns of GS1-191 and GL 2004-02. The proposed licensing
basis change does n'ot propose any additional DID measures.

A reasonable balance is preserved among prevention of core damage,
prevention of containment failure, and consequence mitigation.

STP Units I and 2 each have three trains of EGOS equipment for the
prevention of core damage. E~ach train includes a SI accumulator, HHSI
pump, LHSI pump that has its discharge routed through the RHR heat
exchanger for cooling by CCW. There are three independent trains of
equipment for containment heat removal to prevent containment failure.
The heat removal equipment for each train includes a CSS pump and
two RCFC units per train that are cooled by safety-related COW.
Consequence mitigation is achieved using active equipment of the ECCS
and OSS and by maintaining the containment building as an effective
barrier to radioactive release.

The proposed change does not involve any equipment or design changes
beyond the modifications that have been made in response to the concerns
raised in GS1-191 nor does it involve any changes to the EOPs beyond the
changes in place to address the concerns raised in GS1-1 91. As discussed
further below, the proposed change does not significantly affect the
containment integrity or the capability of the independent and safety-related
RCF~s to remove post-LOCA decay heat from containment. There is no
change to the strategies for the prevention of core damage, for prevention of
containment failure, or for consequence mitigation. Thus the existing balance
among these is preserved.
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Over-reliance on programmatic activities as compensatory measures
associated with the change in the licensing basis is avoided.

Programmatic activities associated with the proposed change include the
1SI program, plant personnel training, RCS leak detection program, and
containm ent cleanliness inspection activities.

The ISI program requires non-destructive examinations of the RCS
components and piping. The inservice testing (IST) program requires
testing of active components such as pumps and valves in the RCS, SI,
and CSS systems. The proposed change does not rely heavily on
programmatic activities as compensatory measures nor propose any new
programmatic activities that could be heavily relied upon. The risk-informed
approach does consider pipe break frequencies. STP has previously
implemented a risk-informed ISI program that was approved by the NRC.
The ISI program is an effective element of DID that performs an important
role in the prevention of pipe breaks. It is important to note that the risk-
informed GS1-191 program and the risk-informed ISI program are
complementary in that the risk insights from the stations plant specific PRA
are used in conjunction with deterministic information to improve the safety
and effectiveness of the ISI program.

The leak detection program at STP is capable of early identification of RCS
leakage in accordance with RG 1.45 to provide time for appropriate operator
action before a flaw causing a leak would propagate to a break. This
program is an important contributor to DID.

Containment cleanliness inspection activities are performed prior to reactor
startup following outages, as required by the Technical Specifications. The
deterministic element of RoverD uses an input for the assumed amount of
latent debris inside containment after the cleanup activity is complete that is
in accordance with the NEI 04-07 guidance for a deterministic approach.
Thus, there is no over-reliance on STP programmatic activities to quantify or
manage latent debris as compensatory measures for the risk-informed
approach.

System redundancy, independence, and diversity are preserved commensurate
with the expected frequency, consequences of challenges to the system, and
uncertainties (for example, no risk outliers).

STP has three independent trains of ECOS equipment for the prevention
of core damage. Each train includes a SI accumulator, HHSI pump, LHSI
pump that has the discharge routed through the RHR heat exchanger for
cooling by CCW. There are three independent trains of equipment for
containment heat removal to prevent containment failure. The heat removal
equipment for each train includes a CSS pump and two RCFC units that
are cooled by CCW. Each train has an independent containment emergency
sumnp with strainer to provide suction flow during the recirculation mode to
the respective train's pumps (HHSI, LHSI, and CSS).
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The proposed change does not require any design change to these systems.
Thus system redundancy, independence, and diversity are preserved. The
proposed licensing basis change also does not call for any changes to the
system operating procedures. These systems have been fully analyzed
relative to their contribution to nuclear safety through STPs plant-specific
PRA. The STP PRA includes the risk contributions for the full spectrum of
LOCA events and meets industry PRA standards for risk-informed
applications. The treatment of uncertainties in the risk-informed model
ensures results are obtained for realistic assessments. The uncertainties
using the risk-informed approach methodology have been examined in the
PRA and there are no risk outliers.

Defenses against potential common-cause failures are preserved, and the
potential for the introduction of new common-cause failure mechanisms is
assessed.

The proposed change does not change any defenses against common-
cause failures. A potential common cause failure would be alLof the sump
strainers becoming clogged so that there would not be adequate flow to
any of the SI and CSS pumps. The defenses that apply to potential
strainer clogging (for example change in flow rate, conserving RWST
inventory, use of alternate injection sources, and stopping/starting Of
pumps) are not changed by the use of the risk-informed methodology since
there are no design changes to the equipment or changes to the EOPs.

The potential for new common-cause failure mechanisms has been
assessed for the GSI-1 91 issues. The primary failure mechanisms of
concern are recirculation sump strainer clogging and core clogging (that is, in-
vessel effect). A new aspect of clogging is the consideration of chemical
effects in addition to the fine fiber debris. However the defenses against
chemically-induced clogging in either the ECCS sump strainers or in-vessel
fuel blockage are effective, reasonable and acceptable operational measures
to mitigate or ameliorate adverse strainer and core cooling performance.
Additionally, these defenses do not change due to the proposed licensing
basis change to use the RG 1.174 risk-informed approach. Since the risk-
informed approach does not involve any design changes to the equipment or
changes to the operating procedures beyond those already taken in response
to the concerns raised in GS1-191, it does not introduce any new common-
cause failures or reduce the current plant defenses against common-cause
failures

Independence of barriers is not degraded.

The three barriers to a radioactive release are the fuel cladding, the RCS
piping and components, and the ROB. For the evaluation of a LOCA, the
RCS barrier is postulated to be breached. The proposed licensing basis
change does not involve any change to the design and analysis requirements
for the fuel. Thus the fuel barrier independence is not degraded.
Consequently, the risk-informed GS1-191 analysis approach focuses
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primarily on addressing the integrity of the fuel cladding by assuring the
ECCS cooling function is maintained. STPs risk-informed evaluation includes
both the ECCS cooling function and the containment function.

In the recirculation mode of accident mitigation, the post-LOCA fluid that
collects on the containment floor is pumped by the HHSI, LHSI, and 0SS
pumps that are located in the Fuel Handling Building (FHB). Thus the
recirculated fluid goes from the RCB to the FHB and back to the ROB.
The barrier to release from the FHB is the SI and CSS piping and
components in the recirculation flow path. The FHB HVAC system has
filters to handle gaseous leakage that would come from any recirculating
sump water leakage in the FHB. The proposed licensing basis change
does not involve any change to the design and operating requirements for
this equipment. Thus there is no change to the containment bypass path.
The containment barrier is maintained.

The ROB is fully analyzed for not only design basis considerations but also
from a Level 2 PRA perspective. Detailed analyses for severe accident
phenomena, including LOCAs, have been evaluated for impact to containment
building integrity; and these events do not challenge the overall capability of
the containment to remain intact. Also, it should be noted that additional DID
capability is available through the use of the RCFCs. The RCF~s have
enough cooling capability to remove decay heat from the containment pool
through containment atmosphere cooling during the ECOS recirculation
phase thereby further reducing containment integrity challenges.

The proposed change does not involve any design change to these barriers
(fuel, piping, building, HVAC filters). Thus the independence of the barriers
is maintained and not degraded.

Defenses against human errors are preserved.

The proposed change does not involve any design change to the current
equipment or for any change to operating procedures. Operator actions
during the initial accident mitigation stage are focused on monitoring of the
automatic mitigation actions including automatic ECCS and CSS responses
to the event. Operators will secure one 05S train if all three trains are
running at the initiation of the event to conserve RWST volume. Prior to
depletion of the RWST, there is an automatic switchover of the ECCS and
CSS pumps from taking suction from the RWST to taking suction from the
containment emergency sumps. Operator action is needed at the end of the
switchover sequence to close the RWST outlet valves. If RCS pressure is
greater than the pumps shutoff head pressure, the operators are required
to secure the" ECOS pumps to prevent pump damage. In accordance with
EOPs, the switchover from cold leg injection to combined cold leg and hot
leg injection is a manual action performed by the operator. The use of the
methodology for the risk-informed approach does not change any of the
EOPs that would be used or impose any additional operator actions or
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complexity. Thus the defenses that are already in place with respect to

human errors are not impacted by the proposed licensing basis change.

The intent of the plants design criteria is maintained.

The proposed change does not involve any change to the design or
design requirements of the current plant equipment associated with GSI-
191. Based on the results of the proposed change showing that the risk-
informed approach meets RG 1.174 acceptance criteria, the proposed
change revises the licensing basis for acceptable containment emergency
sump strainer design and performance in support of ECCS and CSS
operation in recirculation mode following postulated LOCAs. Therefore the
intent of the plants design criteria is maintained.

The design and licensing basis descriptions of accidents requiring ECCS
and 0SS operation, including analysis methods, assumptions, and results
provided in UFSAR Chapters 6 and 15 remain unchanged. The proposed
change to the licensing basis continues to meet the intent of the GDC that
apply to functions addressed by GSI-1 91. This conclusion is based on the
results of the risk-informed approach that demonstrate that the calculated
risk associated with GSI-1 91 concerns for STP Units 1 and 2 is very small
and in accordance with the Region Ill acceptance guidelines defined by RG
1.174. The functionality of the ECCS and 0SS during design basis
accidents is confirmed.

The performance evaluations for accidents requiring EGOS operation
described in Chapters 6 and 15 are based on the STP Units 1 and 2
Appendix K Large-Break Loss-of-Coolant Accident analysis. These
evaluations demonstrate that for breaks up to and including the double-ended
guillotine break of a reactor coolant pipe, the ECOS will limit the clad
temperature to below the limit specified in 10 CFR 50.46, thus assuring that
the core will remain in place and substantially intact with its essential heat
transfer geometry preserved. The proposed change does not involve a
change to the ECCS acceptance criteria specified in 10 CFR 50.46

1-4.1.2.2 General Design Criteria

GDC that apply to GS1-1 91 concerns are evaluated as follows.

1-4.1.2.2.1 Criterion 16-Containment Design

Containment and associated systems shall be provided to establish an essentially
leak tight barrier against the uncontrolled release of radioactivity to the environment
and to assure that the containment design conditions important to safety are not
exceeded for as long as postulated accident conditions require.

For STP, the containment isolation system will limit leakage to small percentages
by providing an essentially leak-tight barrier against radioactivity that may be released
to the containment atmosphere in the unlikely event of an accident. Additional
systems provided to prevent the uncontrolled release of radioactivity from the
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containment to the environment are the ECCS and CHRS, which includes the CSS
and RCFCs. These systems mitigate the potential consequences of a LOCA or
main steam line break. The containment and these associated engineered safety
systems are designed to operate under all internal and external environmental
conditions that may be postulated to occur during the life of the plant, including
both short-and long-term effects following a LOCA.

1-4.1.2.2.2 Criterion 35-Emergency Core Cooling

A system to provide abundant emergency core cooling shall be provided. The system
safety function shall be to transfer heat from the reactor core following any loss of
reactor coolant at a rate such that: (1) fuel and clad damage that could interfere
with continued effective core cooling is prevented; and (2) clad metal/water reaction is
limited to negligible amounts. For STP, the ECCS is provided to cope with any
LOCA up to and including the plant design basis DEGB of the RCS. Abundant
cooling water is available in an emergency to transfer heat from the core at a rate
sufficient to maintain the core in a coolable geometry for any postulated LOCA and
to assure' that clad metal/water reaction is limited to less than 1 percent. Adequate
design provisions are made to assure performance of the required safety functions
even with a single failure. Additionally, the station's plant-specific PRA fully evaluates
the risk of LOCAs and extends the analysis to beyond design basis events. Thus,
additional DID considerations have been evaluated in view of t h e station's PRA to
account for events such as multiple equipment failures, human errors, and external
events, including seismic events.

In Attachment 2-3 to this submittal STPNOC is requesting exemption to GDC 35
for the effects of debris that could be generated and transported from the
LOCA breaks not bounded by the deterministic testing as described in the
RoverD analysis.• The DID and safety margin evaluation here in Attachment 1-4
form part of the technical basis for the exemption.

1-4.1.2.2.3 Criterion 38-Containment Heat Removal

A system to remove heat from the containment shall be provided. The system safety
function shall be to reduce rapidly, consistent with the functioning of other associated
systems, the containment pressure and temperature following any LOCA and
maintain them at acceptably low levels.

For STP, the CHRS consists of the CSS and the RCFC subsystem, and is
assisted by the RHR heat exchangers acting in conjunction with the SI system to
remove heat from containment. The CHRS is designed to accomplish the following
functions in the unlikely event of a LOCA:

* Rapidly condense the steam within containment in order to prevent over-
pressurization during blowdown of the RCS; and

- Provide long-term continuous heat removal from containment.
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Initially, the CSS and the HHSI and LHSI pumps take suction from the RWST.
During the recirculation phase, the CSS and the HHSI and LHSI pumps take
suction from the containment emergency sumps. The RCFC subsystem is also
available as part of the CHRS to remove containment atmospheric heat and in so
doing reduce containment temperature and pressure.

In Attachment 2-4 to this submittal STPNOC is requesting exemption to GDC 38
for the effects of debris that could be generated and transported from the
LOCA breaks not bounded by the deterministic testing as described in the
RoverD analysis. The DID and safety margin evaluation here in Attachment 1-4
form part of the technical basis for the exemption.

1-4.1.2.2.4 Criterion 41-Containment Atmosphere Cleanup

Systems to control fission products, hydrogen, oxygen, and other substances which
may be released into containment shall be provided as necessary to reduce,
consistent with the functioning of other associated systems, the concentration and
quantity of fission products released to the environment following postulated
accidents, and to control the concentration 'of hydrogen or oxygen and other
substances in containment atmosphere following postulated accidents to assure that
containment integrity is maintained.

Each system shall have suitable redundancy in components and features, and
suitable interconnections, leak detection, isolation, and containment capabilities to
assure that for onsite electric power system operation (assuming offsite power is
not available) and for offsite electric power system operation (assuming onsite
power is not available), its safety function can be accomplished, assuming a single
failure.

For STP, the CSS is provided to reduce the concentration and quantity of fission
products in containment atmosphere following a LOCA. The equilibrium sump pH
is maintained by trisodium phosphate (TSP) contained in baskets on the
containment floor. The initial CSS water and spilled RCS water dissolves the TSP
into the containment sump allowing recirculation of the fluid. Each unit is equipped
with three 50 percent spray trains from a design basis perspective taking suction
from the containment sump.

In Attachment 2-5 to this submittal STPNOC is requesting exemption to GDC 41
for the effects of debris that could be generated and transported from the
LOCA breaks not bounded by the deterministic testing as described in the
RoverD analysis. The DID and safety margin evaluation here in Attachment 1-4
form part of the technical basis for the exemption.

1-4.1.2.2.5 Criterion 50-Containment Design Bases

The reactor containment structure, including access openings, penetrations and the
CHRS, shall be designed so that the containment structure and its internal
compartments can accommodate, without exceeding the design leakage rate with
sufficient margin, the calculated pressure and temperature conditions resulting from
any LOCA. This margin shall reflect consideration of: (1) the effects of potential
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energy sources which have not been included in the determination of the peak
conditions, such as energy in steam generators (SGs) and energy from
metal/water and other chemical reactions that may result from degraded
emergency core-cooling functioning; (2) the limited experience and experimental
data available for defining accident phenomena and containment responses; and
(3) the conservatism of the calculation model and input parameters.

For STP, the containment design basis is relevant to the risk-informed approach for
that small fraction of events (typically involving beyond design basis failures) for
which there is core damage that rely on containment for DID. The maximum
temperature and pressure reached in the RCB during the worst-case design basis
accident are well below the design temperature and pressure of this structure and
there is substantial margin in the containment design to accommodate beyond
design basis events. The proposed licensing basis change for the RG 1.174 risk
approach for GSI-1 91 does not change any of the design and testing requirements
for the containment. The section below titled "Barriers for Release of Radioactivity"
provides additional discussion.

1-4.1.3 NEI Guidance for Defense-in-Depth Measures in Support of Response to GL
2004-02

For the purposes of GL 2004-02 resolution, the primary regulatory objective is
specified in 10 CFR 50.46(b)(5) as long-term cooling. A method for ensuring
adequate DID is to maintain the capability for operators to detect and mitigate
inadequate flow through recirculation strainers and inadequate flow through the
reactor core due to the potential impacts of debris blockage. The following evaluation
of the STP DID) measures that support the STP application for a risk-informed
approach to closing GL 2004-2 is based on Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI) guidance
that includes additional justification for the measures discussed.

The STP Units 1 and 2 EOP framework has guidance for monitoring for the loss
of emergency sump recirculation capabilities and actions to be taken if this condition
occurs. These actions are as described in responses to Bulletin 2003-01 and GL 2004-
02, and remain in effect.

In summary, these actions include (1) reducing flow through the strainer(s) by
stopping pumps, (2) monitoring for proper pump operation, core exit thermocouples,
and reactor water level indication, (3) refilling the RWST for injection flow, (4) using
injection flow from alternate sources, and (5) transferring to combined hot leg/cold
leg injection flow paths.

STP EOPs that implement these actions include:

* 0POP05-EO-EO00 "Reactor Trip or Safety Injection"
* 0POP05-EO-EO1 0 "Loss of Reactor or Secondary Coolant" 0POP05-EO-ECllI "Loss

of Emergency Coolant Recirculation" 0POP05-EO-ES1 3 "Transfer to Cold Leg
Recirculation" 0POP05-EO-ES1 4 "Transfer to Hot Leg Recirculation"

* 0POP05-EO-FO02 "Core Cooling Critical Safety Function Status Tree" 0POP05-EO-
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ERC1 "Response to Inadequate Core Cooling"
* 0POP05-EO-FRC2 "Response to Degraded Core Cooling"
* 0POP05-EO-FRZ3 "Response to High Containment Radiation Level"
* SACRG-2, "Severe Accident Control Room Guideline After the TSC is Functional

1-4.1.3.1 Strainer Blockage

Inadequate recirculation strainer flow refers to the condition where the head loss
across the ECCS sump strainers develops to the condition where the NPSHA is
less than the NPSHR of the HHSI, LHSI and CSS pumps taking suction on the
strainers. This condition~,could result from the formation of chemica~l precipitates in the
containment sump pool and their deposition on a debris bed on the sump strainers.
Realistically, the onset of inadequate sump strainer flow would not be expected to
present itself as a problem until several hours into an event (following cooldown and
the potential formation of chemical precipitates). This has been shown previously
through generic and highly conservative (i.e., bounding) testing to significantly
increase the strainer head loss above that which develops solely as a result of non-
chemical debris. For STP, more recent testing for the realistic post-LOCA conditions
has shown that impacts due to chemical effects are not deleterious to pump
performance. In fact, the plant specific, prototypical (i.e., realistic) tests and
experiments have shown that there has been an extremely small amount of
precipitates formed in STP post-LOCA sump environments over a thirty-day time
period. However, the STP DID does include sump strainer contingencies due to
debris-induced strainer clogging, as discussed above.

1-4.1.3.1.1 Prevention of Strainer Blockage

The primary means to delay or prevent this condition is to reduce the flow through
the sump strainers by the following.

STP has a continuous action step in the EOPs to remove the third 0SS
pump from service after conditions have been verified suitable. Upon the
initiation of an event that would cause a 0SS actuation, the STP EOPs
secure one OSS pump if three CSS pumps are in service. -The operator
performs this at the onset, of the event to conserve RWST volume. This will
also reduce the flow dem'ands on the associated emergency sump during
emergency recirculation phase.

- The following additional pumps are removed as conditions allow: CSS pumps
(with TSC concurrence when containment pressure is less than 6.5 psig) and
LHSI pumps (if RCS 'pressure is greater than 415 psig).

- For small to medium LOCAs, guidance to delay depletion of the RWST exists in
procedure 0POP05-EO-ESI12, "Post LOCA Cooldown and Depressurization". This
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procedure provides actions to cooldown and to depressurize the RCS to
reduce the break flow, thereby reducing the injection flow necessary to
maintain RCS subcooling and inventory. The operating HHSI pumps are
sequentially stopped to reduce injection flow, based on pre-established
criteria that maintain core cooling, resulting in less outflow from the RWST. If
the break is not large enough to drop RCS pressure below 415 psig, then the
three LHSI pumps would not be injecting into the RCS but would be on pump
recirculation flow back to the IRWST. This would greatly reduce the depletion of
IRWST volume since these are high volume pumps. The procedure would
secure these pumps as long as IRCS pressure is maintained above 415 psig.

*For smaller LOCAs, it is possible to cooldown and depressurize the RCS to
cold shutdown conditions before the RWST is drained to the switchover level.
Therefore cold leg recirculation is not required to be established for these
breaks; and sump blockage is not an issue.

Additional considerations for prevention of sump strainer blockage:

*For the Technical Specification Surveillance Requirement (TS SIR) 4.5.2.c, STP
has implemented procedures 0PSP03-XC-0002 "Initial Containment Inspection To
Establish Integrity" and 0PSP03-XC-0002A "Partial Containment Inspection
(Containment Integrity Established)," to visually inspect all accessible areas of
the containment when Containment Integrity is established and maintained. The
inspections ensure no loose debris (rags, trash, clothing, etc.) is present in the
containment that could be transported to the containment sump. Walk-downs
are performed by station management and Operations personnel and a final
acceptance walk-down is performed by Operations to assure the containment
building is free of loose debris prior to entering Mode 4 (Hot Shutdown). For
subsequent entries, inspections of the travel path and work locations are
required to assure the areas free of loose debris.

*For TS SR 4.5.2.d, STP has implemented procedures to verify by visual
inspection that the suction inlets are not restricted by debris and that the sump
components show no evidence of structural distress or abnormal corrosion.
This TS SIR is required every refueling outage.

*The RWST level is normally maintained at a nominal level from 490,000 to
500,000 gallons to ensure standby capacity is maintained above the Technical
Specification minimum required volume of 458,000 gallons and the low level alarm
setting of 473,000 gallons.

*Training is provided to personnel aoossing containment to raise their awareness of
the more aggressive containment cleanliness requirements, the potential for
sump blockage, and actions being taken to address sump blockage concerns.

1-4.1.3.1.2 Detection of Strainer Blockage
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In a LOCA scenario, debris would be generated and could be transported to the
emergency sump strainers. Following initiation of flow through the sump strainers in
the recirculation mode, fiber and particulate debris could accumulate on the
strainers resulting in increased head loss across the strainers.

If an excessive head loss condition were to develop, it would result in a condition
of inadequate recirculation flow from the strainers to the pumps. This, in turn, could
result in a condition where insufficient cooling is provided to cool the reactor core or
insufficient flow is available for containment pressure control.

If a condition of inadequate recirculation strainer flow were to develop, it is important
for the plant operators to be able to detect this condition in a timely manner. The
primary methods for detection of this condition are:

Pump distress indications
STP has flow indication in the control room for all SI pumps (LHSI and HHSI) and
for all CSS pumps. Instrumentation is available to provide the operator with
indications of potential sump blockage. Indications of pump cavitation or pump
suction pressure below NPSHR such as erratic flow or low discharge pressure can
indicate a degradation in suction supply that could be caused by containment
recirculation sump strainer clogging. Indications are provided for SI and CSS pump
flows and SI pump discharge pressures that can be monitored for signs of degraded
pump conditions, such as could be caused by containment sump clogging following
establishment of recirculation flow.

Core cooling degrading
STP has core exit thermocouple (CET) indication and reactor vessel, water
level (RVWL) indication in the Control Room both on computer screens for the
Integrated Computer System (ICS) and Qualified Display Parameter System
(QDPS) to allow monitoring for any potential reduction in core cooling flow due to
sump blockage. This indication is also displayed on the computer systems as part
of the critical safety system status trees indicators. The Reactor Operators and
the Shift Technical Advisor monitor these status tree indications. The status tree
indicators provide change based on status tree logic to further enhance operator
recognition of a distress condition developing.

1.4.1.3.1.3 Mitigation of Strainer Blockage

Multiple methods are available to mitigate an inadequate recirculation flow condition
caused by the accumulation of debris on the sump strainer, including:

Reduction in flow demand on the emergency sump strainer
EOPs contain steps to reduce flow through the system up to and including
stopping all pumps taking suction from the affected emergency sump strainer.
In strainer head loss testing it has been observed that stopping all flow through
a debris-laden strainer has resulted in separation of portions of the debris bed
from the strainer. The primary driver for this separation is gravity since the
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force that held the debris bed in place was the differential force (pressure)
developed as a result of flow and head loss through the bed. Another contributor
to the collapse of the debris bed is the reverse pressure wave that develops
as a result of stopping the pumps and the consequential closure of discharge
check valves. STP procedure 0POP05-EO-ECI I "Loss of Emergency Coolant
Recirculation" minimizes the pumps required depending on plant conditions
and directs shutting down all pumps as applicable.

The following actions would address degraded EGGS recirculation flow that
may be caused by containment recirculation sump strainer clogging:

o stopping CSS pumps not needed for containment pressure control with
adequate RCFCs used for containment heat removal, to conserve
RWST.

o securing SI pumps to the RWST.

o aligning CCP to the VCT and injecting into the RCS.

Alternation of Recirculation Trains
STP has a design configuration that allows independent operation of
recirculation strainer trains. This enables the capability to operate the
recirculation system in a sacrificial strainer arrangement. With two
recirculation strainers put in service and the third strainer in standby, the vast
majority of the debris will collect on the first two strainers. This provides for a
relatively clean, low head loss strainer that can be placed in service later if
determined necessary due to blockage on the first two strainers.

The STP design has three independent trains each consisting of one HHSI
pump, one LHSI pump, one CSS pump, one RHR heat exchanger, and one
emergency sump strainer. The design does have the capability for operating
only two trains at a time thatwould allow the third train to have relatively debris
free strainer operation if called upon to be in service later in the accident
mitigation scenario.

Emergency Sump Strainer Backwash
The STP plant design configuration can provide a gravity drain of water from the
normal injection supply from the RWST backwards through the emergency sump
strainer. This backflow from the RWST to the sump could occur only if the
containment pressure is sufficiently low (below the RWST gravity head). The
bottom of the RWST is at elevation (+) 10 feet and the sump strainers are at
elevation (-) 11 feet. Gravity backwash removes accumulated debris blockage
at the sump strainer. The TSC, using guidance provided in the SAMGs, would
be expected to advise performance of this action, considering the plant
conditions and available indications.

RWST Refill and Realignment for Injection Flow
The EOPs for STP contain steps to initiate makeup to the RWST following
transfer to the recirculation mode of core cooling. In the event of strainer
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blockage, realignment to the direct injection flow path from the RWST would
provide necessary cooling for an extended period of time. If aligned to the
RWST, the operators would establish the minimum flow required for core
decay heat removal depending on sub-cooling conditions. STP transfers from
cold leg recirculation to hot leg recirculation at 5.5 hours after event initiation. Per
the hot leg recirculation procedure requirements, Operators will transfer two
trains to hot leg recirculation while maintaining one train in cold, leg
recirculation.

STP has the design capability to refill the RWST and to realign the SI pumps to
use this injection water source in case the recirculation flow path was blocked by
clogged sump strainers. STP has guidance in the SAMGs to inject more than
one RWST volume, and the additional RWST volume to be added would be
coordinated with the TSC.

Injection Flow from Alternate Sources
STP has the capability to use other sources of water to provide for core cooling.
The STP plant design configuration can provide CVCS Recycle holdup tanks
as a water source to make up to the VCT allowing use of a charging pump to
provide injection flow. STP has the capability to align the BAT using the boric
acid transfer pump to inject into the RCS.

1-4.1.3.2 Inadequate Reactor Core Flow

Inadequate reactor core flow refers to the condition where the normal core cooling
flow path has become impeded (blocked) and is not allowing sufficient cooling water
flow to reach the core. This condition could result from the formation of a flow limiting
or blocking debris bed at the entrance to the core region from the lower plenum of
the reactor vessel. The fiber bed that is developed is the result of fibers bypassing
(flowing through) the emergency sump strainers and becoming trapped in the debris
limiting openings at or near the bottom of the fuel assemblies. Tests have shown
that the limiting conditions for fuel blockage require the combination of fiber debris,
particulates and chemical precipitates. Significantly higher fiber debris loads can be
accommodated without flow reductions with the absence of or significant reduction
in chemical precipitates or in a significantly increased particulate contribution.
Similarly, with a significant reduction in fiber debris, particulates and chemical
precipitates can be accommodated without problems.

In a LOCA scenario, debris would be generated and deposited inside containment.
Following initiation of flow through the emergency sump strainers during the
recirculation mode, fiber and particulate debris would be transported to the
strainers. Some of the debris transported would pass through the strainers and
enter the suction of the ECCS pumps (LHSI and HHSI) and be injected into the
reactor. The ECCS recirculation flow will be directed initially to the cold legs of the
RCS and flow through the reactor vessel to the lower plenum region and then up
into the fuel'assemblies. Depending on the break size and location, a portion of this
flow can bypass the reactor core and flow out of the break location. Any fiber debris
that goes through the strainers and makes it to the reactor vessel will tend to collect
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on the bottom of the fuel to form a debris bed that would also capture particulate
debris. As temperature in the containment pool reduces below the value associated
with the development of chemical precipitates, these precipitates will interact with
the debris bed formed at the fuel assemblies resulting in a further increase in head
loss.

The STP plant design has combined hot leg and cold leg injection once the RWST is
depleted and the pumps have been aligned during the recirculation mode. Initially the
pumps are aligned for cold leg injection. At 5.5 hours after the initiating event, the
switchover to combined hot/cold leg injection is made. Since core cooling flow in this
configuration is directed from below and above the core, this design is less susceptible
to the development of blockage conditions that would result in an inadequate reactor
core flow condition for flow in only one direction.

1-4.1.3.2.1 Prevention of Inadequate Reactor Core Flow

Controlling (Reducing) Core Flow
The set of actions identified above for reducing or controlling flow through the
emergency sump strainers during the recirculation mode can have a similar positive
impact on reducing the potential for fuel blockage. Controlling flow to the reactor
vessel to maintain fuel coverage and match decay heat has benefits through
reduced head loss and delayed onset of any chemical precipitates.

Transfer to Combined Hot Leg / Cold Leg Injection Flow Paths
This step normally is performed at 5.5 hours following the design basis pipe break
event. There are some factors to consider that establish the minimum time for normal
transition to this mode of core cooling. These factors are the decay heat load versus
the hot leg injection capability and the potential for steam binding of flow out of the
core for certain hot leg break scenarios. For STP which has multiple hot leg injection
flow paths, the safety injection flow rate is significantly greater than the core boil off
rate. This ensures adequate flow to the core. Because debris beds observed in
testing appear to be very unstable, transferring to hot leg injection also has the
potential to disturb any debris collected on the bottom of the fuel. The STP EOPs
call for switchover of two trains to hot leg injection while maintaining cold leg
injection with the third train.

1-4.1.3.2.2 Detection of Inadequate Reactor Core Flow

Multiple methods exist for detection of a core blockage condition as manifested
by an inadequate reactor coolant system (RCS) inventory or RCS and core heat
removal condition. The primary methods include core exit thermocouples (CET)
temperature indication and the RVWL monitoring system.

Monitoring is initiated early in the event in the EOPs through Critical Safety
Function Status Trees (CSFST). The CSFSTs are performed continuously after
completion of diagnosis of the event directed by the EOPs. The QDPS and ICS
screens display the Critical Safety Function status at the bottom of the screen to
allow the operating crew easy monitoring capability. In addition, the Shift Technical
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Advisor is responsible to provide an independent monitoring of the CSFST during
an event and update the operating crew of any changes.

Emergency Response Personnel in the TSC or EOF will also maintain oversight of
plant status through review of information available in the TSC and EOF. An
additional method for detection of a core blockage condition includes monitoring
of containment radiation levels by the TSC or EOF staff and/or if an alarm setpoint
is reached resulting in an alarm in the control room. Subcooling and containment
radiation are monitored during an event by the operating crew and/or the
Emergency Response Personnel and will be used to help determine if the event is
escalating in severity and if one of the fission product barriers may be impacted.

Increasing core exit thermocouple (CET) temperature indication
CETs are monitored during EOP usage as well as for status tree functional
restoration entries and the safety parameter display system (SPDS). As part of
operator training, the operating crew must demonstrate the ability to detect
increases in CET temperature indication and transition to the appropriate EOP for
dealing with this condition.

Core exit temperature behavior is the primary indicator of adequate core cooling.
If cold leg recirculation has been established with flow maintained into the RCS,
core exit temperature should be stable or slowly lowering during the recovery.
Increasing core exit temperatures while injection flow is maintained, regardless of
reactor vessel water level behavior, is an unexpected condition that should be
evaluated well before any CSFST temperature limits are approached. In this regard,
when a core cooling concern is identified, STP's functional restoration procedure
would attempt to establish injection flow. If unable to establish SI flow, then
centrifugal charging pump (COP) flow is established to allow maximum injection into
the RCS utilizing the two COPs.

Decreasing reactor water level indication
Reactor vessel water level is monitored throughout the EOPs. Through
continuing training, operators demonstrate the ability to monitor and understand the
implications of a decreasing reactor vessel water level and appropriately transition
within the EOP framework to mitigate this condition.

STP uses a RVWL indicating system design consisting of heated and unheated
junction thermocouple pairs which would indicate a lowering water level with lower
core region flow blockage. The STP design uses eight pairs of heated and unheated
junction thermocouples enclosed in a vertical shroud from -the top of the core to
the top of the reactor vessel head which provides discrete level indication (void/no
void) at the elevation of each pair. This RVWL design does not rely on differential
pressure sensors for indication.

Increasing containment or auxiliary building radiation levels
Increasing radiation levels would be indicated by alarms in the control room with
specific procedural steps in both alarm response procedures and EOPs for
addressing the condition. Radiation monitor indication in the auxiliary building may
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be indication of a LOCA outside containment or provide initial entry conditions into
an Emergency plan (E-plan) due to increasing radiation levels.. Abnormal
containment radiation could require an escalation of the E-plan due to this being
indication of fission product barrier degradation which is monitored by the control
room. Abnormal containment radiation level is also one of the symptoms used to
identify a LOCA inside containment in the EOPs. Due to the sensitivity of the
monitors and the low alarm set points, identification of degrading core conditions is
expected to be indicated well before a significant release of radioactivity to
containment Occurs.

1-4.1.3.2.3Mitigation of Inadequate Reactor Core Flow

Multiple methods are available to mitigate an identified inadequate reactor core flow

condition.

Upon identification of an inadequate RCS inventory or an inadequate core heat
removal condition, the EOPs direct the operators to take actions to restore cooling
flow to the RCS including:

o Increase SI flow to refill the reactor vessel by depressurizing the RCS.

o Depressurize the RCS to inject the accumulators.

a Attempt to start any available SI pumps not running.

a Secure SI pumps to prevent pump damage, as necessary.

o As necessary, secure SI flow to prevent pump damage.

o Refill the RWST.

o Provide injection flow from the VCT using the charging pumps on a loss of
emergency recirculation.

o Provide injection flow using the positive displacement pump, if needed.

o Provide core cooling by steaming through the steam generators.

o Transfer to RHR if determined acceptable by the TSC.

o Transfer to hot leg recirculation.

The operators will also inform the TSC of indications of inadequate reactor core
cooling. The TSC will evaluate the condition and recommend the following actions,
as necessary, to the operators to restore core heat removal using SAMGs or
mitigation procedure guidance.

o Throttle RCS injection flow rate to ensure long term minimum decay heat
removal is met.

a Use the hot leg injection flow path.
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o Gravity drain the RWST to backwash the containment emergency sumps.

o Establish alternate injection paths that include the VCT and BAT.

o Refill of the RWST from the CVCS or fire water system

o Restart Reactor Coolant Pumps (RCPs).

o Flood containment using the fire water system

a Transfer to combined hot leg / cold leg injection flow paths

At the time for switchover to hot leg injection, the containment sump inventory
typically has been recirculated through the EGCS and RCS several times.
Particulate and fiber debris generated by the initial break and carried in the
recirculating coolant is depleted by either capture on the sump strainer, fuel
assemblies, or by settling out in the containment sump or in low flow locations of the
ECCS reactor vessel flow path such as the reactor vessel lower plenum. Thus, the
amount of particulates and fiber debris in the recirculating flow at the time of initiation
of hot leg recirculation is expected to be small. When considering chemical effects
for STP, the results of tests using sump chemistry representative of post-LOCA
conditions for STP indicate that significant impacts to strainer and fuel head loss
due to chemical effects would not be expected.

STP's multiple hot leg injection flow paths provide a safety injection flow rate that is
significantly greater than the core boil off rate. This ensures adequate flow to the
core. Transferring to hot leg injection also has the potential to disturb any debris
collected on the bottom of the fuel. The STP EOPs call for switchover of two trains
to hot leg injection while maintaining cold leg injection with the third train.

Establishment of Alternate Flow Paths
If CET temperature indication reaches the established threshold, then alternate
flow paths could be established to provide for core cooling. Some of the alternative
flow paths considered are returning to the injection mode of core cooling through
use of alternate water supplies. If unable to establish SI flow, then CCP flow is
established to allow maximum injection into the RCS utilizing two CCPs. This
alternate flow suction source can be aligned to either the RWST or VCT. As
discussed previously, hot leg recirculation for STP using combined hot leg and cold
leg injection flow paths has the potential to disturb the developed debris bed
allowing for adequate core cooling.

Start a Reactor Coolant Pump
If CET temperature indication reaches the established threshold, then the
operators could start an RCP. This action is expected to remove the material
blocking the core and allow the normal recirculation injection flow paths to become
effective at maintaining adequate core cooling.
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Implementation of SAMGs or EDMGs
SAMG and Extensive Damage Mitigation Guidelines (EDMG) provide additional
guidance and actions for addressing inadequate core flow conditions. Typically,
SAMGs will be entered when directed by the EOPs and with the concurrence of
the TSC. The SAMGs are used by the technical support staff in the TSC or EOF
to evaluate alternative courses of action for a degrading condition. The SAMGs or
the EDMGs will provide guidance for flooding containment above the reactor
vessel hot and cold leg nozzles thus covering the break location to provide for
convective circulation cooling of the reactor vessel.

1-4.1.4Training Related to the Proposed. Change

The proposed change does not result in changes to the symptom-based response
procedures and guidelines beyond those already implemented in response to
Bulletin 2003-01 and GL 2004-02. Initial training on sump blockage issues was
completed, and licensed operator classroom and simulator training on indications of,
and responses to, degraded pump flow indications which may be caused by
containment sumnp clogging is provided during initial and requalification training.

Training has been conducted for Emergency Response Organization decision
makers and evaluators in the TSC on indications of sump blockage and
com pensatory actions.

1-4.1 .5Barriers for Release of Radioactivity

The following evaluation demonstrates that the proposed change maintains sufficient
safety margin for the current barriers for release of radioactivity, which are the fuel
cladding, the RCS boundary, the RCB, and the emergency plan (EP) actions. The
evaluation concludes that the proposed licensing basis change:

u Does not affect or remove any of these levels of protection.

* Does not result in a significant increase in the existing challenges to the

integrity of the barriers.

* Does not significantly change the failure probability of any individual barrier.

* Does not introduce new or additional failure dependencies among barriers
that significantly increase the likelihood of failure when compared to the
existing conditions.

* Does not change the overall redundancy and diversity features among the
barriers that are sufficient to ensure compatibility with the risk acceptance
guidelines.

1-4.1.5.1 Fuel Cladding
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The fuel cladding barrier is maintained by the ECCS following a LOCA. After the
initial phase of the accident mitigation, long term cooling is also maintained post-
LOCA by the ECCS. The proposed licensing basis change for the change in
methodology to use a RG 1.174 risk-informed approach forthe effects of debris does
not make any change to the previous analyses and testing programs that
demonstrate the acceptability of the ECCS for the initial phase of providing core
cooling. The proposed licensing basis change shows that long term cooling is met for
the additional accident mitigation and recovery phase for the .LOCAs in the
deterministic scope of RoverD. The evaluation of DID and safety margin provides
confidence that adequate mitigation will be provided for the risk-informed scope of
RoverD. The proposed licensing basis change does not call for any equipment
changes or design changes or for any changes to the plant operating and testing
procedures beyond those already implemented in response to the concerns raised
in GSI-1 91. There is no change to the design and analysis requirements for the fuel.

Emergency Core Cooling
To comply with GDC 35, "Emergency core cooling," STP has a system to provide
abundant emergency core cooling. The system safety function is to transfer heat
from the reactor core following any loss of reactor coolant at a rate such that: (1)
fuel and clad damage that could interfere with continued effective core cooling is
prevented and; (2) clad metal-water reaction is limited to negligible amounts.
Suitable redundancy in components and features, and suitable interconnections,
leak detection, isolation, and containment capabilities are provided to assure that
for onsite electric power system operation (assuming offsite power is not available)
and for offsite electric power system operation (assuming onsite power is not
available) the system safety function can be accomplished, assuming a single
failure.

Long Term Cooling
To comply with 10 CFR 50.46(b)(5), "Long-term cooling," the STP RG 1.174 risk-
informed approach for post-LOCA sump performance shows that after the
successful initial operation of the ECCS, the core temperature is maintained at
an acceptable low value and decay heat is removed for the extended period of
time required by the long-lived radioactivity remaining in the core.

1-4.1.5.2 Reactor Coolant System Pressure Boundary

The integrity of the RCS pressure boundary is postulated to be broken for the GS1-1 91
sump performance evaluation that is concerned with post-LOCA debris effects.
However, the proposed change does notmake any change to the previous analyses
and testing programs that demonstrate the integrity of the RCS. Since the proposed
licensing basis change does not impact any design or programmatic requirements for
the reactor coolant pressure boundary, the likelihood of a LOCA is not affected.

Inservice Inspection Program
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The 1SI program performs an important role in the prevention of pipe breaks. The'
integrity of the Class 1 welds, piping, and components are maintained at a high level
of reliability through the ASME Section Xl inspection program. STP procedure,
0PSPII-RC-0015, for ASME Section Xl Inservice Inspection, ensures that the
following requirements of Technical Specifications 4.0.5 and 4.4.10 have been
satisfied:

oCompletion of the ISI program examinations of STP piping and component
welds in accordance with the schedule requirements of the ASME Boiler
and Pressure Vessel Code, Section Xl (2004 Edition No Addenda).

o Completion of ISI of piping and equipment, and component supports
(excluding snubber assemblies) in accordance with the schedule
requirements of the Code.

o Completion of ISI containment metal liner in accordance with the schedule
requirements of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code.

o Completion of the examinations of the RCP flywheels in accordance with
the requirements of RG 1.14.

Reactor Coolant System Weld Mitigation
All STP large bore RCS welds susceptible to pressurized water stress corrosion
cracking (PWSCC) have been replaced with Alloy 690 material not susceptible to
PWSCC (SG nozzles 1) or overlaid with non-susceptible Alloy 52/52M/152 material
(pressurizer piping safe ends 2) with the exception of the Reactor Vessel nozzle welds.
The reactor vessel nozzle welds are less of a concern in the GS1-1 91 analysis than
other break locations because the reactor vessel is covered with reflective metal
insulation (RMI), and the primary shield wall would protect the majority of fiberglass
insulation in the steam generator compartments. The RPV nozzle welds are not
among the 45 welds identified as not meeting the deterministic testing debris limits.

RCS leakage detection
The leak detection program at STP is capable of early identification of RCS
leakage in accordance with RG 1.45 to provide time for appropriate operator action
to identify and address RCS leakage. The effectiveness of this program is not
reduced by the proposed licensing basis change to the risk-informed approach for
GS1-191.

1-4.1.5.3 Containment Integrity

SDocumented in STP Relief Request dated July 2, 1998 (ADAMS Legacy Accession 9807060259), approved by
NRC in letter dated December 15, 1998 (ADAMS Legacy Accession 9812180143, 9812180145)
2 Documented in STP Relief Request RR-ENG-2-43, approved by NRC in letter dated April 2, 2007

(ML0708 10264)
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The evaluation of sump performance using a risk-informed approach is not a
component of the analyses that demonstrate containment integrity. Previous
analyses show that the containment structure can withstand the peak pressures
calculated without loss of integrity. The containment remains a low leakage barrier
against the release of fission products for the duration of the postulated LOCAs.

Containment Design Basis
The safety design basis for the containment is identified in GDC 50. The reactor
containment structure, including access openings, penetrations, and containment
heat removal systems, shall be designed so that the containment structure and
its internal compartments can accommodate, without exceeding the design
leakage rate and with sufficient margin, the calculated pressure and temperature
conditions resulting from any loss of coolant accident.

Containment Heat Removal
The proposed change to the licensing basis does not involve any equipment
changes beyond those modifications already made in response to the concerns raised
in GS1-191. Thus there is no change to any of the containment heat removal
components needed to maintain containment integrity. Therefore the proposed
change does not significantly impact the structural capability and integrity of the
RCB as an effective fission product barrier post-LOCA. The ST-P large, dry
containments with safety-grade RCFCs are likely to survive a significant core
damage event, even with a loss of the containment emergency sump.

RCFCs are designed to operate independently in the post-LOCA environment and
are not directly affected by the loss of the sump or containment sprays. This
additional and independent capability to reject decay heat from containment
ensures that the containment would not fail because of overpressure or
overheating. Although core melt could be postulated, containment integrity would
be maintained by operation of the RCFCs and the RCB would continue to be
maintained as an effective fission product barrier.

Energy released to the containment atmosphere from the postulated accidents is
removed by the CSS and RCFCs. STP has three groups of RCFCs with two fans
and two heat exchangers in each group (total of six fans and heat exchangers).
The RCFCs are designed to remove heat from the containment during both normal
operation and accident conditions.

In the event of an accident, all RCFCs are automatically placed into operation
on receipt of a safety injection signal. During normal operation, cooling water flow
to the RCFCs is supplied by the non-safety grade chilled water system. Following
an accident, cooling water flow to the fan coolers is supplied by the safety-grade
CCW.
The RCF~s remove thermal energy from inside the containment to reduce the
containment atmosphere pressure and temperature following loss of offsite power
(LOOP) or a DBA. The operation of four of six RCFC units (two of three trains),
or three of six RCFC units and two of three CSS trains are required to reduce the
peak pressure and temperature of the RCB following a DBA.
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Containment analyses consider operation of either two or three trains at the time
of accident initiation. LOCAs for a DEGB pump suction break consider both
maximum and minimum SI to assure coverage of all failure modes for the DBA.
Minimum SI is based on single-failure of a standby diesel generator (SDG). This
represents the most substantial loss of engineered safety features (ESF)
equipment. ESF equipment lost with the SDG includes one train of SI, one train of
CSS, one train of COW to a RHR heat exchanger, and one train of RCFCs (two
RCFC units).

The STP design calls for two trains of SI, two trains of CSS, and two trains of RCFCs
to be used for accident mitigation to yield acceptable containment peak pressure
results that are less than the containment design pressure of 56.5 psig. Analysis
indicates that ROB failure takes place at more than 140 psig.

A study case has been performed to show that two LHSI pumps in the injection
phase and one HHSI and one LHSI in the recirculation phase with zero 0SS
pumps and three ROFC trains gives acceptable results of containment pressure
reaching 3,8.6 psig.

Another case study shows that one LHSI pump in the injection phase and one
HHSI and one LHSI in the recirculation phase with zero SI pumps and one ROCF
train results in a peak containment pressure of 62.0 psig.

Based on these study results, it is concluded that two trains of RCF~s are
sufficient for containment heat removal if zero containment spray pumps are
operating. Thus containment integrity is maintained if all the OSS pumps are
secured.

Other industry studies have indicated the ability of the containment systems to
survive challenges of 2.5 to 3 times the design levels. The Zion Probabilistic
Safety Study showed that the containment ultimate capacity was 2.55 to 2.86 times
the design capacity. Industry standard for large, dry containments is 2.5 to 3.0
times the design pressure limit.

Containment Testin g
Technical Specification 6.8.3.j requires a Containment Leakage Rate Testing
Program to be established to implement leakage rate testing of the containment as
required by 10 CFR 50.54(o) and 10 CFR 50, Appendix J, Option B, as modified by
approved exemptions. This program is in accordance with the guidelines contained
in RG 1.163.

The proposed change does not impact the requirements for structural integrity
and leak-tightness of the containment and does not involve any changes to the
containment leakage testing requirements for demonstrating the effectiveness of
the containment as a low leakage barrier is maintained. Testing requirements
include ROB Integrated Leakage Rate Test (Type A), Containment Penetration
Leakage Rate Test (Type B), and Containment Isolation Valve Leakage Rate
Test (Type C) for compliance with Appendix A and Appendix J to 10OCFR50.

1-4.1.6Emergency Plan Actions
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The proposed change to the licensing basis to use the methodology of a risk-
informed approach does not involve any changes to the Emergency Plan. There is
no change to the strategies for prevention of core damage, for prevention of
containment failure, or for consequence mitigation. The use of the risk-informed
approach does not impose any additional operator actions or complexity.
Implementation of the proposed change would not result in any changes to the
response requirements for Emergency Response Personnel during an accident.
The STP DID approach includes the ability to detect, prevent, and mitigate post-
LOCA strainer debris blockage and in-vessel debris blockage.

2.0 SAFETY MARGIN

2.1 Introduction

The safety margin evaluation identifies margins and conservatisms in the design, analysis,
construction, and operation of the plant to show that the proposed methodology change by this
licensing submittal will maintain sufficient safety margins. Per the guidance stated in RG 1.174,
the evaluation of the proposed change shows that with sufficient safety margins, the following are
true:

* Codes and standards or their alternatives approved by use by the NRC are met.
• Safety analysis acceptance criteria in the UFSAR and supporting analyses are met or

proposed revisions provide sufficient margin to account for analysis and data uncertainty.

2.2 Break Selection

The July 2008 strainer head loss test debris quantities were based on locations that maximized
destroyed (and transported) particulate debris quantities in the debris generation analysis. The
following ZOI generated particulate sources were considered: destroyed Microtherm® and
Marinite insulation and destroyed qualified coatings. Review of the debris generation analysis
shows that the three locations listed below provide the bounding insulation and coatings
particulate quantities that were used in the July 2008 test.

1. 29" hot leg (LBLOCA) located inside the steam generator compartment, inside the
secondary shield wall, produced bounding Microtherm® insulation destruction.

2. RCS hot leg break at a nozzle in the reactor cavity (LBLOCA) produced bounding Marinite
insulation destruction. Note that after the July 2008 testing all Marinite was removed from
STP so this debris amount acts as an added margin source term in the STP RoverD
evaluation.

3. 31" LBLOCA on the RCS crossover line was considered bounding for qualified coatings
quantities.

Although these three break locations are not close to being collocated, the combined maximums
of these three particulate source locations were combined for evaluation in the July 2008 strainer
head loss test.
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Since the computational debris generation modules used in the current RoverD approach analyze
each Class 1 weld location for varying break sizes, all locations that present a challenge to post-
accident sump performance are evaluated.

All STP large bore piping PWSCC susceptible welds (nozzle welds) have been replaced or
otherwise mitigated with the exception of the Reactor Vessel nozzle welds. The reactor vessel
nozzle welds are less of a concern in the GS1-191 analysis than other break locations since the
reactor vessel is covered with RMI, and the primary shield wall would protect the majority of
fiberglass insulation in the steam generator compartments. STPNOC is in compliance with ASME
Section Xl weld inspections.

2.3 Debris Generation

Latent debris evaluations were completed in accordance with the guidance of NEt 02-01,
"Condition Assessment Guidelines, Debris Sources Inside Containment," Revision 1. The results
of the latent debris calculation conservatively determined the debris loading to be less than 160
Ibm in each containment. Therefore, 200 Ibm of latent debris was assumed as recommended by
NEI 04-07 Volume 2. This results in a very conservative estimate of fiber content.

The debris generation analysis does not take credit for shielding within the ZOI by equipment (e.g.
steam generators, reactor coolant pumps) and large piping. Instantaneous failure of 1 00% of the
unqualified coatings inside containment as particulates is a very conservative assumption.

Note that after the July 2008 testing all Marinite (440 Ibm) was removed from STP so this debris
amount acts as an added safety margin source term in the current RoverD evaluation.

2.4 Debris Transport

Most fiber fine debris is assumed to wash down to the sump pool elevation with no holdup on
structures. Although fiber fine debris would be easily carried by draining spray flow, a significant
quantity of fiber fines would likely be retained on walls and structures above the containment pool
due to incomplete spray coverage and hold up on structures. Even in areas that are directly
impacted by sprays, some amount of fiber fines would agglomerate together and likely be left
behind.

Most fiber fine debris is assumed to transport to the surface of the strainer. Flows that are
sufficient to cause any movement of individual pieces of small and large debris are assumed to
transport the debris to the strainer. Debris present or generated at the beginning of the event will
generally be pushed by break and spray flows into quiescent regions and will reside as debris
piles. At the start of recirculation, it would take substantially higher flow rate to cause movement
of these piles of debris. Even if these piles of debris were to move, there are numerous obstacles
(supports, equipment, curbs, etc.) that would prevent debris from reaching the strainers.

When determining strainer head loss, fiber fines produced by erosion are assumed to arrive at
the strainer at time t=0, instead of hours or days later when flow margin is greater. Fiber fines
created by erosion will arrive at the strainer over a period of hours or even days. A significant
portion of these fiber fines will arrive after flow margin has increased to the point where additional
strainer head loss can be readily accommodated.
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When determining strainer head loss, the full 30-day chemical precipitate load is assumed to
arrive at the strainer at the earliest possible time with no credit for settling or nucleation on
containment surfaces. The quantity of precipitate arriving at the strainer surface is expected to be
significantly lower than the calculated amounts. In addition, the precipitate is expected to arrive
gradually and resultant head loss would be compensated by increased head loss margins.

2.5 NPSH

The sump temperature is from the containment LOCA pressure-temperature analysis which
maximizes the sump temperature by using the maximum temperatures for cooling water to the
heat exchangers and for the water of the ultimate heat sink and uses very conservative mass and
energy release rates from the reactor.

The containment water level was determined using conservative input values for the pool
contributions and conservatively accounting for items such as holdup in locations in the
containment, filling of empty pipe, water in transit, steam holdup, etc. The minimum sump water
level used for the NPSH evaluation was 38 in. which is conservative compared to the maximum
calculated water level of 79 in.

Higher-than-expected flow rates are conservatively used for the NPSH evaluation and during
strainer head loss testing. Flow rates for the expected LOCA condition would generally be lower
than as-tested flow rates and operator actions to further reduce flow would be expected following
indications of significant strainer head loss.

For the NPSH evaluation, all of the debris is assumed to be formed into a debris bed on the
strainer at the start of recirculation. The debris consists of all of the insulation fiber fines, all of
the coating particulates, and all of the chemical precipitates.

The clean strainer head loss calculation utilized standard hydraulic head loss equations based on
Crane Technical Paper 410 for pipe and fittings that were used to determine the total head loss
contributions of the strainer attached pipe and fittings. The individual head loss results from the
strainer and the pipe fittings were added together to obtain the head loss for the entire strainer
assembly configuration. An increase of 10% for connecting pipe and fitting head loss calculations
was adequate to address any non-conservatism inherent in the use of standard head loss
correlations. An increase correction of 6% of the clean strainer head loss was used to account for
uncertainty.

Containment accident pressure is not credited for available NPSH. For a sump temperature of
2120 F and higher, the NPSH available considered that the containment pressure was equal to the
vapor pressure. For sump temperatures lower than 212°F, the containment pressure was taken
as 14.7 psia.

2.6 Head Loss Testing

During testing, all fiber and particulate debris is collected on the strainer prior to addition of
chemical precipitates. The chemical precipitate coating on the strainer would be less uniform
than that achieved during testing since some fiber and particulate debris would arrive along with
the precipitates, producing a less uniform deposit.
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For the head loss test the addition of debris used a sequence of debris types from the most
transportable to the least transportable. This was done to ensure that less transportable debris
did not inhibit or interfere with the more transportable fiber and particulate debris utilized in the
STP bounding debris head loss tests. This is conservative in that it is not proto-typical for the
post-LOCA condition for the debris to transport in this manner.

Marinite (a problematic debris type) was utilized for the July 2008 strainer head loss test.
However, note that after the July 2008 testing all Marinite was removed from the STP containment
so this debris amount acts as an added margin source term in the STP RoverD evaluation.

2.7 Strainer Design

The strainers are designed for the pressure differentials caused by the maximum debris loading.

The strainer components are designed in accordance with the AlSC "Specification for the Design,
Fabrication, and Erection of Structural Steel for Buildings, 7th Edition" with Supplement Numbers
1, 2 and 3; and SEI/ASCE 8-02, "Specification for the Design of Cold-Formed Stainless Steel
Structural Members". The acceptance criteria are primarily in accordance with these codes. In
circumstances where these specifications do not provide adequate guidance for a particular
component, other codes, specifications or standards are used for guidance. For instance, the
strainers are made from stainless steel materials. The AlSC Specification does not specifically
cover stainless steel materials. Therefore, ANSI/AlSC N690-1994, "Specification for the Design,
Fabrication, and Erection of Steel Safety Related Structures for Nuclear Facilities", is used to
supplement the AISC Specification in any areas related specifically to the structural qualification
of stainless steel. Note that only the allowable stresses are used from this Specification and load
combinations and allowable stress factors for higher service levels are not used.

For the perforated plates, the equations from Appendix A, Article A-8000 of the ASME B&PV
Code, Section Ill, 1998 Edition are used instead of the AISC code. A-8000 is deemed more
appropriate because it is written specifically for perforated plates.

Guidance is also taken from AWS D1 .6, "Structural Welding Code - Stainless Steel", as it relates
to the qualification of stainless steel welds.

The STP strainer was structurally qualified for the maximum debris loading for two temperature
cases:

Case 1 2670°F (start of recirculation) for differential pressure of 2.47 psi (5.71 ft)
Case 2 128°F (30 days post-LOCA) for differential pressure of 4.0 psi (9.35 ft)

The debris loading is the same for both cases.

The strainer structural qualification limit is determined from the Code allowable stress value such
that it is not exceeded.

2.8 Particulates Discussion
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Note that after the July 2008 testing all Marinite was removed from the STP containment so this
debris amount acts as an added margin source term in the STP RoverD evaluation.

Subsequent to the July 2008 strainer head loss test, it was found that some particulate debris
items were added in deficient amounts and some were added in extra amounts. Discussion of
margin is necessary because although some particulate quantities that were added to the test are
now considered extra source terms or very bounding, others were added in insufficient amounts
when considering calculated generation and transport. In particular unqualified epoxy debris
generation analysis performed in 2008, which provided epoxy quantities for the July 2008 test,
took credit for failure size distributions that included chips to take credit for reduced transport.
Assigning chip failure size categories for epoxy is not considered an acceptable practice
considering current NRC staff guidance for unqualified coatings. Additionally Microtherm®
amounts added to the July 2008 test were smaller than the amount listed in the reference
calculation due to use of draft report values in the test which were corrected before the document
was signed off. Examples of extra and bounding particulate debris source terms added to the July
2008 STP head loss test include Marinite, which has since been removed from the plant, and
unqualified IOZ, which through more refined analysis has been reduced in current analysis.

The July 2008 tested unqualified epoxy and Microtherm® additions were found to be deficient
due to use of methods not approved by guidance and due to the use of values from a draft report
respectively. Tested IOZ and Marinite® debris amounts were assessed as extra source terms
due to refined analysis and plant removal of insulation respectively. Unqualified epoxy and IOZ
were qualitatively compared as typical debris types, defined as debris types that have reliable
measurements for surface area to volume ratio; which is a parameter indicative of drag in
measured or calculated head loss. A conservative margin of 378 Ibm was found for the typical
particulate debris types assessed. Microtherm® and Marinite® were qualitatively compared as
problematic debris types, defined as debris types that have high and unreliable measurements
for surface area to volume ratio because of their microporous geometry. A conservative margin
of 153 Ibm was found for the problematic debris types assessed. The large conservative margin
of microporous Marinate debris can be qualitatively estimated to a much larger amount of typical
particulate debris but was not quantitatively estimated in the evaluation.

2.9 Chemical Effects

The July 2008 strainer head loss test obtained a peak head loss of 9.1 ft. of water. This resulted
mostly from response to a highly conservative, non-representative chemical debris load applied
to the debris bed that contained a very high particulate to fiber ratio. Since the highly conservative
chemical debris load used for the 2008 test produced approximately 50% of the total peak head
loss, the peak head loss is much larger than would be achieved with representative parameters.
The excess response or margin in the total head loss caused by the chemical debris loading may
be used to accommodate uncertainty associated with other parameters used in the RoverD
analysis.

STPNOC evaluated the type and expected quantity of chemical products that would form in the
recirculation fluid specifically for STP. Revision 0 of this evaluation used the chemical
model/methodology developed in WCAP-1 6530-NP, "Evaluation of Post-Accident Chemical
Effects in Containment Sump Fluids to Support GS1-1 91," prior to release of the accompanying
NRC SER. No deviations were taken to the WCAP-16530-NP methods.
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Conservatively using sump temperature data provided for the first 2 days post-LOCA, the final
temperature was extended for the 30-day period. Extending the final temperature of 165°F from
2 days to 30 days will provide more conservative values for precipitate formation since this
temperature is higher than the actual temperatures expected due to cooling by the RHR heat
exchangers.

Because of the uncertainty of the operator actions which may be taken post-LOCA, the evaluation
was performed with spray continuing for both 24-hour and 30-day durations for both maximum
and minimum recirculation volumes. This resulted in four sensitivity cases. The materials
expected to contribute to the formation of chemical precipitates are: CalSil (Marinite) insulation,
fiberglass insulation, Microtherm®, concrete, trisodium phosphate, submerged aluminum, and
non-submerged aluminum. The resulting expected chemical precipitates are sodium aluminum
silicate (NaAISi3Oa), aluminum oxyhydroxide (AIOOH), and calcium phosphate (Ca 3(PO,)2).

The 30-day spray duration yielded the maximum total amount of precipitates. For conservatism,
the 30-day spray duration quantities were used for strainer testing using the larger of the
maximum/minimum volume values for each precipitate type.

Chemical Precipitates and Associated Recirculation Volumes
Maximum Recirculation Minimum Recirculation

SVolume Volume
Spray 24 hours 30 days 24 hours 30 days

Duration
Ibm ppm Ibm ppm Ibm ppm Ibm ppm

NaAISi308 702 128.9 1432 262.9 651 219.6 1097 370.5

AIOOH 0.0 0.0 79 14.5 0.0 0.0 143 48.3

Ca3(PO4)2 359 65.9 359 65.9 291 98.2 291 98.2

Revision 1 of the STP chemistry effects evaluation used the refined methodology'
developed in WCAP-1 6785-NP, "Evaluation of Additional Inputs to the WCAP-16530-NP
Chemical Model," to perform additional sensitivity cases. However, STP used the base
case chemical effects quantities from Revision 0 of the chemistry effects evaluation during
the performance of strainer head loss testing with chemical effects surrogates.

Although the design basis chemical load for the 2008 strainer test was conservative
compared to the deterministic calculation, the deterministic calculation contained many
unrepresentative layers of conservatism. The evaluation applied a conservative
temperature profile based on a conservative, two-day temperature trend. First the
conservative two-day temperature trend was increased by 5°F. Then the two-day
temperature was held constant for an additional 28 days to generate a temperature profile
for the analysis. In addition, the pH profile had a steady state pH equal to the highest
deterministic pH bound. Finally, some inputs for material parameters were larger than
the worst case exposure within containment (e.g. 7,000 ft2 of aluminum was used rather
than the representative worst case of 5,567 ft2). The use of the high pH profile and the
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high temperature profile along with overestimations of material exposure produced highly
conservative quantities of chemical precipitates for the Rev. 0 evaluation. The results
were used to define the amounts used in the 2008 strainer test.

Thus the original deterministic analysis used 20% more aluminum and 75% more
concrete than actual and also included Calcium-silicate (Marinite) insulation that was
subsequently removed from containment. When the material parameters were corrected
for the representative worst case conditions for the evaluation but still using the
conservative pH and temperature profiles and the 30 day spray duration of the original
evaluation, the resulting calculated value for the chemical precipitates was 32% less than
that used in the 2008 strainer test.

A more recent evaluation was performed that utilized representative parameters related
to temperature, pH, material exposure, spray duration, and passivation of aluminum
corrosion products. The calculated precipitate generation results show that the chemical
debris load can be reduced by 94%.

The chemical debris used in the July 2008 strainer head loss test was formulated per
WCAP-1 6530 which includes these conservatisms:

* High corrosion/dissolution rates used due to limited data and neglect of inhibition
effects

* 100% of dissolved aluminum and 100% of dissolved calcium (with TSP) assumed
to precipitate

* Precipitation assumed to occur at beginning of event even though
corrosion/dissolution takes time and kinetic factors may significantly delay
precipitation

* Test surrogate preparation is not consistent with actual precipitation process in real
environment

Insights on actual chemical effects gained by testing and analysis for STP include:
* Integrated tests with bounding conditions relevant to STP large breaks show

relatively little precipitate formation
* Vertical loop tests with dissolved aluminum show that precipitate formation would

not occur prior to significant pool cooling (days into the event)
* WCAP-16530 calculations show that small breaks would have much less

precipitate formation than large breaks (an order of magnitude less)

Experiments have shown that using ex-situ methods of precipitate formation (as was the
case for the July 2008 test) produced precipitate forms that are much more likely to result
in head loss impacts in debris beds than those formed in-situ. Finally, and consistent with
previous observations, the more recent experimental work performed by The University
of New Mexico (Submittal of GS1-191 Chemical Effects Test Reports, ML14072A076) for
this analysis provides evidence that the chemical corrosion process that would take place
in an actual post-LOCA environment is significantly more benign to debris bed head loss
than any of the surrogate (in-situ or ex-situ) methods. The results of the chemical effects
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experimental program that are most similar to the actual post-LOCA sump conditions give
confidence that experiments performed with surrogate preparations represent an upper
bound for chemical effects on debris bed head loss.

The chemical effects testing that has been conducted has shown that chemical
precipitation does not tend to occur in solution in the STP post-LOCA environment. In
cases where precipitation does occur, the current test results suggest that the precipitates
that actually form in solution have different morphology from the surrogate precipitates
and are likely to have less impact on total head loss.

2.10 In-Vessel Effects

Realistic analysis of the LOCA response (ML14029A533) show that the postulated
scenarios for core blockage are not expected. Thermal-hydraulic engineering evaluations
of core flow blockage scenarios were conducted to understand safety margin in these
scenarios. In these evaluations, assessments of extreme conditions of core blockage are
included. In these analyses, it was shown that with complete blockage of the core inlet
and all bypass paths, only medium and large break cold leg LOCA would result in core
damage. However, detailed modeling of the core and reactor vessel showed that only
one fuel assembly flow passage needs to remain clear to prevent fuel overheating. The
analyses included locating the open fuel assembly either at the core center or at an
extreme periphery location. Multi-dimensional vessel and core simulations at the time of
recirculation show that the core inflow is highly asymmetric indicating that it would be
likely that several fuel assemblies would not be blocked by debris that might penetrate
the ECCS sump screens.

Based on ECCS strainer fiber penetration analyses performed for RoverD, CLB design
basis scenarios result in very small amounts of fiber accumulation on the core.

2.11 Conclusion

With the implementation of this LAR, sufficient safety margins will be maintained.


